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Dear Sir or Madam:

By Reference 1, Energy Northwest requested the renewal of the Columbia Generating
Station (Columbia) operating license. Via Reference 2, the Nuclear Regulatory
Commission (NRC) requested additional information related to the Energy Northwest
submittal.

Transmitted herewith in the attachment is the Energy Northwest response to the
Request for Additional Information (RAI) contained in Reference 2. The RAI in
Reference 2 was specific to the Cooling Unit Inspection Program, requesting a
justification for a one-time inspection rather than a periodic inspection program.
References 3, 4, 5, and 6 deferred responses to similar RAIs about the Diesel System
Inspection, Diesel-Driven Fire Pump Inspection, Flexible Connections Inspection,
Monitoring and Collection Systems, and Service Air Inspection.

In RAI B.2.14-1, the NRC requested that Energy Northwest justify how the one-time
inspection satisfied one of the following criteria for the use of a one-time inspection
program: (a) the aging effect is not expected to occur but the data is insufficient to rule it
out with reasonable confidence; (b) the aging effect is expected to progress very slowly
in the specified environment, but the local environment may be more adverse than that
generally expected; and (c) the characteristics of the aging effect include a long
incubation period. Energy Northwest determined that, for the 6 programs, the
site-specific operating experience has not identified an aging effect, but that the data is
insufficient to rule it out with reasonable confidence. However, based on reviews of the
Generic Aging Lessons Learned (GALL) Report, NUREG 1801, revision 2, Energy
Northwest is revising the LRA to change the 6 one-time inspections to base-line
inspections prior to the period of extended operation (PEO) with subsequent
opportunistic inspections of components within the program scope during the PEO. The
programs include a provision to verify that each material and environment combination
is inspected with in a specified time frame.

Enclosures 1 through 6 contain the applicable revised pages of Amendment 21 to the
LRA. Each enclosure contains the revised pages for one of the programs modified in
response to the RAIs. This group of 6 enclosures is provided to aid in the review of the
individual RAIs. Six revised commitments are included in this response.

If you have any questions or require additional information, please contact Abbas Mostala
at (509) 377-4197.
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I declare under penalty of perjury that the foregoing is true and correct. Executed on
the date of this letter.

Respectfully,

/rSK ambhir
Vice President, Engineering

Attachment:

Enclosure 1
Enclosure 2
Enclosure 3
Enclosure 4
Enclosure 5

Enclosure 6

Response to Request for Additional Information

LRA Amendment 21 for Cooling Units Inspection Program
LRA Amendment 21 for Diesel Systems Inspection Program
LRA Amendment 21 for Diesel-Driven Fire Pumps Inspection Program
LRA Amendment 21 for Flexible Connections Inspection Program
LRA Amendment 21 for Monitoring & Collection Systems Inspection
Program
LRA Amendment 21 for Service Air System Inspection Program

cc: NRC Region IV Administrator
NRC NRR Project Manager
NRC Senior Resident Inspector/988C
RN Sherman - BPA/1399
WA Horin - Winston & Strawn
AD Cunanan -' NRC NRR (w/a)
BE Holian - NRC NRR
EFSEC Manager
RR Cowley - WDOH
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RESPONSE TO REQUEST FOR ADDITIONAL INFORMATION
"Request for Additional Information for the Review of the Columbia Generating Station,

License Renewal Application,"
(ADAMS Accession No. ML1 03010080)

Kichline

RAI B.2.14-1

Background:

Generic Aging Lessons Learned (GALL) aging management program (AMP) XI.M32
states that use of a one-time inspection is appropriate when (a) an aging effect is not
expected to occur but the data is insufficient to rule it out with reasonable confidence;
(b) an aging effect is expected to progress very slowly in the specified environment, but
the local environment may be more adverse than that generally expected; or (c) the
characteristics of the aging effect include a long incubation period. GALL AMP XI.M32
also states that for these cases, the one-time inspection should provide confirmation
that either the aging effect is indeed not occurring, or the aging effect is occurring very
slowly so as not to affect the component or structure's intended function during the
period of extended operation. GALL AMP XI.M32 also states that one-time inspections
may be used to verify the system-wide effectiveness of an AMP at inspection locations
in the system or component based on the aging effect.

In license renewal application (LRA) Section B.2.14, the applicant stated that its
Cooling Unit Inspection Program will be used to detect and characterize the material
conditions of aluminum, steel, copper alloy and stainless steel cooling unit components
that are exposed to condensation (internal or external) environment. The applicant
also stated that the inspection would provide direct evidence as to whether, and to
*what extent, a loss of material due to crevice, galvanic, general, pitting, or
microbiological influenced corrosion, reduction in heat transfer due to fouling of heat
exchanger tubes and fins, or cracking of aluminum components has occurred, or is
likely to occur, that could result in a loss of intended function.

GALL Report item VII.G-23 recommends GALL AMP XI.M38, "Inspection of Internal
Surfaces in Miscellaneous Piping and Ducting Components" to manage loss of material
for steel piping exposed internally to moist air or condensation. GALL AMP XI.M38
includes periodic inspections of the internal surfaces of components to manage loss of
material.

GALL Report items VII.F1 -1, VII.F2-12, and VII.F2-14 recommend a plant-specific
aging management program and require further evaluation to manage the loss of
material, pitting and crevice corrosion for stainless steel, aluminum, and copper,
respectively.
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Issue:

It is not clear to the staff how a one-time inspection program is appropriate to manage
loss of material and cracking for aluminum exposed to condensation (external) and loss
of material for steel exposed to condensation (internal) given that (a) industry
experience has shown that aging is expected for these material and environment
combinations (b) the GALL Report recommends periodic inspection programs to
manage aging for these material and environment combinations; and (c) a one-time
inspection program is only to be used when an aging effect is not expected or is
expected to progress very slowly.

Request:

Justify how the one-time inspections proposed by the Cooling Units Inspection Program
is adequate by explaining how, for each component managed by the program, one of
the following criteria for use of a one-time inspection is satisfied: (a) the aging effect is
not expected to occur but the data is insufficient to rule it out with reasonable
confidence; (b) the aging effect is expected to progress very slowly in the specified
environment, but the local environment may be more adverse than that generally
expected; and (c) the characteristics of the aging effect include a long incubation period.

Energy Northwest Response:

The Cooling Units Inspection Program was credited for steel and stainless steel Diesel
Building heating, ventilation and air conditioning (HVAC) drain pans and drain piping,
Pump House HVAC drain pans and piping, Radwaste Building HVAC drain pans and
piping, and Reactor Building HVAC drain pans, piping and components where a loss of
material is not expected to occur but the data is insufficient to rule it out with reasonable
confidence, since the drain pan and drain piping internal surfaces have not been
inspected. Site specific operating experience has not identified a loss of material in
drain pans or piping. However, the condition of the drain pans, piping and components
has not been confirmed; air handling (cooling) unit maintenance and surveillance
activities have been focused on the coils but have observed no leakage. By design,
cooling units are self-draining. As such, a one-time inspection was credited for these
components to verify that there are no aging effects requiring management for the
subject components or to identify appropriate corrective actions, including possible
programmatic oversight (based on the actual condition of the drain pans, piping and
components).

Furthermore, as described in the first annual update of the LRA (EN Letter
G02-10-094), leakage was detected from ductwork downstream of Radwaste Building
HVAC air handling unit WMA-AH-51A due to a dent in the bottom of the housing which
allowed condensation to collect rather than drain off as designed. The collected water
was removed but no corrosion was identified in the housing. The Cooling Units
Inspection Program was also credited for the external surfaces of cooling unit coils
(tubes and fins) for.cooling coils WMA-CC-51A2, 51B2, 52A2, and 52B2 which are not
supplied by standby service water and, as such, are not within the scope of the Open-
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Cycle Cooling Water Program. Site-specific operating experience has not identified
cracking, loss of material or reduction in heat transfer and the heat transfer function of
the coils is not managed by another program, but the data may not be sufficient to rule
out the aging effects with reasonable confidence.

As indicated by the use of generic note E (and listing of GALL Report items VII.F1-1,
VII.F2-12, or VII.F2-14) or use of generic note H with no GALL report item listed, the
Cooling Units Inspection Program is a plant-specific aging management program (AMP)
for materials other than steel. This could have been more clearly described in LRA
Appendix B.2.14. Also, industry operating experience reflected in NUREG-1801, Rev. 1
Chapter VII is more conservative in that aging is expected for components exposed to
condensation. Therefore, the Cooling Units Inspection Program is modified in the
attached LRA amendment to:

1. Clarify that it is a plant-specific AMP for the various materials in the scope of the
program (including steel),

2. Change the one-time inspection to baseline inspections of each cooling unit
material exposed to condensation prior to the period of extended operation,

3. Describe sample population selection and limits, as well as acceptance criteria,
4. Include opportunistic inspection of components within the scope of the program

during maintenance, repair, or surveillance activities when surfaces are made
available for inspection through the period of extended operation, and

5. Include trending of the results of these inspections to ensure that each material
exposed to condensation has been examined via opportunistic inspection within
a 5 year time period. If opportunistic inspections have not occurred within the 5-
year interval, appropriate actions will be taken to ensure these inspections are
performed

As modified, the Cooling Units Inspection Program, which is a new program for
Columbia, is a combination of one-time inspections collecting baseline information on
actual cooling unit material-condition and opportunistic inspections thereafter to ensure
that existing environmental conditions in cooling units and their drains are not causing
material degradation that could result in a loss of component intended function during
the period of extended operation. During the implementation phase (following receipt of
the renewed license) and consistent with the response to NRC request for additional
information (RAI) B.2.A-1, approved procedures will be revised or developed to direct
these inspections. Per plant procedures, personnel performing VT-1, 2, or 3
inspections, ultrasonic examinations in accordance with ASME Section XI, and other
nondestructive examinations in accordance with ASME Section V or Section Xl are
required to be trained in accordance with ASME requirements. Training requirements
for all inspections will be consistent with the requirements of 10 CFR 50 Appendix B. In
addition, the sample population for the baseline inspections of the Cooling Units
Inspection Program will be the same as that applied to the One-Time Inspections, which
verify the effectiveness of existing aging management programs, in response to NRC
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RAI B.2.A-2 and B.2.A-3. Amendment 21 addressing the required changes. is provided
in the enclosure to this letter.

Similar situations exist for the following AMPs, where plant-specific operating
experience led to the conclusion that aging effects were not expected but data may not
be sufficient to rule out the aging effect(s) with reasonable confidence. No occurrences
of the aging effects were identified through a review of
actual material condition had not been determined.

site operating experience, but

AMP Material(s) Environment(s) Aging
Effect(s)

Diesel Systems Inspection Program Steel Air-outdoor 1, Cracking,
(exhaust components) Stainless steel Raw water 1 Loss of

material
Diesel-Driven Fire Pump Inspection Copper alloy, Air-outdoor 2, Cracking,
Program Copper alloy > Raw water 2  Loss of
(exhaust & cooling circuit 15% Zn, material,
components) Gray cast iron, Reduction in

Stainless steel, heat transfer
Steel

Flexible Connections Inspection Elastomer Air-indoor Hardening
Program uncontrolled 3, and loss of
(flexible connections) Closed-cycle strength,

cooling water, Loss of
Dried air, material
Gas

Monitoring & Collection Systems Copper alloy > Moist air, Cracking,
Inspection Program 15% Zn, Raw water 4, Loss of
(drainage & collection components) Stainless steel, Treated water, material

Steel Treated water >
60°C (140°F)

Service Air Inspection Program Steel Air Loss of
(compressed air components) material

Environment is predominantly outdoor air with infrequent, and for short duration, exposure to diesel
exhaust. The effect of precipitation is minimized by the physical arrangement of the EDG lines and any
moisture that does collect is drained via a loop seal to an equipment drain.

2 Environment in the FP diesel exhaust lines is predominantly outdoor air with infrequent, and for short

duration, exposure to diesel exhaust. The FP diesel exhaust lines are protected from precipitation by
water shield caps. A cooling circuit in the FP diesels contains antifreeze, which is not chemistry
controlled, is also exposed to river water (taken from the fire water supply), and is evaluated as raw
water. This unique environment is not addressed by any other program.

3 Various environments where thermal exposure or ionizing radiation may result in elastomer degradation.
Elastomer degradation, such as loss of material, for flexible connections in HVAC systems exposed to
uncontrolled indoor air are also included based on re-evaluation of operating experience.

4 Raw (drainage) water, previously treated water that is no longer chemistry controlled, and plant sanitary
drains with intermittent exposure to raw sewage.

5 Compressed air that is expected to be dry, but must be confirmed due to infrequent connection to other
air sources that do not have air dryers.
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Appendix B section. In these situations, industry operating experience reflected in
NUREG-1 801 is more conservative, with aging effects expected to occur for the listed
materials in the listed environments. Therefore, the above AMPs are also modified in
the attached LRA amendment to:

1. Clarify that each is a plant-specific AMP,

2. Change the one-time inspection to baseline inspections of each material exposed
to each environment prior to the period of extended operation,

3. Describe sample population selection and limits, as well as acceptance criteria

4. Include opportunistic inspection of components within the scope of the program
during maintenance, repair, or surveillance activities through the period of
extended operation, and

5. Include trending of the results of these inspections to ensure that each material
and environment combination has been examined via opportunistic inspection
within a 5 year time period. If opportunistic inspections have not occurred within
the 5-year interval, appropriate actions will be taken to ensure these inspections
are performed

As modified, the AMPS, which are new programs for Columbia, are each a combination
of one-time inspections collecting baseline information on actual material conditions and
opportunistic inspections thereafter to ensure that existing environmental conditions are
not causing material degradation that could result in a loss of component intended
function during the period of extended operation. During the implementation phase
(following receipt of the renewed license) and consistent with the response to NRC
request for additional information (RAI) B.2.A-1, approved procedures will be revised or
developed to direct these inspections. Per plant procedures, personnel performing VT-
1, 2, or 3 inspections, ultrasonic examinations in accordance with ASME Section XI, and
other nondestructive examinations in accordance with ASME Section V or Section XI
are required to be trained in accordance with ASME requirements. Training
requirements for all inspections will be consistent with the requirements of 10 CFR 50
Appendix B. In addition, the sample population for the baseline inspections will be the
same as that applied to the One-Time Inspections, which verify the effectiveness of
existing aging management programs, in response to NRC RAI B.2.A-2 and B.2.A-3.
Amendment 21 addressing the required changes is provided in the enclosure to this
letter.

In addition, updates of LRA Tables 3.3.2-14, 3.3.2-34, 3.3.2-36, 3.3.2-37 and 3.3.1,
Table A-1 item 23, and Section B.2.23 are provided to relocate HVAC system flexible
connections from the External Surfaces Monitoring Program to the Flexible Connection
Inspection Program. Loss of material due to wear was also added as an aging effect for
flexible connections in the HVAC systems based on plant-specific operating experience.
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This completes the responses to the following NRC requests for additional information
(RAIs):

Other Programs

Amendment 21 also includes the similar changes (specified above as items 1-5) for the
additional 5 programs presented in the table below. The table lists the programs with
the NRC letters. The specific RAI numbers are also provided in the table, but are not
necessarily aligned with the applicable letter.

Appendix B AMP NRC Letters RAIs
Section Date

3.32.1 -Y2
Diesel Systems ML1 02300229 (8/26/2010) 3.3.2.7.3-1

2.17 Inspection ML1 02450727 (9/16/2010) 3.3.2.2.7.3-2

(exhaust components) ML102930593 (11/1/2010) B.2.17-1
3.3.2.1-Y5

Diesel-Driven Fire Pump ML102300229 (8/26/2010) 3.3.1.68-1

Inspection (exhaust & ML1 024507272(9/16/2010) 3.3.2.2.7.3-12.18 cooling circuit M 10402 91/00 .....-
compolingts ML102930593 (11/1/2010) 3.3.2.2.7.3-2
components) B.2.18-1

Flexible Connections 322-1
2.27 Inspection (flexible ML102730355 (10/20/2010) 3.3.2.2.13-2

connections) 
3_3.2.2.13_2

Monitoring & Collection ML102300229 (8/26/2010) 3.3.2.1 -Y4
Systems Inspection ML102450727 (9/16/2010) 3.3.2.2.7.2-1

2.41 (drainage & collection 3.3.2.2.10.2-1
components) 3.3.1.68-1
Service Air Inspection

2.48 (compressed air ML1 02930593 (11/1/2010) B.2'.48-1
components)

As discussed in the cover letter, plant-specific operating experience led to the
conclusion that aging effects were not expected but data is insufficient to rule out the
aging effect(s) with reasonable confidence. No occurrences of the aging effects were
identified through a review of site operating experience, but actual material condition
had not been determined. Therefore, in Amendment 21, the one-time inspections are
now programs.

In addition, Amendment 21 updates of LRA Tables 3.3.2-14, 3.3.2-34, 3.3.2-36, 3.3.2-
37 and 3.3.1, Table A-1 item 23, and Section B.2.23 to relocate HVAC system flexible
connections from the External Surfaces Monitoring Program to the Flexible Connection
Inspection Program.
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LRA Amendment 21
Cooling Units Inspection Program

Revised Pages

Letter dated November 5, 2010, NRC to SK Gambhir (Energy Northwest), "Request for
Additional Information for the Review of the Columbia Generating Station, License
Renewal Application," (ADAMS Accession No. ML1 03010080)

LRA Page number LRA Page number LRA Page number
3.3-18 A-12 B-66a
3.3-39 A-12a B-66b
3.3-41 A-45 B-67
3.3-42 A-45a B-67a
3.3-54 B-3 B-67b
3.3-54a B-14 B-68
3.3-72 B-15 B-68b
3.3-74 B-18 B-69
3.3-101 B-18b B-69a
3.3-102 B-20
A-3 B-66



Columbia Generating Station
License Renewal Application

Technical Information

" Loss of pre-load

* Reduction in heat transfer

Aging Management Programs

The following aging management programs manage the aging effects for subject
mechanical components of the Diesel Building HVAC systems:

* Bolting Integrity Program

* Cooling Units Inspection i

* External Surfaces Monitoring Program9 lAdd bullet for:
" Open-Cycle Cooling Water Program lFlexible Connection Inspection Program

3.3.2.1.15 Diesel Cooling Water System

Materials

The materials of construction for subject mechanical components of the Diesel Cooling
Water System are:

" Copper alloy

" Copper alloy > 15% Zn

" Elastomer

" Glass

" Gray cast iron

" Stainless steel

" Steel

Environments

Subject mechanical components of the Diesel Cooling Water System are exposed to
the following normal operating environments:

* Air-indoor uncontrolled

* Closed cycle cooling water

" Lubricating oil

" Moist air

" Raw water

Aging Management Review Results Page 3.3-18 -Januar•y-20+-l
LIAm e ndm e n t 21



Columbia Generating Station
License Renewal Application

Technical Information

Aging Management Programs

The following aging management programs manage the aging effects for subject
mechanical components of the Pump House HVAC systems:

" Bolting Integrity Program

" Cooling Units Inspection -- Progr-am-

* External Surfaces Monitoring Program Add bullet for:

SOpen-Cycle Cooling Water Program IFlexible Connection Inspection Program

3.3.2.1.35 Radwaste Building Chilled Water System

Materials

The materials of construction for subject mechanical components of the Radwaste
Building Chilled Water System are:

" Copper alloy

* Copper alloy > 15% Zn

* Gray cast iron

* Stainless steel

* Steel

Environments

Subject mechanical components of the Radwaste Building Chilled Water System are
exposed to the following normal operating environments:

" Closed cycle cooling water

" Condensation

Aging Effects Requiring Management

The following aging effects require management for the subject mechanical components
of the Radwaste Building Chilled Water System:

" Cracking

* Loss of material

" Loss of pre-load

Aging Management Review Results Page 3.3-39 Jar-ry2-I1O



Columbia Generating Station
License Renewal Application

Technical Information

Aging Effects Requiring Management

The following aging effects require management for the subject mechanical components
of the Radwaste Building HVAC systems:

" Cracking

" Hardening and loss of strength

* Loss of material

" Loss of pre-load

• Reduction in heat transfer

Aging Management Programs

The following aging management programs manage the aging effects for subject
mechanical components of the Radwaste Building HVAC systems:

* Bolting Integrity Program

* Buried Piping and Tanks Inspection Prograi

" Chemistry Program Effectiveness Inspectio

* Closed Cooling Water Chemistry Program

" Cooling Units Inspection <--•rogramý

" External Surfaces Monitoring Program

" Heat Exchangers Inspection

" Open-Cycle Cooling Water Program

" Selective Leaching Inspection

Add bullet for:I
Flexible Connection Inspection Program I

3.3.2.1.37 Reactor Building HVAC Systems

Materials

The materials of construction for subject mechanical components of the Reactor
Building HVAC systems are:

* Aluminum

" Copper alloy

" Copper alloy > 15% Zn

" Elastomer

" Gray cast iron

Aging Management Review Results Page 3.3-41 -January--2010-

\'z- eýd me t2 1



Columbia Generating Station
License Renewal Application

Technical Information

" Stainless steel

" Steel

Environments

Subject mechanical components of the Reactor Building HVAC systems are exposed to
the following normal operating environments:

" Air-indoor uncontrolled

" Air-outdoor

" Condensation

" Moist air

" Raw water

" Steam

Aging Effects Requiring Management

The following aging effects require management for the subject mechanical components
of the Reactor Building HVAC systems:

" Cracking

* Hardening and loss of strength

" Loss of material

" Loss of pre-load

" Reduction in heat transfer

Aging Management Programs

The following aging management programs manage the aging effects for subject
mechanical components of the Reactor Building HVAC systems:

" Bolting Integrity Program

" BWR Water Chemistry Program

" Chemistry Program Effectiveness Inspection

* Cooling Units Inspection <--oam

" External Surfaces Monitoring Program Add bullet for:

" Flow-Accelerated Corrosion (FAC) Program lFlexible Connection Inspection Program

* Open-Cycle Cooling Water Program

Aging Management Review Results Page 3.3-42 -anuary'201•

-- Amendnt21



Columbia Generatihg Statiotnb
Licerise Renewal Applicatiobn.

Technical 4nf rmation

submerged Within the upcs~ oli aae ytcMntigadClctc
Sytm ... p ti , whc wil d.t.o,, . and.. .chrctr. , c... of m .t.ri ...

Themc arc no aluminum eeImFpenc~nts: subjcct to AMRJin the Auwi;ir' cyctRnS that arc.,
•'"c' t trcatc wtcr... y--,Replace Section with Insert A from Page 3.3-53a

Replace 3.3.2.2.10.3 ,HVAC Piping, PipingzComponents, and Piping Ellements
with Insert The, Open-Cycle• Cooling Water, Program is credited with the management, of loss'. of
A on page material for copper alloy heat exchanger tubes. exposed. to external, condensation. -+he
3.3-54a 'ns 4. .M ele . .,

of matecrial due. to pittin~gand Ore.ic eorrosion for opr Wllo HA W w cýcharge6
Loss .of material foibrcopp.er

al0ly piping and in-line .components ;is' managed by the Exteral. Surfaces Monitoring
Program'.

3.3.2.2.10.4 Piping, Piping Components,.and Piping Elements.- Lubricating Oil
Loss of material due to pitting 'and crevice, corrosion for copper alloy piping components

,exposed to lubricating oil is managed, by the Lubricating'Oil AnalysisPro'gram. Loss+ of-
material for copper alloy heat exchanger components exposed to: lubricating :Oil 1is,: also
managed by, the Lubricating Oil Analysis Program. The Lubricatng Oil Analysis-
Program rmanages aging effects through periodic monitoring and control of

contaminants, includinglwater., The Lubricating Oil, Inspection .will providea verification,
of the, effectiveness of the Lubricating: Oil.Analysis Program to manage6 loss of material
due to pitting and crevice corrosion: through examination of copper alloy, piping and heat
.exchanger cmponent"S. Copper aloys with less :thaný 15% zinch an6d lessý than. .8%,
aluminum are not susceptible to loss of material due to pbitting or -crevice corrosion and
do not require management.

313.2.2.10.5. HVAC Piping, Piping C0mponents, and Piping Elements !and Ducting

Loss ,of material for'. aluminum and stainleses steel. Piping and 'piping components,t heat
exchanger ýcomponents, tanks,iand drain pans exposed to condensation is managed by
the Cooling Units Inspecti , theOpen-Cycle Cooling Water Program, or the, Extemail/

•uMonices'Mdrttoring Progr m. T,, . , ,its ,,, ,-,-,, ,- t..... n.p.c....•......
........... dtjai . c teiz +13 'oaf matcrol fr '+'these cmpon-nt

3.3.2.2.10.6 Fire Protection System

:Loss of material due to pitting, and, crevice corrosion is an applicable aging effect only if
*the materials are exposed to an aggressive environment. The only copper -or co pper,
alloy fire plrotectibho system piping Acompoents exposed to intemal arribient.

environments ar. sp ray nozzles, strainers bodies, d valve bo"dies The"components
are: open to ! I ambient air conditions such that cidensation;will not occur and are
not subject,' ,continuous, wetting or alternate wettingnd drying that would constitute:

flexibleconnections•, tubing .
Aging Managbment 'Review Resjlts - Page323-54- .. ... " • ',201.O

21-



Columbia Generating Station
License Renewal Application

Technical Information

Insert A into page 3.3-54

The Cooling Units Inspection Program manages loss of material due to pitting and
crevice corrosion for copper alloy HVAC heat exchanger tubes in an external
environment with potential for wetting.

Aging Management Review Results Page 3.3-54a Amendmentl2l I



Columbia Generating Station
License Renewal Application

Technical Information

Table 3.3.1 Summary of Aging Management Programs for Auxiliary Systems
Evaluated in Chapter VII of NUREG1 801

Further
Item Aging Aging Management Evaluation Discussion

Number Component/Commodity Effect/Mechanism Programs Recommended

3.3.1-25 Copper alloy HVAC piping, Loss of material A plant-specific aging Yes, plant Consistent with NUREG-1801.
piping components, piping due to pitting and management program specific
elements exposed to crevice corrosion is to be evaluated. Except as noted below, the
condensation (external) External Surfaces Monitoring

Program is credited to manage
loss of material for copper alloy
piping and piping components in
the auxiliary systems exposed to
condensation (external).

For copper alloy heat exchanger
components exposed to
condensation (external), the
Open-Cycle Cooling Water
Program is credited, if the
internal environment is open-
cycle cooling water. Otherwise,
the Cooling Units Inspection wilt
d ete dt-an ' -'a Program

naterat. [is credited

Refer to Section 3.3.2.2.10.3 for
further information.

Aging Management Review Results Page 3.3-72
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Table 3.3.1 Summary of Aging Management Programs for Auxiliary Systems
Evaluated in Chapter VII of NUREG-1801

Further
Item Aging Aging Management Evaluation Discussion

Number ComponentlCommodity Effect/Mechanism Programs Recommended

3.3.1-27 Stainless steel HVAC ducting Loss of material A plant-specific aging Yes, plant Consistent with NUREG-1801.
and aluminum HVAC piping, due to pitting and management program specific
piping components and piping crevice corrosion is to be evaluated. Except as noted, the External
elements exposed to Surfaces Monitoring Program is
condensation credited to manage loss of

material for stainless steel piping,
piping components, piping
elements and aluminum tanks
and heat exchanger components
(shells and tubes) in the auxiliary
systems exposed to
condensation (external).

For aluminum heat exchanger
components (cooling unit fins)
exposed to condensation
(external), the Open-Cycle
Cooling Water Program is
credited, if the internal
environment is open-cycle
cooling water. Otherwise the
Cooling Units Inspection 11L deteeVt=and-characetize loss of
material, including for stainless
steel cooling unit drain pans and
piping.

Refer to Section 3.3.2.2.10.5 for
_ further information.

Program I

4.
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Table 3.3.1 Summary of Aging Management Programs for Auxiliary Systems
Evaluated in Chapter VII of NUREG-1 801

Further
Item Aging Aging Management Evaluation Discussion

Number Component/Commodity EffectlMechanism Programs Recommended

3.3.1-71 Steel piping, piping Loss of material Inspection of Internal. No Thefollowing programs are

components, and piping due to general, Surfaces in credited to manage loss of
elements exposed to moist air pitting, and crevice Miscellaneous Piping materialfor steel piping, piping
or condensation (Internal) corrosion and Ducting components, and tanks in the

Components auxiliary systems that are
expossed to moist air or,
co ndensation (internal):

o Cooling Units Inspection for
drainpiping in HVAC'systems
exposed to condensation
(internal)

. Monitoring and Collection
Systems Inspection or air-
water-interfaces in Plant
Sanitary Drain System piping
evaluated as exposed to moist
air (internal)

Replace deleted . ... . jl, . . .... .,,,P.pi ...F...

text with Insert A int, -... ^ in piping on. tcn,.
from page 33-101a agliJt•.ji, ex'posed in m.i.t

_______ • _"_ "_"_"_____ _-_ _" "__A i Note.Eis applied in each case.

Aging anageent Rview esultsPa'e..3-10 .n..,2e.

ProgramI

Program
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Table 3.3.1 Summary, of Aging Management Programs for Auxiliary Systems
Evaluated in Chapter VII of NUREG-1801

ItemAgin Agng Mnageent Further
Item Component/Commodity Aging Aging Management Evaluation DiscussionNumber Effect/Mechanism Programs uRthomerddI-

Recommended
3.3.1-72 Steel HVAC ducting and Loss of material Inspection of Internal No The Cooling Units Inspection is

components internal surfaces due to general, Surfaces in credited to deteet=ando
exposed to condensation pitting, crevice, and Miscellaneous Piping charaeterize loss of material for
(Internal) (for drip pans and and Ducting steel drain pans in the Pump

drain lines) Components House HVAC System that are
microbiologically exposed to condensation
influenced (internal). A Note E is applied.
corrosion

3.3.1-73 Steel crane structural girders in Loss of material Inspection of Overhead No Consistent with NUREG-1801.
load handling system exposed due to general Heavy Load and Light
to air - indoor uncontrolled corrosion Load (Related to The Material Handling System
(external) Refueling) Handling Inspection Program is credited to

Systems manage loss of material for steel
crane structural girders in the
Reactor Building that are
exposed to air-indoor.

This item is also applied to steel
crane rails in the Reactor
Building that are exposed to air-
indoor.

Refer to Table 3.5.2-2.

ProgramI

Aging Management Review Results Page 3.3-102 '~ianizrarr20iIY
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Technical Information

A.1.2.12 Chemistry Program Effectiveness Inspection

The Chemistry Program Effectiveness Inspection detects and characterizes the
condition of materials in representative low flow and stagnant areas of systems with
water chemistry controlled by the BWR Water Chemistry Program or the Closed Cooling
Water Chemistry Program, and with fuel oil chemistry controlled by the Fuel Oil
Chemistry Program. The inspection provides direct evidence as to whether, and to
what extent, a loss of material due to corrosion has occurred. The inspection also
determines whether cracking due to SCC of susceptible materials in susceptible
locations has occurred.

The Chemistry Program Effectiveness Inspection is a new one-time inspection that will
be implemented prior to the period of extended operation. The inspection activities will
be conducted within the 10-year period prior to the period of extended operation.

A.1.2.13 Closed Cooling Water Chemistry Program

The Closed Cooling Water Chemistry Program mitigates degradation of components
that are within the scope of license renewal and contain closed cooling water. The
program manages the relevant conditions that could lead to the onset and propagation
of a loss of material due to corrosion or erosion, cracking due to SCC, or reduction in
heat transfer due to fouling through proper monitoring and control of corrosion inhibitor
concentrations consistent with EPRI closed cooling water chemistry guidelines.

The Closed Cooling Water Chemistry Program includes corrosion rate measurement in
reactor building closed cooling water locations and is supplemented by the one-time
Chemistry Program Effectiveness Inspection and Heat Exchangers Inspection, which
provide verification of the effectiveness of the program in managing the effects of aging.

The Closed Cooling Water Chemistry Program is an existing program that requires
enhancement prior to the period of extended operation. Replace with Insert

A.1.2.14 Cooling Units Inspection _<r A on page A-12a

UT.he . - -ts----ns eton==detects=and=char-aeterizes--the=nmaterial--condition-of
alum-inu m:,steelýeopper-ale~y,-an~d-st-ainless-- steel--eoeling--unrit-c- m~pener-ts=that=are,

exposed=to=ondensatiert.=='F-he=inspection=provides=direct--evidence-as=to-whether==and,
o---what=extent-a=loss=of=material=due=te=cor.rsionr=a=reduetion=i•n-heat-tr-ansfer=due=te

fouting=of=heat=exchanger=tubes=-and=fins,==or-=eracking-=due=te=S--C=ý-ofýaluminu m
,*omponents-has=occurred..

-The--C--ootin-g=--nits--tnspec-tion=is--a=n~ew=ene-tim~e=irnspec-tientihat=will-be-im plemerntRe- ip

te=the=per~ed=ef=e-xtended=eperatienT=he=inspeetien=aetivities=itlI=be-cenducted=withir,
the4-year=peried-priere--tc-he=peried=ef-extended-eOperatier.

Final Safety Analysis Report Supplement Page A-12 -Januaiy-2-Qol-
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Insert A into page A-12

The Cooling Units Inspection Program manages the effects of loss of material of
aluminum, steel, copper alloy, and stainless steel cooling unit components that are
exposed to condensation. The inspection also manages the effects of a reduction in
heat transfer due to fouling of heat exchanger tubes and fins and cracking due to SCC
of aluminum components exposed to condensation.

The Cooling Units Inspection Program is a new program that will be implemented via
baseline inspection of a sample population followed by opportunistic inspections when
components are opened for periodic maintenance, repair, and surveillance activities
when surfaces are made available for inspection. These inspections ensure that the
existing environmental conditions are not causing material degradation that could result
in a loss of component intended function during the period of extended operation.
Inspection of a sample population will be conducted within the 10-year period prior to
the period of extended operation and will serve as a baseline for future inspections.

Final Safety Analysis Report Supplement Page A-12a Amendment 21
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Table A-1
Columbia License Renewal Commitments

FSAR Enhancement

Item Number Commitment Supplement or
Location Implementation

(LRA App. A) Schedule

13) Closed Cooling The Closed Cooling Water Chemistry Program is an existing program A.1.2.13 Enhancement
Water that will be continued for the period of extended operation, with the prior to the period
Chemistry following enhancement: of extended
Program • Ensure that at least one additional Reactor Closed Cooling Water operation.

corrosion rate measurement is performed and evaluated prior to Then ongoing.
entering the period of extended operation to provide direct
information as to the effectiveness of the chemical treatments. If
necessary, based on the results, establish a frequency for
subsequent measurements.

14) Cooling Units e,•Cooelisg=U-nits~lnspeGtioneis=a--rew=ativity A.1.2.14 WVthin4the-1---
Inspection Tahe--p-idelingnits=l~nspectiemdetec~ts~a•- haacteFiz-es=the=mter4a .year-peried-prior-

condition=of=cooing-=unit--omponent-s-that=are=exposedte- otothe-period--o=
g eerdensatieo.n==Fhe=irnspec-tiefpfevides=difeet'evidenee=as=te extendedwheter,-and-4t-what-ext-ent,-the=r-etevarvt=effeets=ef=agirgý-have epera3tier•.

oecufred-
15) CRDRL Nozzle The CRDRL Nozzle Program is an existing program that will be A.1.2.15 Ongoing

Program continued for the period of extended operation.

Replace with Insert
A on page A-45a

Replace with Insert
B on page A-45a

Page A-45 ~Ja~ary~-2Q4G=
Final Safety Analysis Report Supplement Page A-45
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Insert A into page A-45

The Cooling Units Inspection Program is a new program.

The Cooling Units Inspection Program manages the effects of loss of material of
aluminum, steel, copper alloy, and stainless steel cooling unit components that are
exposed to condensation. The inspection also manages the effects of a reduction in
heat transfer due to fouling of heat exchanger tubes and fins and cracking due to SCC
of aluminum components exposed to condensation.

The Cooling Unites Inspection Program consists of baseline inspections prior to the
period of extended operation followed by opportunistic inspections during the period of
extended operation.

Following the baseline inspection, inspection findings will be reviewed periodically to
ensure that each material exposed to condensation has been examined via
opportunistic inspection of actions are taken to ensure inspections are performed. Initial
interval for review of inspection findings is 5 years and may be adjusted based on
operating experience.

Insert B into page A-45

Implementation prior to the period of extended operation and initial inspection within the
10-year period prior to the period of extended operation. Then ongoing.

Final Safety Analysis Report Supplement Page A-45a Amendment 21
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Table B-1
Correlation of NUREG-1801 and Columbia Aging Management Programs

(continued)

Number NUREG-1801 Program Corresponding Columbia AMP

XI.M31 Reactor Vessel Surveillance Reactor Vessel Surveillance Program
See Section B.2.46.

XI.M32 One-Time Inspection Chemistry Program Effectiveness Inspection
See Section B.2.12.

-eelirtg=tnits-Inspection.
Se-Se-ctiorB -2-1*

Biesel=BrientFiremPumps=lnspection
S Se--Se-tor-B-21-8.
Diesel Starting Air Inspection
See Section B.2.16.
0ieset=Systems=Inspeetien=
-See=SectioneB-2--.
,Flexible=e-enne-tioonlnspection-
SeeoectomB-22-27-
Heat Exchangers Inspection
See Section B.2.30.
Lubricating Oil Inspection
See Section B.2.37.
Menitoiing--and=C---lectioeRSystems-lnspection
See=SeetienB.--2--A4".

,Ser-ice=Air-=System=lnspec-teon,
See=Section-8.-2-4&.
Supplemental Piping/Tank Inspection
See Section B.2.51.

XI.M33 Selective Leaching of Selective Leaching Inspection
Materials See Section B.2.47.

XI.M34 Buried Piping and Tanks Buried Piping and Tanks Inspection Program
Inspection See Section B.2.5.

XI.M35 One-time Inspection of
ASME Code Class 1 Small-
Bore Piping

....... •. =*

•m•,. • • _" _' _'l P_ r_ • u.•.• ,•_•_•__,•__,:•__;_,.,•_•

See Section B.2.49.

II I•VVilVI I

XI.M36 External Surfaces Monitoring External Surfaces Monitoring Program
See Section B.2.23.

linsert A from I Page 13- T4-a ]
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Table B-1
Correlation of NUREG-1801 and Columbia Aging Management Programs

(continued)

Number NUREG-1801 Program Corresponding Columbia AMP

XI.M37 Flux Thimble Tube Not Applicable. Columbia is a BWR design that
Inspection does not utilize flux thimbles.

XI.M38 Inspection Of Internal Not credited for aging management. The External
Surfaces in Miscellaneous Surfaces Monitoring Program (See Section B.2.23)
Piping and Ducting ýan_ Preventive Maintenance - RCIC Turbine
Components --Ca ing (See Section B.2.441 are credited instead
Cooling Units Inspection for aging management of intb rnal surfaces.

Program (See Section Confirmation that aging is not occurring on internal
B.2.14), and the Monitoring surfaces is provided by the=&ooling=l-= nits=

and Collection Systems 4nspeetieon(See=Se-ticR=-244=)=t4he--Monitering-
andCollection Progr Sem and=eollection-Systems=Inspectio n(See=Seetier,

Inspection Program (See .i=2=4+)raen the Supplemental Piping/Tank
Section B.2.41) Inspection (See Section B.2.51).

XI.M39 Lubricating Oil Analysis Lubricating Oil Analysis Program
See Section B.2.36.

XI.S1 ASME Section Xl, Inservice Inspection (ISI) Program - IWE
Subsection IWE See Section B.2.34.

XI.S2 ASME Section Xl, Not Applicable. Columbia has a General Electric
Subsection IWL Mark II steel containment, as described in FSAR

Section 3.8.2.1.

XI.S3 ASME Section Xl, Inservice Inspection (ISI) Program - IWF
Subsection IWF See Section B.2.35.

XI.S4 10 CFR Part 50, Appendix J Appendix J Program
See Section B.2.3.

XI.S5 Masonry Wall Program Masonry Wall Inspection
See Section B.2.38.

XI.S6 Structures Monitoring Structures Monitoring Program
Program See Section B.2.50.

XI.S7 RG 1.127, Inspection of Water Control Structures Inspection
Water-Control Structures See Section B.2.53.
Associated with Nuclear
Power Plants

Aging Management Programs Page 8-15 '=January-20-143=
Aging Management Programs Page B-15 -Janua "-+0-
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Table B-1
Correlation of NUREG-1801 and Columbia Aging Management Programs

(continued)

Number NUREG-1801 Program Corresponding Columbia AMP

N/A Plant-Specific Program High-Voltage Porcelain Insulators Aging
Management Program

See Section B.2.31.

N/A Plant-Specific Program Potable Water Monitoring Program
See Section B.2.43.

N/A Plant-Specific Program Preventive Maintenance - RCIC Turbine Casing
See Section B.2.44.

rlnsertA from Page B-18a I

Insert A from page B-1 8b after
page B-1 8a from Amendment 2

Insert B from Page B-18b for
I~Amendment 21

b,--F~edment2ý1
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Insert A to Page B-18

Number NUREG-1801 Program Corresponding Columbia AMP

N Service Level 1 Protective Coatings Program
N/A Plant-Specific Program See Section B.2.55.

Insert B to Page B-18

N/A Plant-Specific Program Cooling Units Inspection Program
See Section B.2.14.

N/A Plant-Specific Program Diesel Systems Inspection Program
See Section B.2.17.

N/A Plant-Specific Program Diesel-Driven Fire Pumps Inspection Program
See Section B.2.18.

N/A Plant-Specific Program Flexible Connection Inspection Program
See Section B.2.27.

N/A Plant-Specific Program Monitoring and Collection Systems Inspection
Program
See Section B.2.41.

N/A Plant-Specific Program Service Air System Inspection Program
See Section B.2.48.

Aging Management Programs Page B-18b mAmendment 21
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Table B-2
Consistency of Columbia Aging Management Programs with NUREG-1801

(continued)

Consistent
Consistent with

New I Cnse wit Plant- Enhancement
Program Name with NUREG- NUREG- Specific Required

1801 1801 with
Exceptions

BWR Vessel
Internals Program Existing Yes
Section B.2.10

BWR Water
Chemistry Program Existing Yes
Section B.2.11

Chemistry Program
Effectiveness New Yes
Inspection
Section B.2.12

Closed Cooling
Water Chemistry Existing Yes Yes
Program
Section B.2.13

Cooling Units
Inspection New =Yes=
Section B.2.14

CRDRL Nozzle
Program Existing Yes
Section B.2.15

Diesel Starting Air
Inspection New Yes -

Section B.2.16

Diesel Systems
Inspection New -Yes,
Section B.2.17

Diesel-Driven Fire
Pumps Inspection New Yes.
Section B.2.18 I

jProgram I

Aging Management Programs Page B-20 =dariuary-2491 O-
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B.2.14 Cooling Units Inspectioný
lReplace with Insert A on page

Program Description 13B-66a

=-Th'eC-O-nmg=Unit~np-n~ s=a-new==cn~e-•ire--d=n-grction=-th~at--------==wl==elel-y
•-char~aGteize=t~he--materia k-- Gnditien-s--f-atum~inumv~steel,=- epper=.alleyf-and=stainless-steel=
- -oeling--unit-c-crnpomen.-s-•-that--ar-e=ex~pesed-te--a=--endensatien==(4ntem~al--er-extmal=)-

.=env-i pnm eAt-- -T-heoijng- --J= nfts--n spectio -"~pies--di rc~t=evidence--s=t•-wh et-her=ad=
-to--wh-at--extent,=~ ossv=mteriat--ue-to==efevi-ee=-gaivan ",eneral=,=ittng•=,=
'Tfnicrobioogicaily~influe -corrosiono-a-nedeatt•sferdu~e-to-foulirg=ofthea
ex-h-an ger--tu b•es~and--fins,==orc-r-rac-king=of--alur-in unie-ponents•--has---oc-uri~ed==er-=is-

Implementation -of-the-=C-ooling=-lnits=lnspectionrwilI ensure that the pressure boundary
integrity and heat transfer capability of susceptible components are maintained
consistent with the current licensing basis during the period of extended operation.

1Program ..-1 Implementation of the insp~ection will also provide assurance (and confirmation) that the
structural integrity of susceptible NSR components will be maintained such that spatial
interactions (e.g., leakage) will not result in the loss of any safety-related component
intended functions during the period of extended operation.

<' -Ilnsert B on page B-66a
NUREG-1801 Consistency

-T-he-=•--el~ing--Units-lns-pec-tfiort-is--a=new--ene--time==inspec-tion-or-elum-bia~hat~wilt•be
=consist~ent==with=the=-l0e=elem-ents==of=anr==effective--agingý marnagem ent==pregr-am as-
-d eseri bedi--An=-N 1U=RE-G- 4 lM-TrS-ection =X-1--.M-37=" e-Fime~lns peion I n•-Replacepg B-6with InsertC

Exceptions to NUREG-1801 pg -6

None. IReplace with Insert DI

Aging Management Program Elements Ion page B-66b

The results of an evaluation of each program element are provided below. /

•Scope of Program
==T~he-Gooling=L-- ni ts-i s pectieon-d etee s-antd=eha ra eteirizes=een d iti en s-re Iatve-to-th e-
-foillawing~subijectHrechanical-comnp Inlir•t-{-tdeteTrrfn-e-whehT7ad•t•ht~xet,

•-degrad atien4s=OGu~rz-iq=

"Loss of material due to crevice and pitting corrosion, and MIC of stainless
steel components exposed to condensation.

"Loss of material due to crevice, pitting, and galvanic corrosion, cracking due
to SCC, and reduction in heat transfer due to fouling of aluminum heat
exchanger fins exposed to condensation.

Aging Management Programs Page B-66 =-January,--2.-e-lO
jAmendm~ent 21ý
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Insert A into page B-66

The Cooling Units Inspection Program is a new plant-specific program for Columbia.

The program will consist of inspections of aluminum, steel, copper alloy, and stainless
steel cooling unit components that are exposed to a condensation (internal or external)

environment. The Cooling Units Inspection Program will manage the effects of loss of
material due to crevice, galvanic, general, pitting, or microbiologically influenced
corrosion, a reduction in heat transfer due to fouling of heat exchanger tubes and fins,

or cracking of aluminum components. The Cooling Units Inspection Program will
comprise baseline inspections prior to the period of extended operation followed by
opportunistic inspections, when components are opened for maintenance, repair, or

surveillance to ensure that the existing environmental conditions in cooling units are not
causing material degradation that could result in a loss of component intended function
during the period of extended operation.

Insert B into pacqe B-66

The Cooling Units Inspection Program is a new condition-monitoring program.
Inspection of a sample population will be conducted within the 10-year period prior to
the period of extended operation and will serve as a baseline for future inspections.

Insert C into pagqe B-66

The Cooling Units Inspection Program is a new plant-specific Columbia program for

License Renewal. NUREG-1801 includes an Inspection of Internal Surfaces in
Miscellaneous Piping and Ducting Components Program (XI.M38) that is focused on

steel components and the loss of material aging effect. Rather than necessitating
enhancements and exceptions to the NUREG-1801 program, a plant-specific program
is credited.

The Cooling Units Inspection Program is a new plant-specific program that is evaluated
against the ten elements described in Appendix A of the Standard Review Plan for
Review of License Renewal Applications for Nuclear Power Plants, NUREG-1800,
Revision 1. The results of an evaluation for each element are provided below.

Aging Management Programs Page B-66a Amendment 21
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Insert D into page B-66

Prior to the period of extended operation, the Cooling Units Inspection Program
identifies conditions relative to the following subject mechanical components to
determine whether, and to what extent, degradation is occurring and to provide a
baseline for future inspections. The plant systems/components in the scope of the
Cooling Units Inspection Program include:

" Diesel Building Mixed Air (DMA) - drain pan, drain piping

* Pumphouse Mixed Air (PMA) and Pumphouse Return Air (PRA) - drain pan,
drain piping

* Radwaste Building Mixed Air (WMA) - unit housing, drain pan, heat exchanger
(fins), heat exchanger (tubes), piping

" Reactor Building Return Air (RRA) - drain pan, piping, valve body

The program manages the following aging effects of subject components:

Aging Management Programs Page B-66b Amendment 21
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" Loss of material due to crevice, pitting, and galvanic corrosion and reduction
Replace with Insert in heat transfer due to fouling of copper alloy heat exchanger tubes exposed

A on page B-67a to condensation.
" Loss of material due to crevice, pitting, galvanic, and general corrosion and

MIC for steel components exposed to condensation.

=subjeet-c-empenents=at=susc-eptible=tee--ations=te=be=-definedI--n=t-he=implemrenting
Replace -=decu mentrs'===T-he=inspections=identify-sy mptomatic=-evidence=of-cracking=less-of
Rithnepa =materia,=er=r-edueti•n=in=heat=transfer=at--ether=suseeptible-ecations=within-the=sýepe
with Insert =ef=the4nspectien=due=toehe=similar-ities--iAnmaterials-and=envimrnmeRtal=eeRditiens=
B on page

B-67a * Preventive Actions

==erte=mitigate=aging--degradatien= lýinclu~de
* Parameters Monitored or Inspected

The parameters to be inspected by the Cooling Units Inspection are-wall thickness
or-visual- evidence of degradation, as measures of loss of material and cracking, and
visual evidence of fouling as a measure of reduction in heat transfer. 4nspectiens

Insert C on vill=be3performed=bywqalified=personnel-using-established=NDE)techniques-
page
B-67a * Detection of Aging Effects

-Tha~ it j -=!3 •it-s=lm"p-e tion==wiill-'b-atcm i on o ~ -tclbl i'gi !e-d=V-1 m l-e c
1--radiegraphi•-testing=ýor--ultifasonic=testing)=and=visual=(V--lor---T•-oeuivae ntto

• ~rn = IM~r • - A~•=h 1-- 1mzi • r I • 1

=subjeet=coem-penents--deter~4,ined=by==ergineening=.evaluat, ien,---te--identif-ýdeRneef=
=G•ack- ng=(Qf-aluminu~n m)7a-4Gss--efr-matenial",-4G~fulin-g=,--rte=confir mm=a-ack--hemof-

Replace
with Insert T7hB=sampte=populabtir=witl=be-deterrniT bed=- luatin-based=°rr

D on page -s°d tis~ tsamling=methdlogyand-whemepraetieal=witt-e=femsed=w-t-he=
B-67b bempenets-mest=suseeptibltet4ig,-=such-as-due=t~ethei rtirme-in=ser-e,--the

-sever-ity--ef•-enditoens--d ur-ing=nor-m al=plant=eperatien=a~nd-t-he=lewest=design= i argirnsý.

T= h-e--tu-Itin-g=• U •tn s peci wi I=b-e=ao-ndt rcte-d =wt hriinthe=1ý - pr" od =p~ioT to-t he

-peFied-Gf=extended=eper-ation.

Monitoring and Trending
-=•his=one--time=i isr .- a ivity--is~jsed=to--characten-ze%-c-aditions-and--detemnei•
oand--t -e-wh at=e-xte nt-4-fur~he r=acti on s=m-a-y=be=r-eq uired.===T--he--activity--inclu des=prowl sic ns

Replace fer~ineFeasing-the=inspeotien-sampIe=size=and=-leeatieon=if=degradatien=is=deteetedfi
with Insert E fLo-rbaseline inspections
on page The sample size'Will be determined by engineering evaluation of the materials of

B-67b construction, the environment (i.e., service conditions), aging effects, and operating

Aging Management Programs Page B-67
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Insert A into page B-67

The baseline inspection portion of Cooling Units Inspection Program focuses on a
representative sample population of subject components at susceptible locations to be
defined in the implementing documents. The inspections identify symptomatic evidence
of cracking, loss of material, or reduction in heat transfer at other susceptible locations
within the scope of the inspection due to the similarities in materials and environmental
conditions. Subsequent inspections are opportunistic when components are opened for
periodic maintenance, repair, and surveillance activities when surfaces are made
available for inspection.

Insert B into pa-qe B-67

The Cooling Units Inspection Program does not include any actions to prevent aging
effects or to mitigate aging degradation. It is a condition monitoring program.

Insert C into page B-67

Inspections will be performed by qualified personnel using the appropriate established
nondestructive examination (NDE) techniques, primarily visual, with enhanced visual,
surface, or volumetric techniques used depending on the aging effect.

Aging Management Programs Aging Management Programs Page B-67a Amendment 21
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Insert D into pagqe B-67

The Cooling Units Inspection Program provides for detection of aging effects prior to a
loss of component intended function. Inspections will include a combination of
established visual or enhanced visual (e.g., VT-1 or VT-3 or equivalent), volumetric
(e.g., radiographic testing or ultrasonic testing), and surface examination techniques
performed by qualified personnel.

Baseline inspections will be established on a sample population of subject components
determined by engineering evaluation to identify evidence of cracking (of aluminum), a
loss of material, or fouling, prior to the period of extended operation. Opportunistic
inspections will be conducted, thereafter, when components are opened for
maintenance, repair, or surveillance and surfaces are made available for inspection.

For baseline inspections, the sample population will be 20% of the total population for
each material - environment - aging effect group, up to a maximum of 25 inspections
per group and, where practical, will be focused on the components most susceptible to
aging, such as due to their time in service, the severity of conditions during normal plant
operation, and the lowest design margins.

Inspection of the sample population will be conducted within the 10-year period prior to
the period of extended operation, and will serve as a baseline for future inspections.
Any evidence of degradation that could lead to a loss of component intended function
will be documented and evaluated through the Columbia corrective action program,
including provisions for increasing the inspection sample size and locations.

Insert E into pagqe B-67

The Cooling Units Inspection Program comprises baseline inspections prior to the
period of extended operation and opportunistic inspections when components are
opened for maintenance, repair, and surveillance thereafter. Baseline inspections are
used to characterize material conditions and include provisions for increasing the
inspection sample size and locations if degradation is detected. The results of baseline
inspections are considered to ensure that opportunistic inspections thereafter will detect
aging prior to a loss of component intended function.

Aging Management Programs Page B-67b Amendment 21
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Technical Information-

experience (eg., time in-service, most susceptible locations, lowest design margins).
Inspection findings that do not meet the acceptance criteria willbe evaluated using
the Columbia corrective action opecess-te-determine=the=need=feksubsequent--aging= :

Accept~aance Criteria .Insert B from page B-68b program.
, ndieatie .rs=ef-relevant=eenditiens-ef_-degi-adatien=detected-d~ufi~ng74he~nspec-tions-i-w.

be-•- omparede--tepre-deter-mi~ned=acceptan-.m- e•ritefia.==f--the-ýacceotarneec~iter-ia• ..
P, et=met•---tbe~he=indic-at••~ad=rGenditiers=will=be-eeva luated---under=thee-rfrA'_.e-t
-actionpogr--a m-=to,=detefm-ine=whbether==tbhey=cu~d=rmsult=in--a=4ess==ef==Gem poe ne
=intended-fun~c-tien--d-durn-irgthe~per-iod=ef~ex-ended--opeFatien.= -• Replace with Insert C

"Corrective Actions Ifrom page B-68bI
This element is common to Columbia prgasadatvteta re crdtdwith

aging management during the period of extended operation .antd is' dislcussed in :.
Section B. 1.3; ..

*Confirmation Process
This element is common to Columbia programs and activities that are credited with -:
aging management during the period of extended operation and is discussed in
Section B.1.3.

* Administrative Controls. . .•:
This element is commoni to: Columbia programs and activitiesý that are credited with'" i"
aging management during the period of extended operation and is discussed -in

Sectin B. .3. Replace with Insert

*Operating Experience D rm ae_-8
=-he=G~eoin --•nits--•rspectiern=is--a--new--er,-etime--inspectior•=aetivity--ethriGsh~'a-nt.

=,eper-ating-e-xpef-ien~ce=has=•ot=s h wn-te- -u~r-enee=ef=4he-afofrementiened=agirn ...
.==effe~ts,---T-•4e--inspr~cin--p`<ovides=far--GW~m~ation-.f~aterial-G=c iio is=ear~the •

-perzied-ef-ext tended-eperatio •-Th e=etem~ent-s--emp-ising4the--inspectiem~activit.y~are,4
-be-o..sisý.tet-with~ind~ust~pr~actice; . " " :" " :-i"

==NMRE-G-ftýS-b==s~en=oirrdustry-operat-ing--epertience-•thTougb==anu-yý2OO5= .-.

=Rec-efý-dustrl=eperati• '~peie- c-e~has=be~eri-eviewed--fer~appiteaiclt•o ae " :s
-identified•= ~Re-.,=eprai x--perien-e--is==•apt~ufed-threugh-t~ie~lnrma=e~ratin
-exper-ien-e=feview-precessT-,--whieh=wil -=.eentinue=thr-eug~he=thfied=efex~en•ded
=epemtiem=

A review. of Columbia operating experience,: documented in recent.work. orders, i•
.revealed that cooling unit coils have been found clean and -no. leakage was "

obsrve, •-ý-A~ddIns~ert A f~rom Page B-68a!
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Insert B into page B-68

Inspection findings will be documented and evaluated by assigned engineering
personnel. The inspection findings will be reviewed to ensure that each material
exposed to condensation has been examined via opportunistic inspection within a 5
year time period. If opportunistic inspections have not occurred within the 5-year
interval, appropriate actions will be taken to ensure these inspections are performed.
Inspection findings that do not meet the acceptance criteria will be evaluated using the
Columbia corrective action program with subsequent adjustments to the program made
as necessary.

Insert C into page B-68

Indications or relevant conditions of degradation detected during the inspections will be
compared to pre-determined acceptance criteria established by engineering evaluation
of the pertinent design standard.

Unacceptable inspection findings will include visual evidence of a loss of material or
reduction in heat transfer due to fouling, a reduction in wall thickness where appropriate,
or evidence of cracking of aluminum obtained by enhanced visual, surface, or
volumetric examination.

If the acceptance criteria are not met, then the indications and conditions will be
evaluated under the Columbia corrective action program to determine whether they
could result in a loss of component intended function during the period of extended
operation or prior to the next opportunity for inspection.

Insert D into page B-68

The Cooling Units Inspection Program is a new plant-specific program for which plant
operating experience has not shown the occurrence of the aforementioned aging

Program effects. Th provides for confirmation of material conditions before entering
rg the period of extended operation, and detection of aging effects prior to loss of

component intended function during the period of extended operation. The elements
comprising the program activities will be consistent with industry practice.

NUREG-1801, Revision 1, is based on industry operating experience through January
2005. Recent -industry operating experience has been reviewed for applicability, with
only general indication that inspection of internal surfaces during the performance of
periodic surveillance and maintenance activities has proven effective in maintaining the
material condition of plant systems, structures, and components. Future operating
experience is captured through the normal operating experience review process, which
will continue through the period of extended operation.

Aging Management Programs Page B-68b Amendment 21
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m.- OznPrannin
exper-iern-e=wiII=be--used-to-=ensur-ethat=a=•ne-time=inspection-=artivity=remainstie=
-apprepriate=methed=for-=managing=the=effects-=ef=aging=for-=cempenents=within=the
scope--of-t his=actvity

Required Enhancements

Not applicable, this is a newa.tvity. provide reasonable assurance that

Conclusion -the aging effects will be managed
Cnuipr Isuch that

Implementation of the Cooling Units Inspection will verify=that=there-are=no=aging=effeets,
-Fequiring=manragement=for=the=subject-emmponentseor=will=identiffycer'ective=actions;
,pessibly-including=program-atic=eversight,=te=be-taken=to-ensur-e-that the component
intended functions will be maintained consistent with the current licensing basis during
the period of extended operation and that spatial interactions (e.g., leakage) will not
result in loss of safety-related component intended functions during the period of
extended operation.

Aging Management Programs Page B-69
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Insert A into page B-69

This operating experience supports that baseline inspections of each material, to
determine actual material conditions, prior to the period of extended operation and
opportunistic inspections thereafter will, in conjunction with the normal operating
experience review process, ensure aging is detected prior to a loss of component
intended function. The site corrective action program and an ongoing review of industry
operating experience will be used to ensure that the program is effective in managing
the effects of aging for components within the scope of this program during the period of
extended operation.

Aging Management Programs Page B-69a Amendment 21
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Environments

Subject mechanical components of the Diesel (Engine) Exhaust System are exposed to
the following normal operating environments:

" Air-indoor uncontrolled

" Air-outdoor

* Closed cycle cooling water

" Lubricating oil

" Raw water

Aging Effects Requiring Management

The following aging effects require management for the subject mechanical components
of the Diesel (Engine) Exhaust System:

" Loss of material

" Loss of pre-load

" Reduction in heat transfer

Aging Management Programs

The following aging management programs manage the aging effects for subject
mechanical components of the Diesel (Engine) Exhaust System:

* Bolting Integrity Program

" Closed Cooling Water Chemistry Program

* Chemistry Program Effectiveness Inspection

" Diesel Systems Inspection ,<---Program

" External Surfaces Monitoring Program

" Heat Exchangers Inspection

" Lubricating Oil Analysis Program

* Lubricating Oil Inspection

Aging Management Review Results Page 3.3-20 =January-2O•l*Y
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3.3.2.2.7.2 BWR Reactor Water Cleanup and Shutdown Cooling Systems

Loss of material due to general, pitting, and crevice corrosion for steel piping
components, accumulators, tanks, and heat exchanger components exposed to treated
water is managed by the BWR Water Chemistry Program. The BWR Water Chemistry
Program manages aging effects through periodic monitoring and control of
contaminants. The Chemistry Program Effectiveness Inspection will provide a
verification of the effectiveness of the BWR Water Chemistry Program to manage loss
of material due to general, pitting, and crevice corrosion through examination of steel
piping components, accumulators, tanks, and heat exchanger components.

The one exception is the Equipment Drains Radioactive System, for which loss of
material for piping and piping components with a structural integrity function is managed
by the Monitoring and Collection Systems Inspection ',hic. i. a now ono t9mo
.n.p.tien that will dct..t anid charactoiZo.. .. o......f Ma 4dlrogram

3.3.2.2.7.3 Diesel Exhaust Piping, Piping Components, and Piping Elements

During normal plant operations, diesel exhaust piping, piping components, and piping
elements are exposed to diesel exhaust gases infrequently and for short durations. For
the remaining time, these components are exposed internally to outdoor air. The
configuration of the diesel exhaust has the potential for collection of moisture inside the
piping, piping components, and piping elements. With the combination of this potential
for moisture collection and the infrequent exposure to diesel exhaust gases, loss of
material due to crevice, general and pitting corrosion is an aging effect requiring
management for steel (exhaust) piping exposed internally to outdoor air. This loss of , r

Imr~grm aterial i managed by the Diesel Systems Inspection 16rthe Diesel-Driven Fire Pumps P
I nspectio*, whie h=ar-.ernew--erne-timtne--inspec-tiens-=that-•witl--deteact=and-c ý--aeha-rtize-,as-f-

"mteiIo~-et .... -•at=su-g-ace--f~lJesel-ex, haust~ipi~ngT--ipping=ce m-penents-fand~ipinag.

-elem- ents

3.3.2.2.8 Loss of Material due to General, Pitting, Crevice, and Microbiologically
Influenced Corrosion (MIC)

Loss of material due to general, pitting, and crevice corrosion and microbiologically-
influenced corrosion (MIC) for steel piping components, and the steel diesel fuel oil
storage tank, with coatings buried in soil is managed by the Buried Piping and Tanks
Inspection Program.

3.3.2.2.9 Loss of Material due to General, Pitting, Crevice, Microbiologically
Influenced Corrosion, and Fouling

3.3.2.2.9.1 Piping, Piping Components, and Piping Elements - Fuel Oil

Loss of material due to general, pitting, and crevice corrosion and MIC for steel piping
components and tanks exposed to fuel oil is managed by the Fuel Oil Chemistry
Program. The Fuel Oil Chemistry Program manages aging effects through periodic

Aging Management Review Results Page 3.3-52 Jf 02
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Table 3.3.1 Summary of Aging Management Programs for Auxiliary Systems
Evaluated in Chapter VII of NUREG-1801

TFurther l
Item o Aging Aging Management Evaluation Discussion

Number ComponentCommodity Effect/Mechanism Programs Recommended

3.3.1-18 Stainless steel and steel diesel Loss of material/ A plant specific aging Yes, plant Steel diesel engine exhaust
engine exhaust piping, piping general (steel management program specific piping, piping components, and
components, and piping only), pitting and is to be evaluated, piping elements were evaluated
elements exposed to diesel crevice corrosion as being exposed to diesel
exhaust exhaust infrequently, and for

short durations, and to outdoor
air the remainder of the time.
The Diesel Systems Inspection
or the Diesel-Driven Fire Pumps
Inspection i credited. A Note E
is applied.

Refer to Section 3.3.2.2.7.3 for
further information.

Program J

Aging Management Review Results Page 3.3-65 a 3anuai-2G+9-=,
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Table 3.3.1 Summary of Aging Management Programs for Auxiliary Systems
Evaluated in Chapter VII of NUREG-1801

FurtherItem Component/CommodityAging Aging Management Evaluation Discussion
Number m.o. i Effect/Mechanism Programs Recommended
3.3.1-76 Steel- piping, piping Loss of material Open-Cycle Cooling . No Consistent-with NUREG-1801,

components, and •piping due to general, Water System with exceptions.
elements (without lining/coating pitting, crevice, and
ormwith degraded lining/coating) microbiologically Except as noted below, the
exposed to raw water influenced Open-Cycle Cooling Water

corrosion, fouling, Program is credited to manage
and lining/coating. - loss of material for steel piping,
degradation piping components, and piping

elements that-are exposed to raw
water.

For steel piping and piping
components in the other auxiliary
systems that areexposed to raw
water, the-following programs are
credited to manage loss of
material:

. Diesel Starting Air Inspection
for drain piping in Diesel
Starting Air System

- Diesel Systems Inspectionfor
. • drain piping in the Diesel

(Engine) Exhaust System
' Monitoring and Colle tion

Systems Inspection r dfein
Replace deleted -pipii'"" in Equipment Drains
text with: "drain "Radioactive, Floor Drain, and
text with: •d.a"n Floor Drain Radioactive
•piping and tanks"' systems

Aging .Maaemn Reie Reulsag3,-0

Program

ProgramI
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A.1.2.15 CRDRL Nozzle Program

The CRDRL Nozzle Program is an existing mnitigation and condition monitoring program '.
that manages cracking due to flaw growth of the control rod drive return line (CRDRL)
nozzle, safe end, cap, and connecting welds. The CRDRL Nozzle Program consists of.
a) mitigation activities, and b) inspection, flaw evaluation, and repair in accordance with
the ASME Boiler and Pressure Vessel Code, Section XI, Subsection IWB, Table IWB
2500-1 (2001 Edition through 2003 Addenda) and the recommendations of
NUREG-0619. System modifications were implemented by the original equipment
manufacturer prior to initial startup to mitigate cracking. The BWR Water Chemistry
Program monitors and controls reactor coolant water chemistry in accordance with
BWRVIP guidelines to ensure the long-term integrity and safe operation of the critical
regions of the CRDRL nozzle.

The CRDRL Nozzle Program credits portions of the Inservice Inspection (ISI) Program,.,-,

A.1.2.16 Diesel Starting Air Inspection

The Diesel Starting Air Inspection detects and characterizes the condition of materials' .
for the DSA System air dryers and downstream piping and components (excluding the
DSA System air receivers). The inspection provides direct evidence as to whether, and
to what extent, a loss of material due to corrosion has occurred.

The Diesel Starting Air Inspection is a new one-time inspection that will be implemented
prior to the period of extended operation. The inspection activities will be conducted
within the 10-year period prior to the period of extended operation.

A.1.2.17 Diesel Systems Inspection o grami R wt Ie A
on page A- 13a

t4he=ieief=te--xhau-sti=ditpin=for1=the4ai atsie nz -3•hesensin=theriesei '

.Eh=bsti Syst drl-nding the=sealrains=frem=_•heexhaust=p
-palls-anud--edaifl-pi-assee t d wt- alr-andifig-tinitseOF the DieseIBuMMT IF t.-Výe-
• sy, tems. =T--hePi r'nspec-tio r-4-r-o-ides,,d ir- et-e-vjdeno-e=as--to=whaet-h er-,--and=to~what--x-ten-,a
io--s-nf-,ateriat=d ue-am si on•aso-urd. .iosomaeraldu~t~crrsiiv- ~o~eired~ r=er-aek~ng--duee=tostressocer-rosien=c-racki~g°

=T-he-DieseI--Sstems=•.speerton•=is-a--ew=eeimei-nelspeGtioat=~em- plemented4

=wvithin4he_4•_.-ye'ar=per~ied-pr_.ior-to4h-fe=pe.ied=of=e-x, tended pe ation.
,.,,-4Pr~qra I .Replace with InsertI

A.1.2.18 Diesel-Driven Fire Pumps Inspection rB on page A-13a

====eadiie ~ e~ h~ at Je ref he__ rate=•= te ien=Syste m-=dies el-eng nee .x~haust=pipin e 7 : .
==•F~me.P=r•`ectio=Sys~t~em-dies~e-h=eat=•xcbangm-exp-oed~tý-=raw~ater=-• ••nnenL
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Technical Information

Insert A into page A-13

The Diesel Systems Inspection Program manages the effects of loss of material due to
corrosion and cracking due to stress corrosion cracking of materials for the interior of
the steel and stainless steel exhaust piping components for the Division 1, 2, and 3
diesels in the Diesel Engine Exhaust System, including the loop seal drains from the
exhaust piping.

The Diesel Systems Inspection Program is a new program that will be implemented via
baseline inspection of a sample population followed by opportunistic inspections when
components are opened for periodic maintenance, repair, or surveillance activities when
surfaces are made available for inspection. These inspections ensure that the existing
environmental conditions are not causing material degradation that could result in a loss
of component intended function during the period of extended operation. Inspection of
a sample population will be conducted within the 10-year period prior to the period of
extended operation and will serve as a baseline for future inspections.

Insert B into naae A-13

The Diesel-Driven Fire Pumps Inspection Program manages the effects of loss of
material, due to corrosion or erosion, and reduction in heat transfer of the interior of the
Fire Protection System diesel engine exhaust piping, and of Fire Protection System
diesel heat exchangers exposed to a raw water environment. The program also
manages cracking due to SCC of susceptible materials.

The Diesel-Driven Fire Pumps Inspection Program is a new program that will be
implemented via baseline inspection of a sample population followed by opportunistic
inspections when components are opened for periodic maintenance, repair, and
surveillance activities when surfaces are made available for inspection. These
inspections ensure that the existing environmental conditions are not causing material

degradation that could result in a loss of component intended function during the period
of extended operation. Inspection of a sample population will be conducted within the
10-year period prior to the period of extended operation and will serve as a baseline for
future inspections.

Final Safety Analysis Report Supplement Page A-13a Amendment 21
Final Safety Analysis Report Supplement Page A- 13a Amendment 21
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Table A-1
Columbia License Renewal Commitments

FSAR Enhancement
•'supplement or

Item Number Commitment pLocateeion oLocation mpementation
(LRAApp.-A) Schedule

16): Diesel Starting The Diesel StartingAir Inspection isa new activity. A.1.2.16 'Within the 10-
Air Inspection The Diesel Starting.AirInspection detects and characterizes the year periodprior

condition of materials for the DSA System air diryers and downstream to the period of
piping and components,(excluding the DSA System air receivers).- extended
The inspection provides direct evidence as to whether, and to what operation.
extent, the relevant effects of aging have occurred.

17) Diesel Systems "h-1iesel=S ems etr a -cft-" A.1.2.17 .Withinrthe4leI. .nspectior " -he=ies&PSystms=t.nSpeeodtet=ande~i'eter_ yerpe-o - 'nso-epte- -year-pen~~ri -1111:

. "ondition=of-m.aterialsfG-khe=iterioPohe=exhaust=piping=fo he Replace te~theper-iod-

.,Bivisie4--2-72and-3=diesels4r-the=Bieset--E.ngin-E-haust=&ystem - with Insert -extended-.
Program tluding=the=lo al-drains-nr'he=exhaustopiping,-ad the dFain. A on page eperatie.og

pane, an;d dranppngaccaodwt i han~dling 006ts ef the, Diese+ IA-46a
D. ,d, 1,,,I IVAC .... s. o.=]hnspre ioOprlovides=didret-evidence-t .

:-"•" • • ." :.tG--Whether,--and~to-wlhatmextent•!e•-ele~vant-effetts=of=aging~ave - :..:•..

-occuFFe&=

!8)t Diesel-Driven r"* A. 1.-18••-18' -Within === ...
F.-_ire P'umPs. the-Biese1-Oriven.re&P -s=lnspection--detects:-ancchar aterizesyearp r:

:.:..Jnspeqtionx, the=mateFial=-eenditie6=f,--4t•54•ferf-A=Fir-_lPet~tm 'b -ohe=peFid
Inpcto -- r- oetinSse

* Replace with skerde:;:•"" i ::"" 'dieselkeneine=exbaustý- ing-,ad-pf-if&P-fetebytem se=i., • ~paewn. m:,.-..

Program T- Insert B on FeaKtM...

esýfet eq~soWhtt7a~~T=ht page A-46a
______________exten~t-he~reIe-vanteftfecsogfii g.dbzoscutrzsd,=_______ ______

Replace
with Insert
C on page
A-46b
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Technical Information

Insert A into paqe A-46

The Diesel Systems Inspection Program is a new program.

The Diesel Systems Inspection Program manages the effects of loss of material due to
corrosion and cracking due to stress corrosion cracking of materials for the interior of
the steel and stainless steel exhaust piping components for the Division 1, 2, and 3
diesels in the Diesel Engine Exhaust System, including the loop seal drains from the
exhaust piping.

The Diesel Systems Inspection Program consists of baseline inspections prior to the
period of extended operation followed by opportunistic inspections during the period of
extended operation.

Following the baseline inspection, inspection findings will be reviewed periodically to
ensure that each material exposed to air-outdoor and raw water has been examined via
opportunistic inspection or action are taken to ensure inspections are performed. Initial
interval for review of inspection findings is 5 years and may be adjusted based on
operating experience.

Insert B into pagie A-46

The Diesel-Driven Fire Pumps Inspection Program is a new program.

The Diesel-Driven Fire Pumps Inspection Program manages the effects of loss of
material, due to corrosion or erosion, and reduction in heat transfer of the interior of the
Fire Protection System diesel engine exhaust piping, and of Fire Protection System
diesel heat exchangers exposed to a raw water environment. The program also
manages cracking due to SCC of susceptible materials.

The Diesel-Driven Fire Pumps Inspection Program consists of baseline inspections prior
to the period of extended operation followed by opportunistic inspections during the
period of extended operation.

Following the baseline inspection, inspection findings will be reviewed periodically to
ensure that each material exposed to air-outdoor and raw water has been examined via
opportunistic inspection or action are taken to ensure inspections are performed. Initial
interval for review of inspection findings is 5 years and may be adjusted based on
operating experience.

Final Safety Analysis Report Supplement Page A-46a Amendment 21
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Technical Information

Insert C into page A-46

Implementation prior to the period of extended operation and initial inspection within the
10-year period prior to the period of extended operation. Then ongoing.

Final Safety Analysis Report Supplement Page A-46b Amendment 21
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Technical Information

Table B-1
Correlation of NUREG-1801 and Columbia Aging Management Programs

(continued)

Number J NUREG-1801 Program Corresponding Columbia AMP

XI.M31 Reactor Vessel Surveillance Reactor Vessel Surveillance Program
See Section B.2.46.

XI.M32 One-Time Inspection Chemistry Program Effectiveness Inspection
See Section B.2.12.
Gooling=Units~lnspection-
SewSectoB=-3-2=14
eiese1=Eriven=FirePu mps=1nspeetion

Diesel Starting Air Inspection
See Section B.2.16.
Diesel=Systems=1nspectien=
-See=Seetion-- 24-•1.7
• exibte=e-ennec-tien=inspectieo,=
See-SeimB-2-2-72=
Heat Exchangers Inspection
See Section B.2.30.
Lubricating Oil Inspection
See Section B.2.37.
Meniteroing--and=G-otlection=Systems-lnspection
See=Sectien=B.-2--.41=.
,Seiee--Air-=System=I nspectiorp
See=Seetien=B--..2--4.
Supplemental Piping/Tank Inspection
See Section B.2.51.

XI.M33 Selective Leaching of Selective Leaching Inspection
Materials See Section B.2.47.

XI.M34 Buried Piping and Tanks Buried Piping and Tanks Inspection Program
Inspection See Section B.2.5.

XI.M35 One-time Inspection of
ASME Code Class 1 Small-
Bore Piping

Smaw~ll Doro Cc, 1 Piping lnpIeoioR,

See Section B.2.49.

I. I

XI.M36 External Surfaces Monitoring External Surfaces Monitoring Program
See Section B.2.23.

I
lInsert A from Page B-14a I

Aging Management Programs Page 13-14 je a A1- IF-2 Q- I
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Technical Information

Table B-1
Correlation of NUREG-1801 and Columbia Aging Management Programs

(continued)

Number NUREG-1801 Program Corresponding Columbia AMP

N/A Plant-Specific Program High-Voltage Porcelain Insulators Aging
Management Program

See Section B.2.31.

N/A Plant-Specific Program Potable Water Monitoring Program
See Section B.2.43.

N/A Plant-Specific Program Preventive Maintenance - RCIC Turbine Casing

See Section B.2.44.

Ilnsert A from Page B-18a I

Insert A from page B-1 8b after
page B-18a from Amendment 2

Insert B from Page B-18b for
Amendment 21

A i M e P aAam endm ent 2 1
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Technical Information

Insert A to Page B-18

Number NUREG-1801 Program Corresponding Columbia AMP

Service Level 1 Protective Coatings Program
N/A Plant-Specific Program See Section B.2.55.

Insert B to Page B-18

N/A Plant-Specific Program Cooling Units Inspection Program
See Section B.2.14.

N/A Plant-Specific Program Diesel Systems Inspection Program
See Section B.2.17.

N/A Plant-Specific Program Diesel-Driven Fire Pumps Inspection Program
See Section B.2.18.

N/A Plant-Specific Program Flexible Connection Inspection Program
See Section B.2.27.

N/A Plant-Specific Program Monitoring and Collection Systems Inspection
Program
See Section B.2.41.

N/A Plant-Specific Program Service Air System Inspection Program
See Section B.2.48.

Aging Management Programs Page B-18b AAmondment 14
[Amendment 21
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Technical Information

Table B-2
Consistency of Columbia Aging Management Programs with NUREG-1801

(continued)

Consistent
New / Consistent with Plant- Enhancement

Program Name ex with NUREG- NUREG- Pecifi Equired
Existing 1801 1801 with Specific Required

Exceptions

BWR Vessel
Internals Program Existing Yes -

Section B.2.10

BWR Water
Chemistry Program Existing Yes -

Section B.2.11

Chemistry Program
Effectiveness New Yes
Inspection
Section B.2.12

Closed Cooling
Water Chemistry
Program Existing - Yes Yes
Section B.2.13

Cooling Units
Inspection New -Yes-
Section B.2.14

CRDRL Nozzle
Program Existing Yes -

Section B.2.15

Diesel Starting Air
Inspection New Yes -

Section B.2.16

Diesel Systems
Inspection ;, New -Y-es,-
Section B.2:17

Diesel-Driven Fire
Pumps Inspection New Y-es,
Section B.2.18 I

jProgramn[

jProgram

Aging Management Programs Page B-20 =January~2G413~
Aging Management Programs Page B-20 -January-20+0-

ý--ý.Amen`dment ý21



* Columbia Generating Station
License Renewal Application

• -Technical Information

B.2.17 Diesel Systems Inspection -Program "

Program Description

==T-he ese1=Syst ems=4ns Gn=is==a==new-one-t~me--nseGtro willdetect=and=
=ehar-aeter~ize=the=f nater-aia=c-oditi ~ fiet• • n teiie r-ef-t-he-ex-hau" sit ipi ng* -r4t eDi4Si en4_-n•=2r--an-=esets=ih--ehe=•eselh--Engine=Exthaust-=Systemneudirg=the-eop=seavfsain

frrem-the=exbaust-=piping,-and thn drain p_- a4-r i-i'g-a - -_i- .i

-haRdl* ''its pf the-Diesel-Buikdin-H An-s ..e•ThenSpectioO-provides=direct

=eeeu~red~er--s~tkeiy4e=oeer, " .. :"•" "...!x :..
' . . ~~~ler--c-r-ackin~g ~lue--to=stress --cerr sien=cr-ack-in • J "-"i .

=4m p•$em e R~ta bie q -- f= t e- --As t S s e s =~ p ct • I-i r df ~ t a
- PJ4egr~ity=ef==the=st bjeet=6eempnenets=witl=lbe=m-aint-ained=enssent=ýt~h--thar~t-

•i~esin~a ~ g--~e~p~ie~ofextnded•peat~n.= • Replace with Insert A
KIDe' , 4=p•n., t..% • .... ý--on• page B-77,

W11-72 .2 W"%,y I

=,F-The=Dieset--Systems--Ispecr,-,i~er.=isra=new=one-tim- e-irspectieor=luhiaAthatWiie
=eer~sistert-i-w~ith--the=e=.Qeme-ents==ef==ar•-•effecGi~e--=gir• marnagem ent=pmr-gam-_a
-de-s-er-ibed*i-NA9-,RE- G--4--8IG,==S- ecter•=-X4.Jl--•£•,-"ne-4r~e4•s pe~tlien=!

Exceptions to NUREG-1801

None.

Replace with Insert B
on page B-77a

Aging Management Program Elements

The results of an evaluation of each program element are 'provided below. -'-

S c o p e o f P ro g ra m .. .I . .. . . . . .. "I ""
-The scepe= -- 4 hfet Del e se I ysate m s---n s p e tioen 4 + lIu de s .=#ithe-stfe eý e xh eafU st= p ipi- ng
=exp•)sed=te=af+--air-=outdoer=envir-onme ntT~and=the~leop-seal--dr-ains-4r-om~te=ýhaust-,-- - :- - L -L . . . . . . . . . . .. . .•. . . . J _ _ l I - . i

eHents

=piplrng=uqa-=afe-,-ex~posee=te--a=raw=wa.[.e r-enRvir mn er• ,--crt-eeie r-nq• iew seg--ehnenesý.
* DG-ENG-1A1/1A2 Replace with Insert C

o DG-ENG-1B1/1B2 on page B-77b

o DG-ENG-1C

o 'DSA-ENG-C/2C

lthe st.ain e e ing-e -... stop
-water-envir-onment-and-associated-ith-the-folfnert-are ,, heSCopeof

......... cl ....... Inpoct.o- • Replace with Insert D

on page B-77b

Aging Management Programs Page B-77
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Technical Information

Insert A into page B-77

The Diesel Systems Inspection Program is a new plant-specific program for Columbia.
The program will consist of inspections of the steel and stainless steel exhaust piping
components for the Division 1, 2, and 3 diesels in the Diesel Engine Exhaust (DE)
System, including the loop seal drains from the exhaust piping. The Diesel Systems
Inspection Program will manage the effects of loss of material due to corrosion and
cracking of stainless steel components. The Diesel Systems Inspection Program will
comprise baseline inspections prior to the period of extended operation followed by
opportunistic inspections when components are opened for maintenance, repair, or
surveillance to ensure that the existing environmental conditions in subject components
are not causing material degradation that could result in a loss of component intended
function during the period of extended operation.

Implementation of this program will ensure that the integrity of the subject components
will be maintained consistent with the current licensing basis during the period of
extended operation.

The Diesel Systems Inspection Program is a new condition-monitoring program.
Inspection of a sample population will be conducted within the 10-year period prior to
the period of extended operation and will serve as a baseline for future inspections.

Insert B into page B-77

The Diesel Systems Inspection Program is a new plant-specific Columbia program for
License Renewal. NUREG-1801 includes an Inspection of Internal Surfaces in
Miscellaneous Piping and Ducting Components Program (XI.M38) that is focused on
steel components and the loss of material aging effect. Rather than necessitating
enhancements and exceptions to the NUREG-1801 program, a plant-specific program
is credited.

The Diesel Systems Inspection Program is a new plant-specific program that is
evaluated against the ten elements described in Appendix A of the Standard Review
Plan of License Renewal Applications for Nuclear Power Plants, NUREG-1800,
Revision 1. The results of an evaluation for each element are provided below.

Aging Management Programs Page B-77a Amendment 21
Aging Management Programs Page B-77a Amendment 21



Columbia Generating Station
License Renewal Application

Technical Information

Insert C into page B-77

Prior to the period of extended operation, the Diesel Systems Inspection Program
includes baseline inspection of a sample population followed by opportunistic inspection
of the steel and stainless steel exhaust piping components exposed to an air-outdoor
environment, and the loop seal drains from the exhaust piping that are exposed to raw
water environment, for the following diesel engines:

Insert D into page B-77

The baseline inspection portion of the Diesel Systems Inspection Program focuses on a
representative sample population of subject components at susceptible locations to be
defined in the implementing documents. The inspections identify symptomatic evidence
of loss of material or cracking at other susceptible locations within the scope of the
inspection due to the similarities in materials and environmental conditions.
Subsequent inspections are opportunistic when components are opened for periodic
maintenance, repair, and surveillance activities when surfaces are made available for
inspection.

Aging Management Programs Page B-77b Amendment 21



B.2.17 Diesel Systems Inspection Program Columbia Generating Station
License Renewal. Application

Technical Information

IeA ,AaH ce, 12, 21, 22, 31,32, and 51 (eir handling unit h.usings)
Replace

In Preventive ActionsIwith Insert..
IAo ae -->-Noeactierns-afe-taken=as=paea=f--the--Biesel=systems~nspection-t-tpr•event=a•N

A on page effeGts=er--to=-mitigate-agingdegradat"ion.=
B-78a

Ind~rack~n -
Replace i Parameters Monitored or Inspected

with Insert =T-he=par-ameterbs=te--•=inspeeted--by--tbhe=--iese1=Systemsnsp-et°ioirindud t=wa )IB on page aItie-es-e =isa-evidenee---ef=inter-a=sr zfaf eeaated~th iese~x-has/ ,•- -F,"•^...=..C.4 4.;. .•,;,•
B1onpag =piping=ýan .. Hcdr.in pans and drain piping ,as•="easuies=of=4oss-=of==mater4at.
B-78a =nspeetiens=witl==belpeeormed==by=ilualified=per-sonene=t---i-sing==estabtished =NO&

=ter~Djq uesýj~e•,,---,uJtf~aso -e-x~am in ation-).-•--VWsu aI=4iaspe ctieon=ef--4he =ia terptls==er
=evidence .ofz-eor-roesie"a addcer-r-osieR~pr-duc-ts=ray4•e=per-efmrred--as~opper4u Rities~for.

Replace = Detection of Aging Effects
with Insert e e nspe-ctio'rvtties~e-combtnato-n•'Pesablish e trlc-d

C on page isZ=euxarinatn--te chniq ues=(such=as-equivalent--to=ýý---4-=r-=V- erormedby-

B-78a quatified=per--soneel=o--a--representative--sam ple=of=the-sub-jeet=eemponents4e=identify
Bevideee=ef-less=ef=matefiat=. .•.•e~~~=r=ack~aIng .

T'hse=sarnple=popitation=wf I=be=detelrn in-e=by=engiTeering=evaluation=based=on
Iseu nd--sta tis-tiea l=s-ampIi n g-m eth e det ogya nd,-w h efe=p raefteat1-wi!l•e~feetsed~on-t-he
-c-empnenet s-mest-_stsc-epti~ble-teag ing,-suehas=-lue-teo:t-her__tj me=4n-ser-vje==h~e, •
sever4t~y--f--ead-itiens,dlu~i~r4g-r.Re-matl-la:Rt-eper~atiens,-and-esign-mar-gins- ...

4i-enRse=a~d-=prier=-to-t-he-endof=t~h e=•u r-ent=e per-ating-|i~eese,-witb~uff cieiRttime-4o.
-implemmt=pm~gramnm-4rtic=veTsight--foT==thgýer=p~od-ofenda peaton-h• .
act-ivities=witl-b-e=cond ucte d=noe-eadrie~r_-t~han-lt{=ye azrs=prior=to=-4he~en d=oft-et=t•#rfenht ....

expe-eted--duT-ing=t-he~period=of=e-xtended=operatio-n.= .. ,.

°Monitoring and Trend~ing " :.,
-T•z"his--n=-tim sp~ecfi°n=acbvti s=used--t°=cha tera ze°nditon7a.d-bete~nr•e
-" if-•-andt--t=what-ex-tent,---fut~her~a-a t~iens~m ay=be-r-equi~red=ýThe=-activty-incpludies:

I/,pev-is~iens=f-er--inerea-sing~the=inspec-tie r-rsam.ple=size=and=lee-atiens-if--degradatier•is
=d~eterted. &•Replace

with Insert -T-he --samnpte__siz-e=witll-be_ eter~mi~rned=-y=eng~ineer-i ng=evatu atiea__ f=t-hi-m-ateria ls~f=
D o pge •est~ruet.ieRT-he=envi`•ronment=ýi•=e.-•ser-vice=6`nditicens°)i=agi~hg=effectsa-d-oer-afng*

B-78b =ex1•efiea-ee=(• =• ..e==ir4=ser ee7=u-seeptjlbrle--_le -atien s~lewest=,design -ma~ niTs
-fspeetieon~ir~ding~s=that-de=net•m~eet=t~h~eaeoeet-an-e--er-iteria-w~ill=be=ev-atuated=usitng
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Columbia Generating Station
License Renewal Application

Technical Information

Insert A into page B-78'

The Diesel Systems Inspection Program does not include any actions to prevent aging
effects or to mitigate aging degradation. This program is a condition monitoring
program.

Insert B into page B-78

The parameters to be inspected, by the Diesel Systems Inspection Program include wall
thickness or visual evidence of internal surface degradation of the diesel exhaust piping
as measures of loss of material and cracking.

Inspections will be performed by qualified personnel using the appropriate established
nondestructive examination (NDE) techniques, primarily visual, with enhanced visual,
surface, or volumetric techniques used depending on the aging effect.

Insert C into pare B-78

The Diesel Systems Inspection Program provides for detection of aging effects prior to a
loss of component intended function. Inspections will include a combination of
established visual or enhanced visual (e.g., VT-1 or VT-3 or equivalent), volumetric
(e.g., radiographic testing or ultrasonic testing), and surface examination techniques
performed by qualified personnel.

Baseline inspections will be established on a sample population of subject components
determined by engineering evaluation to identify evidence of loss of material or cracking
prior to the period of extended operation. Opportunistic inspections will be conducted,
thereafter, when components are opened for periodic maintenance, repair, or
surveillance activities and surfaces are made available for inspection.

For baseline inspections, the sample population will be 20% of the total population for
each material - environment - aging effect group, up to a maximum of 25 inspections
per group and, where practical, will be focused on the components most susceptible to
aging, such as due to their time in service, the severity of conditions during normal plant
operation, and the lowest design margins.

Inspection of the sample population will be conducted within the 10-year period prior to
the period of extended operation, and will serve as a baseline for future inspections.
Any evidence of degradation that could lead to a loss of component intended function
will be documented and evaluated through the Columbia corrective action program,
including provisions for increasing the inspection sample size and locations.

Aging Management Programs Page 13-78a Amendment 21
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Technical Information

Insert D into page B-78

The Diesel Systems Inspection Program comprises baseline inspections prior to the
period of extended operation and opportunistic inspections when components are
opened for maintenance, repair, or surveillance thereafter. Baseline inspections are
used to characterize material conditions and include provisions for increasing the
inspection sample size and locations if degradation is detected. The results of baseline
inspections are considered to ensure that opportunistic inspections thereafter will detect
aging prior to a loss of component intended function.

The sample size for baseline inspections will be determined by engineering evaluation
of the materials of construction, the environment (i.e., service conditions), aging effects,
and of operating experience (e.g., time in-service, most susceptible locations, lowest
design margins, etc.). Inspection findings that do not meet the acceptance criteria will
be evaluated using the Columbia corrective action program.

Inspection findings will be documented and evaluated by assigned engineering
personnel. The inspection findings will be reviewed to ensure that each material
exposed to air-outdoor and raw water has been examined via opportunistic inspections
within a 5 year time period. If opportunistic inspections have not occurred within the
5-year interval, appropriate actions will be taken to ensure these inspections are
performed. Inspection findings that do not meet the acceptance criteria will be
evaluated using the Columbia corrective action program with subsequent adjustments
to the program made as necessary.

Aging Management Programs Aging Management Programs Page B-78b Amendment 21
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Corrective Actions -]on page B-79a

This element is common to Columbia programs and activities that are credited with
aging management during the period of extended operation and is discussed in
Section B.1.3.

* Confirmation Process
This element is common to
aging management during
Section B.1.3.

* Administrative Controls
This element is common to
aging management during
Section B.1.3.

Columbia programs and activities that are credited with
the period of extended operation and is discussed in

Columbia programs and activities that are credited with
the period of extended operation and is discussed in
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Operating Experience .B on page B-79a
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Insert A into page B-79

Indications or relevant conditions of degradation detected during the inspection will be
compared to pre-determined acceptance criteria established by engineering evaluation
of the pertinent design standard.

Unacceptable inspection findings will include visual evidence of loss of material or
cracking, or a reduction in wall thickness where appropriate, obtained by enhanced
visual, surface, or volumetric examination.

If the acceptance criteria are not met, then the indications and conditions will be
evaluated under the Columbia corrective action program to determine whether they
could result in a loss of component intended function during the period of extended
operation or prior to the next opportunity for inspection.

Insert B into pa-qe B-79

The Diesel Systems Inspection Program is a new plant-specific program for which plant
operating experience has not shown the occurrence of the aforementioned aging effect.
The program provides for confirmation of material conditions before entering the period
of extended operation, and detection of aging effects prior to loss of component
intended function during the period of extended operation. The elements comprising
the program activities will be consistent with industry practice.

Recent industry operating experience has been reviewed for applicability with only
general indication that inspection of internal surfaces during the performance of periodic
surveillance and maintenance activities has proven effective in maintaining the material
condition of plant systems, structures, and components. Future operating experience is
captured through the normal operating experience review process, which will continue
through the period of extended operation.

A review of Columbia operating experience to date has found no indications of loss of
material or cracking in the subject diesel system components. This operating
experience supports that baseline inspections of each material, to determine actual
material conditions, prior to the period of extended operation and opportunistic
inspections thereafter will, in conjunction with the normal operating experience review
process, ensure aging is, detected prior to a loss of component intended function. The
site corrective action program and an ongoing review of industry operating experience
will be used to ensure that the program is effective in managing the effects of aging for
components within the scope of this program during the period of extended operation.

Aging management Programs Page B-79a Amendment 21
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-pr-grnm-aRd= a-egeirig=-review-ef-industry=eperating-experienee-will-be=used-te
-ensure--hat=a=ene-time=i-nspeetien-=ac-tivity-remains=-the=apprepriate= methed=fer
-m anagirng=t~he-effec-ts-ef.•agirng-fer-em peneatis-wit~hi n-th•-ies-epe-f-t~is-a~t~i-vi•y.

Required Enhancements

Not applicable, this is a new aetivi p.s lu"|provide reasonable assurance thatI

Conclusion JProgram the aging effects will be managed,
such that

Implementation of the Diesel Systems Inspection will ver~iyhat-there-are-ne=aging.
-effects=requimdgmarg -errnt=fdr==th-e-subjecrp-nts -wifl-id nif-orir
acetions,-sombly-ý~intuding-=program matic-oversight==t•=be-=takenrt-toensir~e-.thato the

intended functions of the subject components will be maintained consistent with the
current licensing basis during the period of extended operation.
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Environments

Subject mechanical components of the FP System are exposed to the following normal
operating environments:

• Air-indoor uncontrolled

* Air-outdoor

* Fuel oil

* Lubricating oil

* Moist air

* Raw water

* Soil

Aging Effects Requiring Management

The following aging effects require management for the subject mechanical components
of the FP System:

* Cracking

" Hardening and loss of strength

" Loss of material

* Loss of pre-load

* Reduction of heat transfer

Aging Management Programs

The following aging management programs manage the aging effects for subject
mechanical components of the FP System:

" Bolting Integrity Program

" Buried Piping and Tanks Inspection Program

* Chemistry Program Effectiveness Inspection

* Diesel-Driven Fire Pumps Inspection Program

" External Surfaces Monitoring Program

* Fire Protection Program

* Fire Water Program

" Flexible Connection Inspection *-Prgam

Aging Management Review Results Page 3.3-27 j •ua•y2n,
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3.3.2.2.7.2 BWR Reactor Water Cleanup and Shutdown Cooling Systems

Loss of material due to general, pitting, and crevice corrosion for steel piping
components, accumulators, tanks, and heat exchanger components exposed to treated
water is managed by the BWR Water Chemistry Program. The BWR Water Chemistry
Program manages aging effects through periodic monitoring and control of
contaminants. The Chemistry Program Effectiveness Inspection will provide a
verification of the effectiveness of the BWR Water Chemistry Program to manage loss
of material due to general, pitting, and crevice corrosion through examination of steel
piping components, accumulators, tanks, and heat exchanger components.

The one exception is the Equipment Drains Radioactive System, for which loss of
material for piping and piping components with a structural integrity function is managed
by the Monitoring and Collection Systems Inspection which D a n. o.o imRE
.n .pc .ti.n that will detcct and chara.t.iz. lesseof . . a. ia. .. P gram.I

3.3.2.2.7.3 Diesel Exhaust Piping, Piping Components, and Piping Elements

During normal plant operations, diesel exhaust piping, piping components, and piping
elements are exposed to diesel exhaust gases infrequently and for short durations. For
the remaining time, these components are exposed internally to outdoor air. The
configuration of the diesel exhaust has the potential for collection of moisture inside the
piping, piping components, and piping elements. With the combination of this potential
for moisture collection and the infrequent exposure to diesel exhaust gases, loss of
material due to crevice, general and pitting corrosion is an aging effect requiring
management for steel (exhaust) piping exposed internally to outdoor air. This loss of
material iý managed by the Diesel Systems gnspectiones the Diesel-Driven Fire PumpsmPrga npcon[s-ivn e'up rogram

I m Inspectiot, w-hich=a~re=ew--ene-t-me=inspections-that=witl-•etect.--od--c-ra-teri- -
• m~ater-at=ew-the4•ntemzal=suqzrace-ef~l~i~esel=ex. hau st=piping,-lpi pingcm---opone n~t-sr-an~d=pipinrg-
-elem.ep•s

3.3.2.2.8 Loss of Material due to General, Pitting, Crevice, and Microbiologically
Influenced Corrosion (MIC)

Loss of material due to general, pitting, and crevice corrosion and microbiologically-
influenced corrosion (MIC) for steel piping components, and the steel diesel fuel oil
storage tank, with coatings buried in soil is managed by the Buried Piping and Tanks
Inspection Program.

3.3.2.2.9 Loss of Material due to General, Pitting, Crevice, Microbiologically

Influenced Corrosion, and Fouling

3.3.2.2.9.1 Piping, Piping Components, and Piping Elements - Fuel Oil

Loss of material due to general, pitting, and crevice corrosion and MIC for steel piping
components and tanks exposed to fuel oil is managed by the Fuel Oil Chemistry
Program. The Fuel Oil Chemistry Program manages aging effects through periodic

Aging Management Review Results Page 3.3-52 Jr )-O
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Table 3.3.1 Summary of Aging Management Programs for Auxiliary Systems
Evaluated in Chapter VII of NUREG-1801

e AFurtherItem Component/Commodity Aging Aging Management Evaluation Discussion
Number Effect/Mechanism Programs Recommended

3.3.1-18 Stainless steel and steel diesel
engine exhaust piping, piping
components, and piping
elements exposed to diesel
exhaust

Loss of material/
general (steel
only), pitting and
crevice corrosion

A plant specific aging
management program
is to be evaluated.

Yes, plant
specific

Steel diesel engine exhaust
piping, piping components, and
piping elements were evaluated
as being exposed to diesel
exhaust infrequently, and for
short durations, and to outdoor
air the remainder of the time.
The Diesel Systems Inspection
or the Diesel-Driven Fire Pumps
Inspection i credited. A Note E
is applied.

Refer to Section 3.3.2.2.7.3 for
further information. J

Aging Management Review Results Page 3.3-65 =January2g-tO===
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Table 3.3.1 Summary of Aging Management Programs for Auxiliary Systems
Evaluated in Chapter VII of NUREG-1801

ItemAgin Agng Mnageent Further
Item Component/Commodity Aging Aging Management Evaluation Discussion

Number j EffectlMechanism Programs Recommended

3.3.1-68 Steel piping, piping Loss of material Fire Water System No Consistent with NUREG-1801.
components, and piping due to general,
elements exposed to raw water pitting, crevice, and Except as noted below, the Fire

microbiologically Water Program is credited to
influenced manage loss of material for steel
corrosion, and piping and piping components in
fouling the auxiliary systems that are

exposed to raw water.

This item is also applied to heat
exchanger components that are
exposed to raw water in the Fire
Protection System, for which the
Diesel-Driven Fire Pumps
Inspection '_credited. A Note E
is applied. "'•--Prga

For steel piping and piping
components that are exposed to
raw water in the Fuel Pool
Cooling, Plant Sanitary Drains,
and Reactor Closed Cooling
Water systems, the Monitoring

Programl and Collection Systems
Inspectio is credited; in the
Potable Cold Water System the
Potable Water Monitoring
Program is credited. A Note E is
applied.

Aging Management Review Results Page 3.3-99 =--a-arym-20f n2
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Table 3.3.1 Summary of Aging Management Programs for Auxiliary Systems
Evaluated in Chapter VII of NUREG-1801

e AFurtherItem Component/Commodity Aging Aging Management Evaluation Discussion
Number jEffectMechanism Programs Recommended

3.3.1-69 Stainless steel piping, piping Loss of material Fire Water System No Consistent with NUREG-1801.
components, and piping due to pitting and
elements exposed to raw water crevice corrosion, The Fire Water Program is

and fouling credited to manage loss of
material for stainless steel piping,
piping components, and piping
elements in the Fire Protection
System that are exposed to raw
water.

3.3.1-70 Copper alloy piping, piping Loss of material Fire Water System No Consistent with NUREG-1801.
components, and piping due to pitting,
elements exposed to raw water crevice, and The Fire Water Program is

microbiologically credited to manage loss of
influenced material for copper alloy piping,
corrosion, and piping components, and piping
fouling elements in the Fire Protection

System that are exposed to raw
water.

This item is also applied to
copper alloy heat exchanger
components in the Fire
Protection System that are
exposed to raw water. For these
components, the DiesVI-Driven Program
Fire Pumps Inspection is

I_ _credited. A Note E is applied.

Aging Management Review Results Page 3.3-100 ~nuary~2O~
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Table 3.3.1 Summary of Aging Management Programs for Auxiliary Systems
Evaluated in Chapter VII of NUREG-1801

Aging Aging Management Further

Number Component/Commodity Aging ging anams Evaluation DiscussionNumbr Efect/echnismProgams Recommended

3.3.1-80 Stainless steel and copper alloy Loss of material Open-Cycle Cooling No Consistent with NUREG-1801,piping, piping components, and due to pitting, Water System with exceptions.
piping elements exposed to raw crevice, and
water microbiologically Except as noted below, the

influenced Open-Cycle Cooling Water
corrosion Program is credited to manage

loss of material for stainless steel
and copper alloy heat exchanger
components in the auxiliary
systems that are exposed to raw
water. A Note D is applied.

"Add: piin 
For stainless steel piping •9thet-4"n pexposed to raw (drainage) watercomponents in the Diesel Starting Air System,

that are" the Diesel Starting Air Inspection
is credited. A Note E is applied.

For stainless steel heat
exchanger tubes that are
exposed to raw water in the Fire
Protection System, the Diesel-
Driven Fire Pumps Inspection is
credited. A Note E is applied.

E rgamZ
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Table 3.3.1 Summary of Aging Management Programs for Auxiliary Systems
Evaluated in Chapter VII of NUREG-1801

Further
Item Aging Aging Management Evaluation Discussion

Number Component/Commodity Effect/Mechanism Programs Recommended

3.3.1-82 Copper alloy heat exchanger Loss of material Open-Cycle Cooling No Consistent with NUREG-1801,
components exposed to raw due to pitting, Water System with exceptions.
water crevice, galvanic,

and - Except as noted below, the
microbiologically Open-Cycle Cooling Water
influenced Program is credited to manage
corrosion, and loss of material for copper alloy
fouling heat exchanger components in

the auxiliary systems that are
exposed to raw water.

The DiesellDriven Fire Pumps
Inspectionli"- credited to manage

loss of material for copper alloy
heat exchanger components in
the Fire Protection System that
are exposed to raw water. A
Note E is applied.

IProgram I

Aging Management Review Results Page 3.3-110 -IAmnery-2 en2
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Table 3.3.1 Summary of Aging Management Programs for Auxiliary Systems
Evaluated in Chapter VII of NUREG-1801

1 Further
Item dity Aging Aging Management Evaluation Discussion

Number Component/Commodity Effect/Mechanism Programs Recommended

3.3.1-83 Stainless steel and copper alloy Reduction of heat Open-Cycle Cooling No Consistent with NUREG-1801,
heat exchanger tubes exposed transfer due to Water System with exceptions.
to raw water fouling

Except as noted below, the
Open-Cycle Cooling Water
Program is credited to manage
reduction in heat transfer for
stainless steel and copper alloy
heat exchanger tubes in the
auxiliary systems that are
exposed to raw water.

The Diesel-Driven Fire Pumps
Inspection' credited toldeteet-
S-•-hra te-ze, reduction in

-'-4-heat transfer for stainless steel
imanage I and copper alloy heat exchanger

tubes in the Fire Protection
System that are exposed to raw
water. A Note E is applied.

Page 3.3-111 =~JaRuary~2~34O=
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Technical. Informati on

A.1.2.15 CRDRL Nozzle Program

The CRDRL Nozzle Program is an existing mitigation and condition monitoring program
that manages cracking due to flaw growthof the control rod drive return line (CRDRL)
nozzle, safe end, cap, and connecting welds. The CRDRL Nozzle Program consists of
a) mitigation activities, and b) inspection, flaw evaluation,-and repair-in accordance with
the ASME Boiler and Pressure Vessel Code, Section XI, Subsection. IWB, Table/WB
2500-1 (2001 Edition jthrough 2003, Addenda). .and6 the recommendations, of
NUREG-0619. System:, modifications were impiemented, by the original equipment
manufacturer. prior to initial startup :tomitigate cracking. TheBWR .water Chemistry.
Program monitors and controls reactor coolant Wateir. chemistry in accordance;;with'
BWRVIP guidelines to ensure the long7term integrity and safe operation of the critical-
regions of the CRDRL nozzle.

The CRDRL Nozzle Program credits portions of the Inservice-lnspection (ISI) Program...

A.1.2.16 Diesel Starting Air Inspection

The Diesel Starting Air. Inspection detects and characterizes the condition of materials:'
for'the DSA System air dryers and downstream piping and -components (excludingthe
DSA System air receivers). The inspection provides direct. evidence as to whether, and
to what extent, a loss of material -due to corrosion has occurred.

The Diesel Starting Air Inspection is a new one-time inspection that will be,implemented
prior to the period of extended operation. The inspection activities will be conducted
within the 10-year period prior to the period of extended operation.-

St I tProgrami Replace with InsertA.,1.1.17. Diesel Syst'emslnspectionL . A
A.1.217 Deselon page A-1 3a

UExa•tstem- ntuding--the--Ioop=seal--df-ans~ffe~m7he--%×-haust~pipiflg, • . _: ..-' -..
-pa r-ts--and--d-ýpipi --assee-+ted-wit-aif-haffl•d., tBeIBi •f'thA

ysystems. T=,e-inspe-tier•-pr~videir-.et--e-vd eR s-e=whet-her-,---ad=toL-viatextegtT-ýa
-ateria e rmsi = red'g=due=tlstresscesiecr-ackiI

=p•,er-te4e=per-iod=ef=exterded=eperatie=T-he=4inspetin=acti-vities=w.i1be=ucend • c :t .e=w~hin=th -year=per~iodp-pior=toL-tbhe-per4od=ef-ýex-ernc pedm tie -... r4...;. .:..: ,.
• ' " " •!-"" "' " •, ProramI : Replace with Insertl

A.1.2.18 Diesel-Driven Fire Pumps Inspection• O. . B on pace A-13a I
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Insert A into page A-13

The Diesel Systems Inspection Program manages the effects of loss of material due to
corrosion and cracking due to stress corrosion cracking of materials for the interior of
the steel and stainless steel exhaust piping components for the Division 1, 2, and 3
diesels in the Diesel Engine Exhaust System, including the loop seal drains from the
exhaust piping.

The Diesel Systems Inspection Program is a new program that will be implemented via
baseline inspection of a sample population followed by opportunistic inspections when
components are opened for periodic maintenance, repair, or surveillance activities when
surfaces are made available for inspection. These inspections ensure that the existing
environmental conditions are not causing material degradation that could result in a loss
of component intended function during the period of extended operation. Inspection of
a sample population will be conducted within the 10-year period prior to the period of
extended operation and will serve as a baseline for future inspections.

Insert B into page A-13

The Diesel-Driven Fire Pumps Inspection Program manages the effects of loss of
material, due to corrosion or erosion, and reduction in heat transfer of the interior of the
Fire Protection System diesel engine exhaust piping, and of Fire Protection System
diesel heat exchangers exposed to a raw water environment. The program also
manages cracking due to SCC of susceptible materials.

The Diesel-Driven Fire Pumps Inspection Program is a new program that will be
implemented via baseline inspection of a sample population followed by opportunistic
inspections when components are opened for periodic maintenance, repair, and
surveillance activities when surfaces are made available for inspection. These
inspections ensure that the existing environmental conditions are not causing material
degradation that could result in a loss of component intended function during the period
of extended operation. Inspection of a sample population will be conducted within the
10-year period prior to the period of extended operation and will serve as a baseline for
future inspections.

Final Safety Analysis Report Supplement Page A-1 3a Amendment 21
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A.1.2.19 Electrical Cables and Connections Not Subject to 10 CFR 50.49 EQ
Requirements Program

The Electrical Cables and Connections Not Subject to 10 CFR 50.49 EQ Requirements
Program is an inspection program that detects degradation of electrical cables and
connections that are not environmentally qualified and are within the scope of license
renewal. The program provides for periodic visual inspection of accessible,
non-environmentally qualified cables and connections in order to determine if age-
related degradation is occurring, particularly in plant areas with adverse localized
environments. An adverse localized environment is a condition in a limited plant area
that is significantly more severe than the specified design or bounding plant
environment for the general area.

The Electrical Cables and Connections Not Subject to 10 CFR 50.49 EQ Requirements
Program is a new aging management program that will be implemented prior to the
period of extended operation. The inspection frequency of the program will be once
every 10 years, with the initial inspection to be performed prior to the period of extended
operation.

A.1.2.20 Electrical Cables and Connections Not Subject to 10 CFR 50.49 EQ
Requirements Used in Instrumentation Circuits Program

The Electrical Cables and Connections Not Subject to 10 CFR 50.49 EQ Requirements
Used in Instrumentation Circuits Program is a monitoring program that detects
degradation of electrical cables and connections that are not environmentally qualified
and used in circuits with sensitive, low-current applications (such as radiation monitoring
and nuclear instrumentation loops). The program provides for a review of calibration
records for the low-current instruments, in order to detect and identify degradation of the
cable system insulation resistance. The program retains the option to perform direct
cable testing.

The Electrical Cables and Connections Not Subject to 10 CFR 50.49 EQ Requirements
Used in Instrumentation Circuits Program is a new aging management program that will
be implemented prior to the period of extended operation. The frequency of the
program will be once every 10 years, with the initial review to be performed prior to the
period of extended operation.

Final Safety Analysis Report Supplement Page A-14 -Januar--2040.
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Technical. Information

Table A-1

Columbia License Renewal Commitments

FSAR Enhancement
.: " : •- :' . - ' " . -:" .. .. "Supplement. " or - • -

I-tem NumNilber Commitment SupLocation oLocaion Implemnentation
(LRA App. A) Shdl

16) DieselStarting The Diesel staringAir I nspection is anew actijvit*. . .. f 1.2.16. Within the 10-
Air Inspection The.Diessel Starting Air inspecti6n .detects and characterizes the year period prior

conditionhof materials for the DSA System airdyers and downstream to the period.of
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C on page
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Technical Information

Insert A into page A-46

The Diesel Systems Inspection Program is a new program.

The Diesel Systems Inspection Program manages the effects of loss of material due to
corrosion and cracking due to stress corrosion cracking of materials for the interior of
the steel and stainless steel exhaust piping components for the Division 1, 2, and 3
diesels in the Diesel Engine Exhaust System, including the loop seal drains from the
exhaust piping.

The Diesel Systems Inspection Program consists of baseline inspections prior to the
period of extended operation followed by opportunistic inspections during the period of
extended operation.

Following the baseline inspection, inspection findings will be reviewed periodically to
ensure that each material exposed to air-outdoor and raw water has been examined via
opportunistic inspection or action are taken to ensure inspections are performed. Initial
interval for review of inspection findings is 5 years and may be adjusted based on
operating experience.

Insert B into paqe A-46

The Diesel-Driven Fire Pumps Inspection Program is a new program.

The Diesel-Driven Fire Pumps Inspection Program manages the effects of loss of
material, due to corrosion or erosion, and reduction in heat transfer of the interior of the
Fire Protection System diesel engine exhaust piping, and of Fire Protection System
diesel heat exchangers exposed to a raw water environment. The program also
manages cracking due to SCC of susceptible materials.

The Diesel-Driven Fire Pumps Inspection Program consists of baseline inspections prior
to the period of extended operation followed by opportunistic inspections during the
period of extended operation.

Following the baseline inspection, inspection findings will be reviewed periodically to
ensure that each material exposed to air-outdoor and raw water has been examined via
opportunistic inspection or action are taken to ensure inspections are performed. Initial
interval for review of inspection findings is 5 years and may be adjusted based on

operating experience.

Final Safety Analysis Report Supplement Page A-46a Amendment 21
Final Safety Analysis Report Supplement Page A-46a Amendment 21
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License Renewal Application

Technical Information

Insert C into page A-46

Implementation prior to the period of extended operation and initial inspection within the
10-year period prior to the period of extended operation. Then ongoing.

Final Safety Analysis Report Supplement Page A-46b Amendment 21
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Columbia Generating Station
License Renewal Application

Technical Information

Table B-1
Correlation of NUREG-1801 and Columbia Aging Management Programs

(continued)

Number NUREG-1801 Program Corresponding Columbia AMP

XI.M31 Reactor Vessel Surveillance Reactor Vessel Surveillance Program
See Section B.2.46.

XI.M32 One-Time Inspection Chemistry Program Effectiveness Inspection
See Section B.2.12.
G-eeling=lnits=l nspection-
Sew-Setion=l-244-.
IDesel--vetFire-Pufmps--Inspe--tion
,See=Section-B•-24-.-t8

Diesel Starting Air Inspection
See Section B.2.16.
Diesel=Systems-Inspectien=
-See=,Se~efB. -1=24-,

,lexible=Connectien=lnspecti'iR
See-Sgecion-B2-•7-.271
Heat Exchangers Inspection
See Section B.2.30.
Lubricating Oil Inspection
See Section B.2.37.
Menitering-and-GoIlectior--Systems-4nspection
S•eeSeetioeB-2=4-4=
,Serviee=AiPSystem4nspee-tiowr
Gee=Section=B-248%
Supplemental Piping/Tank Inspection
See Section B.2.51.

XI.M33 Selective Leaching of Selective Leaching Inspection
Materials See Section B.2.47.

XI.M34 Buried Piping and Tanks Buried Piping and Tanks Inspection Program
Inspection See Section B.2.5.

XI.M35 One-time Inspection of Small Aero CGbcc I PipinRg Ancpc)-A n e ,e
ASME Code Class 1 Small- See Section B.2.49.
Bore Piping

XI.M36 External Surfaces Monitoring External Surfaces Monitoring Program
See Section B.2.23.

linsert A from Page B-14a I

Aging Management Programs Page B-1a 4 januafy 2040
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Columbia Generating Station
License Renewal Application

Technical Information

Table B-1
Correlation of NUREG-1801 and Columbia Aging Management Programs

(continued)

Number NUREG-1801 Program Corresponding Columbia AMP

N/A Plant-Specific Program High-Voltage Porcelain Insulators Aging
Management Program
See Section B.2.31.

N/A Plant-Specific Program Potable Water Monitoring Program
See Section B.2.43.

N/A Plant-Specific Program Preventive Maintenance - RCIC Turbine Casing
See Section B.2.44.

Insert A from Page B-1 8a

Insert A from page B-18b after
page B-18a from Amendment 2

Insert B from Page B-18b for
IrAmendment 21

- --- FA-m-endment 21- Fýý_drne
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Technical Information

Insert A to Page B-18

NUREG-1801 Program Corresponding Columbia AMP

Service Level 1 Protective Coatings Program
Plant-Specific Program See Section B.2.55.

Insert B to Page B-18

N/A Plant-Specific Program Cooling Units Inspection Program
See Section B.2.14.

N/A Plant-Specific Program Diesel Systems Inspection Program
See Section B.2.17.

N/A Plant-Specific Program Diesel-Driven Fire Pumps Inspection Program
See Section B.2.18.

N/A Plant-Specific Program Flexible Connection Inspection Program
See Section B.2.27.

N/A Plant-Specific Program Monitoring and Collection Systems Inspection
Program
See Section B.2.41.

N/A Plant-Specific Program Service Air System Inspection Program
See Section B.2.48.

Aging Management Programs Page B-1 8b .A.AAmondment 14
IAmendment 21
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Technical Information

Table B-2
Consistency of Columbia Aging Management Programs with NUREG-1801

(continued)

Consistent

New I Consistent with Plant- EnhancementProgram Name Existing with NUREG- NUREG- Specific Required
1801 1801 with

Exceptions

BWR Vessel
Internals Program Existing Yes
Section B.2.10

BWR Water
Chemistry Program Existing Yes
Section B.2.11

Chemistry Program
Effectiveness New Yes
Inspection
Section B.2.12

Closed Cooling
Water Chemistry
Program Existing Yes Yes
Section B.2.13

Cooling Units
Inspection ;, New -Yes-
Section B.2'14

CRDRL Nozzle
Program Existing Yes
Section B.2.15

Diesel Starting Air
Inspection New Yes
Section B.2.16

Diesel Systems
Inspection ;y New =Yes,
Section B.2.17

Diesel-Driven Fire
Inspection New Yes.

Section B.2.18 I I

jProgram

[ProgramT

[Program]-

Aging Management Programs Page B-20 -January--2040-
't;:ýAm~nde~n21



Columbia Generating Station
License Renewal Application

Technical Information

B.2.18 Diesel-Driven Fire Pumps Inspection

PsJReplace with Insert
Program Description A on page B-81a

=T-he=Diesel-D•-.ven=--Fire=-P-u mps=lnspection=is=a ew=one-time=inspection=ttat=will=detect=
vand=eharaeterize=the=imaterial--endition=ef=the=interior-e=f=the=Fire=Proteetien=Systemw
die-s-l t in-egha-st=pip i _.- =d-of =F-ire=Prtectitn=System=d'imsai=h-eztexh•es

exposed=to=a=raw=water=(antifree-ze)==environment-Tenspection=provides==difeet
evidenee--as=te--whethe r-,---a d--to-=what--ex~te nt-, =----•-ess--ef-rmater-ialI=er==reduetjen=i r=heat,
-tr-a-nsfer-hasro- red=or-=is~lkelyA=toce-•-ur-=that=eo uld=r-es-uttn=i-a=los-s~--intended~unctien,.

The-ip i . n=-dso=determr in e-whethereraekng=due=-o-, -ore - or • =Mra hg
-susc-eptitble--mater-ials--has=ec-c-ufr~ed .•ýptenieatatien=ef-4the=BieselBrven= umps=
4ls-pec-tien=wiHt=ens-ure~that=t-he=pr-essu re-•eundafyT,--struc-tuf-al=i-ntegr Fit•-nd--et~ransfer
urp-abilt-fi sucbtYe=Comnponents-is-maintained-conuistent-wiihthu-- - .cesig

=basis=durirng-•he=pe ried--ef=e x-tended=epefatiea.=elae=ih ns r

NUREG-1801 Consistency -- -Bo pg-81a

Th-e--D~esei=-Invrvire=Pum~ynpesonln----- vmýi~~i-i secoi=f "- • l-nbia=
thet-will-b=costent-with-the-lýý~lements=ef--n=effec-tive=ag ing=manragement=pr~ogram=
-as-deser-ibed--i N44R-EGlo804l_-,o-Setien)l-M-1-3-.2--•rOne=-i me-lns pee-tie R•

Exceptions to NUREG-1801

None.

Aging Management Program Elements

The results of an evaluation of each program element are provided below.

"Scope of Programv,,Re~place wwith Insert C on page B-81 b
-T~he-seepe-ef==he'-bisel-l~r-i~vern=F-.im=P--u mps4lnsi e-etier-AiR eludes-th-e-steelkexhau st-
-li• es=t~hat=af~e=e-xps-i~sd-t--anr-air-utee*-or=eni-rwonr enta nd~cpper-ally~epper=aH•~
=:= ->=I==0o • -i,5g-I rat• rln,'-'d [1r.ta-dtriess• -el--heat-exchanigLr=com•p-oTents--expom-el=

=to=a--raw--water--(earbtfeeez-e)=eim r-eamernt--fer~he=fellewing=diesels-.

" FP-ENG-1
" FP-ENG-110 Program does not

< Add Insert D on page B-81 b i nclude any actions
"Preventive Actions The•
'No-arctiowsare=taktra-a o=ottl• Diesel-Driven Fire Pumps Inspection.to prevent
aging effects or to mitigate aging degradation. IkIhspormi odto

| monitoring program.I

Aging Management Programs Page B-81, Jnr=2-l=
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Technical Information

Insert A into pa-qe B-81

The Diesel-Driven Fire Pumps Inspection Program is a new plant-specific program for
Columbia. The program will consist of inspections of the interior of the Fire Protection
(FP) System diesel engine exhaust piping, and of FP System diesel heat exchangers
exposed to a raw water (antifreeze or fire water) environment. The Diesel-Driven Fire
Pumps Inspection Program will manage the effects of loss of material and reduction in
heat transfer. The program also manages cracking due to stress corrosion cracking of
susceptible materials. The Diesel-Driven Fire Pumps Inspection Program will comprise
baseline inspections prior to the period of extended operation followed by opportunistic
inspections, when components are opened for maintenance, repair, or surveillance to
ensure that the existing environmental conditions in subject components are not
causing material degradation that could result in a loss of component intended function
during the period of extended operation.

Implementation of this program will ensure that the pressure boundary and heat transfer
capability of susceptible components is maintained consistent with the current licensing
basis during the period of extended operation.

The Diesel-Driven Fire Pumps Inspection Program is a new condition-monitoring
program. Inspection of a sample population will be conducted within the 10-year period.
prior to the period of extended operation and will serve as a baseline for future
inspections.

Insert B into page B-81

The Diesel-Driven Fire Pumps Inspection Program is a new plant-specific Columbia
program for License Renewal. NUREG-1801 includes an Inspection of Internal
Surfaces in Miscellaneous Piping and Ducting Components Program (XI.M38) that is
focused on steel components and the loss of material aging effect. Rather than
necessitating enhancements and exceptions to the NUREG-1801 program, a plant-
specific program is credited.

The Diesel-Driven Fire Pumps Inspection Program is a new plant-specific program that
is evaluated against the ten elements described in Appendix A of the Standard Review
Plan for Review of License Renewal Applications for Nuclear Power Plants, NUREG-
1800, Revision 1. The results of an evaluation for each element are provided below.

Aging Management Programs Page B-81 a Amendment 21
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Technical Information

Insert C into pagqe B-81

Prior to the period of extended operation, the Diesel-Driven Fire Pumps Inspection
Program includes a baseline inspection of a sample population followed by opportunistic
inspection of the steel exhaust lines that are exposed to an air-outdoor environment and
copper alloy, copper alloy > 15% Zn, gray cast iron, and stainless steel heat exchanger
components exposed to a raw water (antifreeze or fire water) environment for the
following diesels:

Insert D into pa-qe B-81

The baseline inspection portion of Diesel-Driven Fire Pumps Inspection Program
focuses on a representative sample population of subject components at susceptible
locations to be defined in the implementing documents. The inspections identify
symptomatic evidence of cracking, loss of material, or reduction in heat transfer at other
susceptible locations within the scope of the inspection due to the similarities in
materials and environmental conditions. Subsequent inspections are opportunistic
when components are opened for periodic maintenance, repair, and surveillance
activities when surfaces are made available for inspection.

Aging Management Programs Page B-81 b Amendment 21



B.2.18 Diesel-Driven Fire Pumps Inspection Program Columbia Generating Station
License Renewal Application

Technical Information

* Parameters Monitored or Inspected
=T-he=param~ete-s~tobe•=inspe-t~ed=by=the=B--iesel-Brive=F-ir~e=Pu-umps=•-spec-tien=iri eude-:

=waIl= thiekRness=er-visual==evide nee=oef-=inter-na"=sufface--deg rad aten=-=ef--t h edieselI
=ex-haust=piping=and=heat--exehangers=as=measufes=-ef--raeking=fIess-efraterial,=e

Replace with i=-reduction=n--heat=traiisfer-----spectierns=wi=l--be=perome ýb ualified=per-sonneP
Insert A on -usingestablished--NDE -tehMques=".-?utra-serie=examinatien --•Visual~ispeief

page B-82a theqnteratf s=fr--eviden•e•f-ormsion--T on-°suc"•o-l• •e• y•
-perfermned-.

* Detection of Aging Effects-T-he--BieselI-Gr-ivern=Fi-e-P-um--ps-ln-spec-t~enR=wili-use--a==-emlbirnatien=ef=,sta i~s hed
-voolu metr-ic--arnd=v~isual=e-xa m--inat~ier•techr~iques=(-such-as=eq;uiv~alent-te=V--T-l-er-V--3=)

perfarmed=byqualified=persernnel=eRnhe-subjeet=c m pernentsAe=identi"- videne=ef,
Re place with 'I ss-•f-matenTfadve-orron- " T- n=additiun,-t-spectkmnwill=determiMe=
Insert B on -whether-crack~ig--due-4-tst-ess=cerresien-cracking=of-epper-alley=1,59/•n-r-
page B-82a '•educ-en=in=heat-trarsfer-due-te-feulingefc--pper=aiey-and-stainless-steel-heat-

-ex¢-cha g er--tubes=ex-pesed=te--a=raw,-water=(•ant.4fmr~eze•)-er-imr-o-m-ent=is=eccu~rinIg.

=-=he-=inspe-etiun=tocations-will-=be-detem =edby--enginreering=evaluation•nd•here-
-pfac-t-i -a ,feeused=on=te-e-empnernet~sest=suseeptible-te--agirng-,==ueh=as~due~o-heir-
=tf, ne-in--svie-he-se r ity fcn-ditfons~during=no-rmal-plant-ope UMr, drdows
-designmm ar~gins.?

-='[he=Diesel --Briven=Pire-Pumps=l:ns-ped-•ion-acmfvitie~s--witl-e=londucted=within-t-he--l-IN
-yea r-=per-iod=ffrier=te--th~e=peried-of=e-xtended=eperat-ie =-

•Monitoring and Trending
==Ttsi ý-ni-mse-• on-aeivity=is=use•t~har-tee-cri* htions~nd=to--etermn e-
-if,---arnd=to=what---ex-tentT~fuirer~actierns--m ay--e=equired.--T-he-ac-ti-vity=i ncludes,

Replace with Ieetd

Inser C- 2 on -T=hef rae=twe=c-emp nenets-•Fn=thet-svePe=ef--the=inspec-tioe =(F- -- N - -and =FP
page~~ B-2 EN:65--l0)•-he=inspeefen--tca ti ns--ind ude~the--exhaust=tines--and4-ieat--e e-hagF

=-pads-ass~ciate--xth~thes~e=mpnene-s__'F-he-•inspe-cti-n-loc-atiensý=will=--be=

ýnk-mifamr m -fn~

da-ereptarný_•-eeiteia--dl--le=e-•aluatedu-qu-asing•R--t-heen- talume-er~itivitiesion=prfeuess-te
d~etermine-t-he=need~fer--subseq uent--aging-ma nagem-ent-ae-tivities-and=fer-fu rA-ther

m tnfnmg=anTd-trendnot=the=resuiIts=

Acceptance Criteria
=,rdicat-iens-r=rretevantt=coRditiGns=of-degrzadatief=deteGted--during=the=ifspecýtion~wiU

Re ewith =eempared--te=pre-deternmined=acceptanee=riteria==4,f=the=acceptance=criterziaare-=
Inserte D on n oet=met-then=the=indieatiens-and=eenditiens=wi lbe=evatuated=under--the=errective=

page B-82b
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Technical Information

Insert A into page B-82

The parameters to be inspected by the Diesel-Driven Fire Pumps Inspection Program
include wall thickness or visual evidence of internal surface degradation, of the diesel
exhaust piping and heat exchangers as measures of cracking, loss of material, or
reduction in heat transfer.

Inspections will be performed by qualified personnel using the appropriate established
nondestructive examination (NDE) techniques, primarily visual, with enhanced visual,
surface, or volumetric techniques used depending on the aging effect.

Insert B into pape B-82

The Diesel-Driven Fire Pumps Inspection Program provides for detection of aging
effects prior to a loss of component intended function. Inspections will include a
combination of established visual or enhanced visual (e.g., VT-1 or VT-3 or equivalent),
volumetric (e.g., radiographic testing or ultrasonic testing), and surface examination
techniques performed by qualified personnel.

Baseline inspections will be established on a sample population of subject components
determined by engineering evaluation to identify evidence of cracking, loss of material,
or fouling, prior to the period of extended operation. Opportunistic inspections will be
conducted, thereafter, when components are opened for maintenance, repair, or
surveillance and surfaces are made available for inspection.

For baseline inspections, the sample population will be 20% of the total population for
each material - environment - aging effect group, up to a maximum of 25 inspections
per group and, where practical, will be focused on the components most susceptible to
aging, such as due to their time in service, the severity of conditions during normal plant
operation, and the lowest design margins.

Inspection of the sample population will be conducted within the 10 year period prior to
the period of extended operation, and will serve as a baseline for future inspections.
Any evidence~of degradation that could lead to a loss of component intended function
will be documented and evaluated through the Columbia corrective action program,
including provisions for increasing the inspection sample size and locations.

Aging Management Programs Page B-82a Amendment 21
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Technical Information

Insert C into page B-82

The Diesel-Driven Fire Pumps Inspection Program comprises inspections prior to the
period of extended operation and opportunistic inspections when components are
opened for maintenance, repair, and surveillance thereafter. Baseline inspections are
used to characterize material conditions and include provisions for increasing the
inspection sample size and locations if degradation is detected. The results of baseline
inspections are considered to ensure that opportunistic inspections thereafter will detect
aging prior to a loss of component intended function.

The sample size for baseline inspections will be determined by engineering evaluation

of the materials of construction, the environment (i.e., service conditions), aging effects,
and of operating experience (e.g., time in-service, most susceptible locations, lowest
design margins, etc.). Inspection findings that do not meet the acceptance criteria will
be evaluated using the Columbia corrective action program.

Inspection findings will be documented and evaluated by assigned engineering

personnel. The inspection findings will be reviewed to ensure that each material
exposed to air-outdoor and raw water has been examined via opportunistic inspections
within a 5 year time period. If opportunistic inspections have not occurred within the 5
year interval, appropriate actions will be taken to ensure these inspections are
performed. Inspection findings that do not meet the acceptance criteria will be
evaluated using the Columbia corrective action program with subsequent adjustments
to the program made as necessary.

Insert D into page B-82

Indications or relevant conditions of degradation detected during the inspection will be
compared to pre-determined acceptance criteria established by engineering evaluation
of the pertinent design standard.

Unacceptable inspection findings will include visual evidence of cracking, loss of
material, reduction in heat transfer due to fouling, or a reduction in wall thickness where
appropriate, obtained by enhanced visual, surface, or volumetric examination.

If the acceptance criteria are not met, then the indications and conditions will be
evaluated under the Columbia corrective action program to determine whether they
could result in a loss of component intended function during the period of extended
operation or prior to the next opportunity for inspection.

Aging Management Programs Page B-82b Amendment 21
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Technical Information

,actienr-=prW-Farn=to--determ ine=whether=they=could=resutt=inR---a=toss=of---Omponent
-itendedfunetie mdur-i Athe=peried-of=exended-oper-aieR.

* Corrective Actions
This element is common to Columbia programs and activities that are
aging management during the period of extended operation and is
Section B.1.3.

" Confirmation Process
This element is common to Columbia programs and activities that are
aging management during the period of extended operation and is
Section B.1.3.

* Administrative Controls
This element is common to Columbia programs and activities that are
aging management during the period of extended operation and is
Section B.1.3.

credited with
discussed in

credited with
discussed in

credited with
discussed in

* Operating Experience

,17 iT-he==iesel- nrivenrFirL=P-umpslnRspection R-is-aRnewa o e-time=inspectieR ==activitymfor
...,h h k; .k I1 n --J r' - -+••..J;- - -•. • ; ----. k__,• h, -- •,",f h"• . # k- _ --. .,• -,. _•f +&h ,-

.aferemen tiered=agng-elffeesý=-ae-aet-lvitprovides-eenfirm- ation=ef• enditiens=where-
Replace with degr-adatinr=isnet=expeeted=hasRet-beeeobseived,=er-wherethe=aging=rneehanisrn
Insert A on is=slew=ac-tizng=-T--he=eemen'ts=ýemprisirg=the=iRspec-tien=aetivity=ar-e•tebe=c-nsistent=
page B-83a vth•-ndus-yprast..

=NUR-O01l==is=based=er-=industiy--pefatiRg=experience=through=-Ja nuaPy=2G05-.
=Recent=industry=operating=experience=has=been=reviewed=far=applicabilit -tylýne=was=
=ideMtid Fre-eperating=ex-perience=is=captured=through=the nermalaoperating=
=ex-peFience=r-eview=prfcessý=whi-h=will=contirue=through=4he=per4Gd=of=extended=
-eperatien=.

=A=revew=of=Ceolumbia=eaerati;ne=exnerienee=reveats=oat-=issues~aseiated~ith~th=
-subje~t~cm ponentsý=irncuding=a=4•se=clamp,=-a-smatl=oil-eak,=d~isclr~ed=Gi~a nd=a=

=damaged=cgn ne-ct•o•=lipe-===Nene=ef- hse--ssues=ar-e=age-r-elated•F=nor--de=they=
-invotve--the-su bject-exhaust-pipin--or=heat-exehanger--empenets-

4=The=site=-cr-rective=actien=pregram=and=an=erNeing=review=-f=industryýperating-
-ex.-peer-4er•e-\itl -lbeýused--t- =ersu r-e=that-=a-oenetim-e-i4nspec-tion==ac-tivty~mains -hhe=

-appropriate=mnethod=for-=managing=the=effeets=of=aging=for-=components=within=the
sGope-of=t-h is=aetivity,

Required Enhancements

Not applicable, this is a new activitp ra

Aging Management Programs Page B-83
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Columbia Generating Station
License Renewal Application

Technical Information

Insert A into page B-83

The Diesel-Driven Fire Pumps Inspection Program is a new plant-specific program for
which plant operating experience has not shown the occurrence of the aforementioned
aging effects. The program provides confirmation of material conditions before entering
the period of extended operation, and detection of aging effects prior to loss of
component intended function during the period of extended operation. The elements
comprising the program activities will be consistent with industry practice.

Recent industry operating experience has been reviewed for applicability; with only
general indication that inspection of internal surfaces during the performance of periodic
surveillance and maintenance activities has proven effective in maintaining the material
condition of plant systems, structures, and components. Future operating experience is
captured through the normal operating experience review process, which will continue
through the period of extended operation.

A review of Columbia operating experience reveals past issues associated with the
subject components, including a loose clamp, a small oil leak, discolored oil, and a
damaged connection pipe. None of these issues are age-related, nor do they involve
the subject exhaust piping or heat exchanger components.

This operating experience supports that baseline inspections of each material, to
determine actual material conditions, prior to the period of extended operation and
opportunistic inspections thereafter will, in conjunction with the normal operating
experience review process, ensure aging is detected prior to a loss of component
intended function. The site corrective action program and an ongoing review of industry
operating experience will be used to ensure that the program is effective in managing
the effects of aging for components within the scope of this program during the period of
extended operation.

Aging Management Programs Page B-83a Amendment 21
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B.2.18 Diesel-Driven Fire Pumps Inspection Program Columbia Generating Station
License Renewal Application

Technical Information

Conclusion roEgr'am-

Implementation of the Diesel-Driven Fire Pumps Inspection will -veR=that=ther-e=ar-e=no
-aging==effects=requir ng=management~for~the==subjeete mpenents==er-=wil=idetify,
varrecfiVe-d etiuný* r=,TPbSly=inclu-dir _-, _o -' rratic•Ove rsightntobe~aker-itO-t-rib-ur \

the component intended functions of the subject components will be maintaineded
consistent with the current licensing basis during the period of extended operation.

provide reasonable
assurance that the
aging effects will
be managed such
that

Aging Management Programs Page B-84 Agnmaaemnmrgastae21i--anuay2O
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Columbia Generating Station
License Renewal Application

Technical Information

3.2.2.1.5 Standby Gas Treatment (SGT) System

Materials

The materials of construction for subject mechanical components of the SGT System
are:

" Copper alloy

" Copper alloy > 15% Zn

* Elastomer

" Gray cast iron

" Stainless steel

* Steel

Environments

Subject mechanical components of the SGT System are exposed to the following
normal operating environments:

* Air-indoor uncontrolled

Aging Effects Requiring Management

The following aging effects require management for the subject mechanical components
of SGT System:

" Hardening and loss of strength

° Loss of material

" Loss of pre-load

Aging Management Programs

The following aging management programs manage the aging effects for subject
mechanical components of the SGT System:

" Bolting Integrity Program

" External Surfaces Monitoring Program

" Flexible Connection Inspection -

3.2.2.2 Further Evaluation of Aging Management as Recommended by NUREG-1801

For the Engineered Safety Features Systems, those items requiring further evaluation
are addressed in the following sections.

Aging Management Review Results Page 3.2-7 =January-2O1O0



Columbia Generating Station
License Renewal Application

Technical Information

due to crevice and pitting corrosion through examination of stainless steel and copper
alloy piping components.

Copper alloys with less than 15% zinc and less than 8% aluminum are not: susceptible
to loss of material due to pitting or crevice corrosion and thus have no aging effect
requiring management.

3.2.2.2.3.5 Partially Encased Tanks - Raw Water

As stated in Table 3.2.1, there are no tanks at Columbia that compare to item number
3.2.1-07. The ESF systems contain no outdoor stainless steel tanks. Therefore, no
further evaluation is necessary.

3.2.2.2.3.6 Piping, Piping Components, Piping Elements, and Tanks - Internal
Condensation

This item is applied to external condensation on stainless steel valve bodies in the RHR
System. The resulting loss of material is managed by the External Surfaces Monitoring
Program, which consists of observation and surveillance activities to detect age-related
degradation.

3.2.2.2.4 Reduction of Heat Transfer due to Fouling

3.2.2.2.4.1 Heat Exchanger Tubes - Lubricating Oil

Reduction of heat transfer for stainless steel and copper alloy heat exchanger tubes
exposed to lubricating oil is managed by the Lubricating Oil Analysis Program. The
Lubricating Oil Analysis Program manages aging effects through periodic monitoring
and control of contaminants, including water. The Lubricating Oil Inspection will provide
a verification of the effectiveness of the Lubricating Oil Analysis Program to manage
reduction of heat transfer through examination of stainless steel and copper alloy heat
exchanger tubes.

3.2.2.2.4.2 Heat Exchanger Tubes - Treated Water

Reduction of heat transfer due to fouling for stainless steel heat exchanger tubes
exposed to treated water in ESF systems is managed by the BWR Water Chemistry
Program. The BWR Water Chemistry Program manages aging effects through periodic
monitoring and control of contaminants to minimize fouling. The Heat Exchangers
Inspection will provide a verification of the effectiveness of the BWR Water Chemistry
Program to manage reduction of heat transfer due to fouling through examination of
stainless steel heat exchanger tubes.

3.2.2.2.5 Hardening and Loss of Strength due to Elastomer Degradation

Elastomer flexible connections subject to hardening and loss of strength are managed
by the Flexible Connection Inspection,, hieh=is=a=new-one-time=inspectien=to-deteet=and,
-character4ze=aging-ef-these=connection ,-- Program

Aging Management Review Results Page 3.2-9 Januaqr-26110'
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Columbia Generating Station
License Renewal Application

Technical Information

Table 3.2.1 Summary of Aging Management Programs for Engineered Safety Features
Evaluated in Chapter V of NUREG-1801

Further
Item Aging Effect/ Aging Management Evaluation Discussion

Number Component/Commodity Mechanism Programs Recommended

3.2.1-11 Elastomer seals and Hardening and loss A plant-specific aging Yes, plant- Consistent with NUREG-1801,
components in standby gas of strength due to management program is specific with exceptions.
treatment system exposed to elastomer to be evaluated.
air - indoor uncontrolled degradation Elastomer flexible connections

subject to hardening and loss of
strength are managed by the J(
Flexible Connection Inspection,=
which- -aew=onitjme=
inspeetiGt=todetectzard-
characteFIze-8ging--ef-these-
,onnections.

Refer to Section 3.2.2.2.5 for
further information.

3.2.1-12 PWR Only

3.2.1-13 Steel drywell and suppression Loss of material due A plant-specific aging Yes, plant- Not applicable.
chamber spray system nozzle to general corrosion management program is specific
and flow orifice internal surfaces and fouling to be evaluated. The nozzles used in the
exposed to air - indoor containment spray systems for
uncontrolled (internal) Columbia are formed of brass

(drywell) and stainless steel
(suppression chamber (wetwell)).
The flow orifices are stainless
steel.

Refer to Section 3.2.2.2.7 for
further information.

--FProgram

Aging Management Review Results Page 3.2-17
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Columbia Generating Station
License Renewal Application

Technical Information

3.3.2.1.4 Containment Exhaust Purge and Containment Supply Purge Systems

Materials

The materials of construction for the subject mechanical components of the
Containment Exhaust Purge and Containment Supply Purge Systems are:

" Copper alloy > 15% Zn

" Elastomer

" Stainless steel

* Steel

Environments

The subject mechanical components of the Containment Exhaust Purge and
Containment Supply Purge Systems are exposed to the following normal plant
environments:

" Air-indoor uncontrolled

" Dried air

" Gas

Aging Effects Requiring Management

The following aging effects require management for the subject mechanical components
of the Containment Exhaust Purge and Containment Supply Purge Systems:

" Hardening and loss of strength

" Loss of material

" Loss of pre-load

Aging Management Programs

The following aging management programs manage the aging effects for the subject
mechanical components of the Containment Exhaust Purge and Containment Supply
Purge Systems:

" Bolting Integrity Program

" External Surfaces Monitoring Program

* Flexible Connection Inspection -

Aging Management Review Results Page 3.3-8 .Januarr-20flt
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Columbia Generating Station
License Renewal Application

Technical Information

" Loss of pre-load

* Reduction in heat transfer

Aging Management Programs

The following aging management programs manage the aging effects for subject
mechanical components of the Diesel Building HVAC systems:

" Bolting Integrity Program

" Cooling Units Inspection *-Iroam

* External Surfaces Monitoring Program19 [Add bullet for:
d Open-Cycle Cooling Water Program IFlexible Connection Inspection Program

3.3.2.1.15 Diesel Cooling Water System

Materials

The materials of construction for subject mechanical components of the Diesel Cooling
Water System are:

" Copper alloy

" Copper alloy > 15% Zn

* Elastomer

* Glass

" Gray cast iron

* Stainless steel

" Steel

Environments

Subject mechanical components of the Diesel Cooling Water System are exposed to
the following normal operating environments:

" Air-indoor uncontrolled

" Closed cycle cooling water

" Lubricating oil

" Moist air

* Raw water

Aging Management Review Results Page 3.3-18 -Janua-y--0=
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Columbia Generating Station
License Renewal Application

Technical Information

Aging Effects Requiring Management

The following aging effects require management for the subject mechanical components
of the Diesel Cooling Water System:

" Hardening and loss of strength

• Loss of material

" Loss of pre-load

" Reduction of heat transfer

Aging Management Programs

The following aging management programs manage the aging effects for subject
mechanical components of the Diesel Cooling Water System:

" Bolting Integrity Program

" Chemistry Program Effectiveness Inspection

" Closed Cooling Water Chemistry Program

* External Surfaces Monitoring Program

" Flexible Connection Inspection

" Heat Exchangers Inspection

* Lubricating Oil Analysis Program

* Lubricating Oil Inspection

" Open-Cycle Cooling Water Program

" Supplemental Piping/Tank Inspection

3.3.2.1.16 Diesel (Engine) Exhaust System

Materials

The materials of construction for subject mechanical components of the Diesel (Engine)
Exhaust System are:

" Copper alloy

" Elastomer

• Gray cast iron

* Stainless steel

" Steel

Aging Management Review Results Page 3.3-19 i --1O
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Columbia Generating Station
License Renewal Application

Technical Information

Environments

Subject mechanical components of the FP System are exposed to the following normal
operating environments:

* Air-indoor uncontrolled

* Air-outdoor 1! Gas

* Fuel oil

* Lubricating oil

* Moist air

* Raw water

* Soil

Aging Effects Requiring Management

The following aging effects require management for the subject mechanical components
of the FP System:

* Cracking

* Hardening and loss of strength

" Loss of material

" Loss of pre-load

" Reduction of heat transfer

Aging Management Programs

The following aging management programs manage the aging effects for subject
mechanical components of the FP System:

" Bolting Integrity Program

" Buried Piping and Tanks Inspection Program

" Chemistry Program Effectiveness Inspection

" Diesel-Driven Fire Pumps Inspection <-IP~rgram-ý
" External Surfaces Monitoring Program

" Fire Protection Program

" Fire Water Program

* Flexible Connection Inspection <-ýrogramJ

Aging Management Review Results Page 3.3-27 j'nun24
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Columbia Generating Station
License Renewal Application

Technical Information

Aging Management Programs

The following aging management programs manage the aging effects for subject
mechanical components of the Pump House HVAC systems:

" Bolting Integrity Program

" Cooling Units Inspection <---P~rogram I

" External Surfaces Monitoring Program< Add bullet for:

" Open-Cycle Cooling Water Program Flexible Connection Inspection Program

3.3.2.1.35 Radwaste Building Chilled Water System

Materials

The materials of construction for subject mechanical components of the Radwaste
Building Chilled Water System are:

" Copper alloy

* Copper alloy > 15% Zn

" Gray cast iron

" Stainless steel

• Steel

Environments

Subject mechanical components of the Radwaste Building Chilled Water System are
exposed to the following normal operating environments:

" Closed cycle cooling water

" Condensation

Aging Effects Requiring Management

The following aging effects require management for the subject mechanical components
of the Radwaste Building Chilled Water System:

" Cracking

* Loss of material

" Loss of pre-load

Aging Management Review Results Page 3.3-39 =Jfra=rr2O1'
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Columbia Generating Station
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Aging Effects Requiring Management

The following aging effects require management for the subject mechanical components
of the Radwaste Building HVAC systems:

* Cracking

" Hardening and loss of strength

" Loss of material

* Loss of pre-load

" Reduction in heat transfer

Aging Management Programs

The following aging management programs manage the aging effects for subject
mechanical components of the Radwaste Building HVAC systems:

" Bolting Integrity Program

" Buried Piping and Tanks Inspection Prograr

" Chemistry Program Effectiveness Inspectioi

" Closed Cooling Water Chemistry Program

" Cooling Units Inspection <--r~ogramý

" External Surfaces Monitoring Program

" Heat Exchangers Inspection

" Open-Cycle Cooling Water Program

" Selective Leaching Inspection

Add bullet for: I
Flexible Connection Inspection Program I

3.3.2.1.37 Reactor Building HVAC Systems

Materials

The materials of construction for subject mechanical components of the Reactor
Building HVAC systems are:

" Aluminum

* Copper alloy

" Copper alloy > 15% Zn

" Elastomer

" Gray cast iron

Aging Management Review Results Page 3.3-41 -Januafr201:0=
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Technical Information

" Stainless steel

" Steel

Environments

Subject mechanical components of the Reactor Building HVAC systems are exposed to
the following normal operating environments:

* Air-indoor uncontrolled

" Air-outdoor

" Condensation

* Moist air

" Raw water

" Steam

Aging Effects Requiring Management

The following aging effects require management for the subject mechanical components
of the Reactor Building HVAC systems:

* Cracking

" Hardening and loss of strength

" Loss of material

" Loss of pre-load

" Reduction in heat transfer

Aging Management Programs

The following aging management programs manage the aging effects for subject
mechanical components of the Reactor Building HVAC systems:

" Bolting Integrity Program

* BWR Water Chemistry Program)

" Chemistry Program Effectiveness Inspection

• Cooling Units Inspection -

• External Surfaces Monitoring Programe_ Add bullet for:
" Plow-Accelerated Corrosion (FAC) Program Flexible Connection Inspection Program

" Open-Cycle Cooling Water Program

Aging Management Review Results Page 3.3-42 2an-ar-20
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However, to conservatively ensure that cracking due to stress
corrosion cracking is not occurring in the stainless steel piping
components exposed to infrequent diesel exhaust, the one-time
Diesel Systems Inspection will be credited.

3.32.2.3.31 P-1 ColumbiaaGeneratinfgStaton.. . . . . . . . . ./ I . • L ic e n s e R e n e ýY al- 0p i~c a to n ,
/ , • Techr'icaiý'infrrmatibn.%

stainless steeldiesel. engie exhaust. components. in .,.with the exception of the:flexible connection :for, t e,''HpCS diesel cdrbmpressori diesel ex•haust pipoing; piping,
components, and pipin elements are 'steel, for- which cracking due- to SCC is not. an

applicable aging effect.

3.3.2.2.4 Cracking due to Stress Corrosion Cracking and nCylic Ldoading-

The associated- items in Table 3.3.1 (includingr3.3:2.2.4.1, 1-3.3.22.4.2, 3.3.2.2.4.3, and
.3.3,2.2.4.4) are applicable to PWRs only.

3.3.2.2.5 'Hardening and Loss of Strength due to. Elastomner Degradation,

3.3.2.2.5.1 Components of Heating and Ventilation Systems

The HVAC systems contain elastomer flexible connections and elastomer- mechanical
sealants requiring 'aging management based 'on plant operating experience. Elastomer.
flexible connections a a me a s-.subject ;:to hardening and'loss.,
of strength 'in HVAC isystems are managed by the tVS
=P-- <-m.-- Replace with Insert B on page 3.3-51 b

3.3.2.2.5.2 Spent Fuel-Cooling and Cleanup Systems

There are no elastomer linings in the' Fuel POOl Cooling System that are subject 1to

AMR.

Elastomer flexible connections in the Diesel Cooling WaterSysterm refer to, Table 3.3,1
item 3.3.1-12. Hardening andloss of strength of these flexible, connections is managed
by the Flexible Connection Inspectieti1teAN,
dzlafaeW I tIhI", =esenfeevRs\-X----Prograrm

3:3.2.2.6 !Reduction of Neutron-Absorbing .Capacity and Loss ,of Material ,-due Ito
.General Corrosion

The spent fuel racks contain a neutron-absorbing medium of boron carbide (B4C)
granular material bonded together to form, plates. Theseý plates,,are sealed in.a stainless
steel rack and are not exposed to treated water. Consequentlyi, there,,are no ,aging
,effects requiring, management -for the neutron absorber materiali*. he stainless 'steel
.around the neutron absorber'iS exposed to treated water and ýisu- ptible-tolbss&ofý
material due.,'to crevice andpitting corrosion. Thei BW•RWterrC.hemi1tpr P-rgram is,

credited for aging management" A-lnstAfrom Page 3:3-51a

3.3.2.2.7 Loss of Material due to, GeneralPitting, and Crevice Corrosion

3.3.2.2.7.1 Reactor CoolantPump Oil Collection•System

Columbia does not have a reactor. coolant pump (reactor recirculatiohn pmp) oil
collection system. Other components exposed to lubricating oil have loss of material
mitigated by the Lubricating Oil Analysis Program with the Lubricating Qil Inspection
verifying theeffectiveness-of the program.

Aging Management'Review. Results Page 3.3-51 GJee n. n y n:
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Columbia Generating Station
License Renewal Application

Technical Information

Insert B into page 3.3-51

Flexible Connection Inspection Program. Elastomer mechanical sealants subject to

hardening and loss of strength in HVAC systems are managed by the External Surfaces
Monitoring Program.

J

Aging Management Review Results Page 3.3-51b Amendment L~2J
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With the Columbia Generating Station
exception of License Renewal Application

the flexible Technical Information

connections Lubricating Oil Analysis Program to manage loss of material due to pitting and crevice
in the corrosion and MIC through examination of stainless steel piping and heat exchanger
HVAC components.
systems, w

3.3.2.2.13 Loss of Material due to Wear

Wear of elastomer seals and components exposed to air was not identified as an aging

The flexible effect requiring management. Loss of material due to wear is the result of relative

connections motion between two surfaces in contact. However, wear occurs during the performance
nthe of an active function; as a result of improper design, application, or operation; or to a

inA tvery small degree with insignificant consequences. Therefore, oss of material due to
HVACm wear is not an aging effect requiring management for elastomers exposed to air-indoor
arsystems uncontrolled

managed 3.3.2.2.14 Loss of Material due to Cladding Breach

except for
the flexible
connections
in the
HVAC
systems,

by the
Flexible
Connection
Inspection
Program.

The associated items in Table 3.3.1 are applicable to PWRs only.

3.3.2.2.15 Quality Assurance for Aging Management of Non-safety Related
Components

Quality Assurance provisions applicable to license renewal are discussed in Appendix
B, Section B.1.3.

3.3.2.3 Time-Limited Aging Analyses

The time-limited aging analyses identified below are associated with the components of
the Auxiliary Systems. The section of the application that contains the time-limited
aging analysis review results is indicated in parentheses.

* Metal Fatigue (Section 4.3, Metal Fatigue)

3.3.3 Conclusions

The Auxiliary System components and commodities having aging effects requiring
management have been evaluated, and aging management programs have been
selected to manage the aging effects. A description of the aging management
programs is provided in Appendix B, along with a demonstration that the identified aging
effects will be managed for the period of extended operation.

Therefore, based on the demonstration provided in Appendix B, the effects of aging will
be adequately managed so that there is reasonable assurance that the intended
functions of Auxiliary System components and commodities will be maintained
consistent with the current licensing basis, and that spatial interactions will not result in
the loss of any safety-related intended functions, during the period of extended
operation.

Aging Management Review Results Page 3.3-56 Ja.,a," 2010
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Table 3.3.1 Summary of Aging Management Programs for Auxiliary Systems
Evaluated in Chapter VII of NUREG-1801

Sg Ai g Further
Nuem Component/Commodity Aging Aging Management Evaluation Discussion

Number EffectlMechanism Programs Recommended

3.3.1-11 Elastomer seals and
components exposed to air -
indoor uncontrolled
(internal/external)

Hardening and loss
of strength due to
elastomer
degradation

A plant specific aging
management program
is to be evaluated.

Yes, plant
specific

IConciatant with NillPi(.1 r-fl1
I

flexible
connections

manage
The Flexible Connection
Inspection j" credited to de
end-characteize= hardening and ]

loss of strength for elastomer -s------
4he=auxiliastems=exeee
HV-AC--systems. For HVAC
system elastomers (flexibte-
cennections~and, mechanical
sealantsf, the External Surfaces
Monitoring Program is credited.

During normal plant operations,
elastomer components in the
Diesel (Engine) Exhaust System
and the Diesel Lubricating Oil
System are not exposed to high
temperatures, radiation or ozone;
therefore, no aging effects were
identified as requiring
management for the air - indoor
uncontrolled environment. For
these cases, a Note I is applied.

Refer to Section 3.3.2.2.5.1 for
further information.

rn
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Columbia Generating Station
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Technical Information

Table 3.3.1 Summary of Aging Management Programs for Auxiliary Systems
Evaluated in Chapter VII of NUREG-1801

Further

Item Component/Commodity Aging Aging Management Evaluation Discussion
Number Effect/Mechanism Programs Recommended

3.3.1-12 Elastomer lining exposed to
treated water or treated borated
water

Hardening and loss
of strength due to
elastomer
degradation

A plant-specific aging
management program
is to be evaluated.

Yes, plant
specific

Consistent with NUREG-1 801.

Although there is no elastomer
lining exposed to treated water or
treated borated water, this item is
applied to flexible connections in
the Diesel Cooling Water
System. Thp Flexible Connection
Inspection 4credited to-deteet
...id-e hz.etrize hardening and
loss of strength for these
elastomer components.

Program

Replace with "Consistent with
tNUREG-1801."

Imanage I

Refer to Section 3.3.2.2.5.2 for
fufurther information.

4 4 4

3.3.1-13 Boral, boron steel spent fuel
storage racks neutron-
absorbing sheets exposed to
treated water or treated borated
water

Reduction of
neutron-absorbing
capacity and loss
of material due to
general corrosion

A plant specific aging
management program
is to be evaluated.

Yes, plant
specific

NGI:-a-W2;

The spent fuel storage racks
contain a neutron-absorbing
medium of boron carbide (B 4C)
granular material bonded
together to form plates. These
plates are sealed in a stainless
steel rack and are not exposed to

Refer to Section 3.3.2.2.6 for
further information.Add "The Boron Carbide Monitoring Program

is credited. A Note E is applied."

Aging Management Review Results Page 3.3-61 JaI*saFy-201.0
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Columbia Generating Station
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Table 3.3.1 Summary of Aging Management Programs for Auxiliary Systems
Evaluated in Chapter VII of NUREG-1801

Further
Item ComponentCommodityAging Aging Management Evaluation Discussion

Number Effect/Mechanism Programs Recommended

3.3.1-33 Stainless steel piping, piping Loss of material Lubricating Oil Analysis Yes, detection of Consistent with NUREG-1801.
components, and piping due to pitting, and One-Time aging effects is
elements exposed to lubricating crevice, and Inspection to be evaluated The Lubricating Oil Analysis
oil microbiologically Program, in conjunction with the

influenced Lubricating Oil Inspection, is
corrosion credited to manage loss of

material for stainless steel piping,
piping components, and piping
elements in the auxiliary systems
that are exposed to lubricating
oil.

This item is also applied to heat
exchanger components that are
exposed to lubricating oil. A
Note C is applied.

Refer to Section 3.3.2.2.12.2 for

further information.

3.3.1-34 Elastomer seals and Loss of material A plant specific aging Yes, plant -JNt=Wable-=
components exposed to air - due to wear management program specific
indoor uncontrolled (internal or is to be evaluated. Loss=e -fGmwer-was-
external) net=identi~fed-asan-aging=effect-

vequiirng UangMetr
e .a...aan-beoponets,

MflaT ems-exposedlo
air-indeoricentrnf-.d

Refer to Section 3.3.2.2.13 for
further information.

Replace
with Insert
A on page
3.3-78a •

Aging Management Review Results Page 3.3-78
Aging Management Review Results Page 3.3-78 r3-2e"-
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Insert A into Page 3.3-78

Consistent with NUREG-1801.

The Flexible Connection Inspection Program is credited to manage loss of material due
to wear for elastomer flexible connections in the HVAC systems.

Aging Management Review Results Page 3.3-78a Amendment 21
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Table 3.3.2-14 Aging Management Review Results - Diesel Building HVAC Systems

Row Component Intended Aging Effect Aging NUREG-
No. - Type Function(s) Requiring Management Volume Item

Management Program 2 Item

Fan Housing Air-indoor External

18 (DEA-FN-1 1, Pressure Steel uncontrolled Loss of Surfaces V.l-8 3.3.1-58
12,.21, 22, 31, bounldawry -(Internal).- - material 0302
• 32 & 52) _ _.. ... .. . Monitoring.

Fan Housing Air-indoor
19 (DEA-FN-1 1, Pressure - .Steel uncontrolled Loss of Surfaes V-8 3.3.1-58 A

12, 21, 22, 31, boundary (External) material Monitoring
32 & 52) ".. _

FlexiblePre r - . Air-indoor Hardening and xteriial==
20 onecion P Elastomer uncontrolled .loss-of Surfaees- VIILF4-6 -3.3.1-11 E

20 onnection ' boundary' (Internal) strength Menttering

Flexibl .Presr-Air-indoor Hardening and -Extema= .
21 Flexible Pressure Elastomer uncontrolled' loss of -Surfaees= VII.F4-6 3.3.1-11 E

- Co°nnecton boundary .. - '_(External) strength MOnitoring ___.__

Heat. ' Exchanger . . , - . . .. . . - . -. •' • _Exch"ang~r Pressure tRaw water, Loss of Open-Cycle .C1- 3.3.1-7 B
CO22 (header M -boundary - (Internal), material Cooling Water
QQC-1 1, 12,12,1,.
22, 31A 32) J______

'Heat"--

Exchanger 'pressure, Condensation 'oss-of External
C-3 (h1ader)((DMA1 ... - (xr• Steel-"atria -.- Surfaces V1.-11. 3...1-5 A"23 (header) ( " boundary -- -I C o Moi t I . I •' ">C 1 -:2 T:i io u ory, (E...I '-•;,' ; -.- lV xeenal) .- , I-material' - ' •. . : - '• ". .. .. ; "\I '

. .. " ' 11 12.;. M",{ :" ; ;: • : '- - .: .- • : • 1 : . 1 - ` : .. vonitoring . . : .. - .. i • -. I .; . .

___. _ i: 1"22,31& 32),- _'_'_____ :__"_""_•" " .. '_" "__ _-

Heat - -

Exchanger - . .. I --;d n I- O : IIcI .
'24: 7( Heat transfer. Aluminum. I 'Cracking N

CC-Zi, 12,21, . - - (External) . In ' - Cooling Wa s 1 ",-"
.______ .' 22, 31 & 32)""_._. ___" __ _..___- ____ __._"_""_"___" ' __" _ __ "___ "_ , '__ :___ .__ '_ I"'.:_I-_ _"

te row24".

Flexible
Connection
Inspection

Flexible
Connection
Inspection

P, .el6t

Aging Management Review Results Page.3.3-180.
... .. . ............
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Table 3.3.2-14 Aging Management Review Results - Diesel Building HVAC Systems

Aging Effect Aging NUREG-
Row Component Intended Material Environment Requiring Management 1801 Table I Notes
No. Type Function(s) Management Program Volume Item

Mechanical Pressure Air-indoor Hardening and External
31 Seatants boundary Elastomer uncontrolled loss of Surfaces VII.F1-7 3.3.1-11 E

ealants ounary (Internal) strength Monitoring

Mechanical Pressure Air-indoor Hardening and External
32 Sealants boundary Elastomer uncontrolled loss of Surfaces VII.F1-7 3.3.1-11

(External) strength Monitoring

33 Structural Steel Condensation Loss of Cooling Units VII.G-23 3.3.1-71 E
Piping integrity (Internal) material Inspection

Air-indoor External
34 Piping integrity Steel uncontrolled material Surfaces VII.I-8 3.3.1-58 A(External)Stactull Monitoring

Air-indoor
35 Tubing Pressure Copper Alloy uncontrolled None None N/A N/A G

35 Tubing boundary (Internal)

Pressure Air-indoor
36 Tubing boundary Copper Alloy uncontrolled None None N/A N/A G

36 Tuinbunar _______ (External)

Pressure Copper Alloy Air-indoor
37 Tubing bounry >C15% Zn uncontrolled None None N/A N/A G

boundary > 15% Zn (Internal)

Air-indoor
38 Tubing Pressure Copper Alloy uncontrolled None None N/A N/A G3 Tuigboundary > 15% Zn . Etra) _______________ ________ __

(External)

Insert new rows 39 through 40 for Table
13.3.2-14 as shown on page 3.3-182a

Aging Management Review Results Page 3.3-182
rna~21O
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Table 3.3.2-14 Aging Management Review Results - Diesel Building HVAC Systems
NUREG-Aging Effect ,Aging NRG

Row Component Intended Material Environment Requiring Management 1801 Table 1 Notes
No. Type Function(s) Maaeet Porm Volume 2 Item'

Management Program Item

Flexible Pressure Air-indoor Cnci of Flexible E39 Connection boundary Elastomer uncontrolled Loss of Connection VIFiF4-5 3.3.1-34 0
Connection boundary (Internal) material Inspection 0329

Air-indoor Flexible
Flexible Pressure Air-incor Loss of Flexibe E40 Connection boundary Elastomer uncontrolled material Connection VII14-4 3.3.1-34 0329

_____ ________ ________ _______ (External) ________ Inspection _________

Aging Management Review Results Page 3.3-182a Amendment 21
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Table 3.3.2-34 Aging Management Review Results - Pump House HVAC Systems
Aging Effect Aging NUREG-

Row Component Intended 1801 TableNo. Type Function(s) Material Environment Requiring Management NotesManagement Program Volume I Item
2 Item___

an Housing Pressure Air-indoor External 3.3.1- C26 (POA-FN-2A) boundary Steel uncontrolled Loss of material Surfaces VII.F2-2 56 0302
(Internal) Monitoring 56_ 0302

Fan Housing Pressure Air-indoor External 3.3.1-27 (POA-FN-2A) boundary Steel uncontrolled Loss of material Surfaces VII.F2-2 56 A
(PAFN2) ondr - (External) Monitoring 56

Fan Housing Pressure Air-indoor External 3.3.1- C
28 (PEA-FN- Steel uncontrolled Loss of material Surfaces VII.F2-2

81A/B) boundary (Internal) Monitoring 56 0302

Fan Housing Pressure Air-indoor External 3.3.1-
29 (PEA-FN- Steel uncontrolled Loss of material Surfaces VII.F2-2 3. A

81A/B) boundary (External) Monitoring 56
Filter Housing Air-indoor External

30 (PRA-FL-1A/B Pressure Steel uncontrolled Loss of material Surfaces VII.F2-2 3.3.1

& 2A/B) boundary (Internal) Monitoring 56 0302

Filter Housing Pressure Air-indoor External 3.3.1-
31 (PRA-FL-1AIB boundary Steel uncontrolled Loss of material Surfaces VII.F2-2 56 A

& 2A/B) (External) Monitoring _

Air-indoor Hardening and a32 Flexible Pressure Elastomer uncontrolled Hreigad -ufes 11 27 331
Connection boundary (Internal) loss of strength mfVonitofg, 11

Air-indoor EX
Flexible Pressure Elastomer uncontrolled Hardening and 3.3.1- E
Connection boundary tro loss of strength Surfaces1 VII1F2-7

I___ ,_.__ I1 (External) l of strength

Flexible
Connection
Inspection

IFlexible I
Connection

----ýInspection

Aging Management Review Results Page 3.3-306 =4ianuary-=2e0=
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Table 3.3.2-34 Aging Management Review Results - Pump House HVAC Systems

Aging Effect Aging NUREG-
Row Component Intended Material Environment Reuirin Manaement 1801 Table Notes
No. Type Function(s) Mqang Progem Volume I Item

Management Program 2 Item

54 Piping Structural Steel Condensation Loss of material Cooling Unit VII.G-23 3.3.1 E
integrity (Internal) Inspection 71

Structural Air-indoor External 3.3.1-55 Piping integrity Steel uncontrolled Loss of material Surfaces VII.I-8 58(External) Monitoring

Pressure Air-indoor
56 Tubing Copper Alloy uncontrolled None None N/A N/A G

56 Tubing boundary (Internal)

Pressure Air-indoor
57 Tubing Copper Alloy uncontrolled None None N/A N/A G

57 Tubing boundary (External)

Air-indoor
58 Tubing Pressure Copper Alloy uncontrolled None None N/A N/A G5 Tuigboundary > 15% Zn (Itra) _______________

(Internal)

Air-indoor
59 Tubing Pressure Copper Alloy uncontrolled None None N/A N/A G5 Tuigboundary > 15% Zn (xenl __________________ ___ ___

(External)

Insert new rows 60 through 61 for Table
3.3.2-34 as shown on page 3.3-310a

Aging Management Review Results Page 3.3-310
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Table 3.3.2-34 Aging Management Review Results - Pump House HVAC Systems

n Ec A NUREG-
Row Component Intended Material Environment Aging Eft Aging 1801 Table I Notes
No. Type Function(s) Management Program Item 2 Item

Air-indoor Flexible I
Flexible Pressure Loss of F E

60 Connection boundary Elastomer uncontrolled Connection VII.F2-6 3.3.1-34 0329
_ __in bna ___ (Internal) material Inspection _ _2_

Flexible Pressure Air-indoor Loss of Flexible E
61 Connection boundary Elastomer uncontrolled Connection VII.F2-5 3.3.1-34 0329

Connection- boundary_ _(External) material Inspection 0329

Aging Management Review Results Page 3.3-310a Amendment 21
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Table 3.3.2-36 Aging Management Review Results - Radwaste Building HVAC Systems

Aging Effect Aging NUREG-
Row Component Intended Material Environment Requiring Management 1801 Table I Notes
No. Type Function(s) Malagenent Manam Volume Item

Management Program 2 Item

Fan Housing Pressure Air-indoor Loss of External 3.3.1-
26 (WEA-FN- boundary uncontrolled material Surfaces VII.F2-2 56A

511AB) bounday (External) Monitoring

Fan Housing Air-indoor External
27 (WEA-FN-52; Pressure Steel uncontrolled Loss of Surfaces VII.F2-2 3.3.1- C

WEA-FN- boundary (Internal) material 56 0302

53A1B) Monitorin
Fan Housing Air-indoor External
(WEA-FN-52; Pressure Airlindor Loss of Etrnal 3.3.1-

28 WEA-FN- boundary Steel (External) material Surfaces VIIF2-2 56 A
53A/3 (xera) Monitoring

Filter Housing Pressure Air-indoor Loss of External 3.3.1- C
29 (WMA-FU- boundary Steel uncontrolled material Surfaces VII.F2-2 56 0302

54A13) (Internal) Monitoring

Filter Housing Pressure Air-indoor Loss of External 3.3.1-
30 (WMA-FU- boundary Steel uncontrolled material Surfaces VII.F2-2 56

54A/B) boundary (External) Monitoring __
Air-indoor Hreigad Extrr3l= "• '

Flexible Pressure ElastomerHardening and 3.3.1- E31 Connection boundary uncontrolled loss of strength SuffaeMOt VII.F1-7 11
_________ ________ __ _ __ _ _ (Internal) ____ ___ ______

Flexible Pressure Air-indoor Hardening and Eteral 3.3.1-
32 Connection boundary Elastomer (External) loss of strength SMeaces- VIF1-7 E

-Flexible
Connection
Inspection

ir.,i l___m i

F-lexiDle
Connection
Inspection

Aging Management Review Results Page 3.3-318 =Janary201~
Aging Management Review Results Page 3.3-318 --January-2(M;O- .
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Table 3.3.2-36 Aging Management Review Results - Radwaste Building HVAC Systems

Aging Effect Aging NUREG-
RNo. Type Function(s) Material Environment Requiring Management 1Volume Item Notes

2 Item

Structural Air-indoor Loss of External 3.3.1-Stutrl Seluncontrolled LsofSurfaces VII.I-8 58.1
92 Valve Body integrity (External) material Monitoring V.1-8 58 A

(Externl)Montorinal

Structural Condensation Loss of External 3.3.1-(Etrernal)amaterialSurfaces VII.I-1 1 58
93 Valve Body integrity Moin(External) material S trig 58A

Insert new rows 94
through 99 for
Table 3.3.2-36 as
shown on page
3.3-328a

Insert new rows
100 through 101
for Table 3.3.2-36
as shown on page
3.3-328b

Aging Management Review Results Page 3.3-328 [Amand > ....... 29..
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Table 3.3.2-36 Aging Management Review Results - Radwaste Building HVAC SystemsJ I NUREG-
Aging Effect Aging 0 ITem

Row Component Intended Material Environment Requiring Management 1801 Table I NotesNo. Type Function(s) Maaeet Porm Volume 2 Item

Management Program Item
Air-indoor Loss of Flexible

100 Connection boundary Elastomer uncontrolled material Connection VIF2-6 3.3.1-34 29C b (Internal) material Inspection 0329

Air-indoor Flexible
Flexible Pressure Loss of E101 Connection boundary Elastomer uncontrolled material Connection VII.F2-5 3.3.1-34 0329
Connection_ boundary_ _(External) material Inspection 0329

Aging Management Review Results Page 3.3-328b Amendment 21
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Table 3.3.2-37 Aging Management Review Results - Reactor Building HVAC Systems

Aging Effect Aging NUREG-
Row Component Intended Material Environment Requiring Management 1801 Table I Notes
No.Management Program Volume Item

2 Item
Fan Cooler Air-indoor External

26 Unit Housing Structural Steel uncontrolled Loss of Surfaces VII.F2-2 3.3.1- C
(RRA-FC-8, 9 integrity (untroll material Suriae 56 0302
& 21) (Internal) Monitoring

27

Fan Cooler
Unit Housing
(RRA-FC-8, 9
&21)

Structural
integrity Steel

Air-indoor
uncontrolled
(External)

Loss of
material

External
Surfaces
Monitoring

VII.F2-2 3.3.1-
56 A F

28
Flexible
Connection

Pressure
boundary

Elastomer
Air-indoor
uncontrolled
(Internal)

Hardening and
loss of strength

Emteirnal=
-surfaces
vtenrtring.

VII.F3-7 3.3.1-
11

E

29 Flexible Pressure Air-indoor Hardening and -Exteral- <-- 3.3.1-
Connection boundary Elastomer uncontrolled 1reniga Stirfaces, VII13-7 1 E

(External) loss of strength MoRitoring1

Flexible Structural Elastomer Air-indoor Hardening and ,EuXtrfe VII.F3-7 3.3.1- E F
30 Connection integrity uncontrolled loss of strength SMes V-- 11___ C

Air-indoor n Exernal-
31 Flexible Structural Elastomer uncontrolled Hardening and FV1.13-7

Connection integrity (External) loss of strength -Menitering <-- F

Heat C

Exchanger Structural Air-indoor Lossof External 331- C
32 (housing) Steel uncontrolled Surfaces VII.1-8

- (ROA-HC-1 & integrity (Internal) material Monitoring 58 0302
2)

-lexible

'onnection
nspection

:lexible

,onnection
nspection

lexible
onnection

nspection

lexible
onnection
ispection

Aging Management Review Results Page 3.3-332 4anuafy-204-0-
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Table 3.3.2-37 Aging Management Review Results - Reactor Building HVAC Systems

Aging Effect Aging NUREG-
Row Component Intended Material Environment Requiring Management 1801 Table I Notes
No.Management Program Volume Item

_ __2 Item

Structural Raw water Loss of Potable Water 3.3.1-80 Valve Body integrity Steel (Internal) material Monitoring VII.C1-19 76

81 Valve Body Structural Steel Steam Loss of BWR Water N/A N/A G

integrity (Internal) material Chemistry

Chemistry

82 Valve Body Structural Steel Steam Loss of Program N/A N/A Gintegrity (Internal) material Effectiveness
Inspection
Flow-

83 Valve.Body Structural Steel Steam Loss of Accelerated N/A N/A Gintegrity (Internal) material Corrosion
(FAC)

Structural Air-indoor Loss of External3.3.1-84 Valve Body integrity Steel uncontrolled Surfaces VII.1-8 3. A(External) material Monitoring 58

Structural Condensation Loss of External3.3.1-85 Valve Body integrity Steel (External) material Surfaces VII.I-11 3..1 AMonitoring 58

Insert new rows 86 Insert new rows 88
and _ 87 from through 91 from

Page 3.3-340a Page 3.3-340b -
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I!nse'rtA -to L Page 3.3400
.,2 q.i. or Au .ýte

035 The aterial is' not alu~ninu ;lýy12%'Zincior Mdf he
corrosio nb-e a~ Wplucall /z r 6% Magnesium,twhichis•reqiired bfo theImechanismof cracking due to stress

0326 Basedon:a~reVieW oftecpn.toperating experience, the Ibottomporibn of the airn-handling unit iousings-forWMA-AH•51Bare
evMluatedias eýposed toan intemalcenvironrnent of condensatio•.

032. No a•ing effects requihng iaag tvHiowtifieH everrall brass-(copperir alldy, .15%-Zn) sp;ray-nozzlesgthaftare

in the scop~e of licensee reinewal,_ the Fire, 'ate~r'P.mgAramis tiedite to prvde cofirmnation o.if the aýbse~nce o'f--" sgicatagn
effects during thpro fextendedop6eraton; a

0328 No aging effects requiring management have been identified. However, the Fire Protection Program is
credited to provide confirmation of the absence of significant aging effects for the halon and carbon dioxide
suppression systems during the period of extended operation.

0329 IBased on plant-specific operating experience, loss of material due to wear is an aging effect requiring
Imanagement for flexible connections in the HVAC systems. The Flexible Connection Inspection Program
is credited for aging management for loss of material due to wear of the subject flexible connections in the

_HVAC systems.

Ag§ing.Man_ em nt-ReViwRes.~t~ults Page .3-0a.
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inspections. The Fire Water Program is a condition monitoring program, comprised of
tests and inspections based on NFPA recommendations.

The Fire Water Program is an existing program that requires enhancement prior to the
period of extended operation.

A.1.2.27 Flexible Connection Inspection A on page A-17a

M= in- -6I1; ALI- A.II I1t'.IIIIIJ.1I.II IIUý O O.1 I1 1 I100 a IAJ I.IIJ J

=telaste mee-c-mpenents~expesed=t=tf=teated==wate "-7- ried--air==gas==-and=indoer~aif

r.

e-x~e-tThardenirng~and~oss~es-tngt"-has=ccuiifvd.

ft~eee==-ýdble unetectheoenede=trsexeflde-Ito r-aI enVV 11-1.11'ains-puctievt=ativitieSWill=b0
-- i . . ..... . T -- er .... .. ....- x-e n d =Ger . . . . . .. . . . . i . . ......... ... . .... . ...... ... ..... . . .... .
condtucttewithir=the=1-earper-iod=prior-=to=the=pe•idfextended=operation,.

A.1.2.28 Flow-Accelerated Corrosion (FAC) Program

The Flow-Accelerated Corrosion (FAC) Program manages loss of material for steel and
gray cast iron components located in the treated water environment of systems that are
susceptible to FAC, also called erosion-corrosion. The FAC Program combines the
elements of predictive analysis, inspections (to baseline and monitor wall-thinning),
industry experience, station information gathering and communication, and engineering
judgment to monitor and predict FAC wear rates. The program is a condition monitoring
program that implements the recommendations of NRC Generic Letter 89-08, and
follows the guidance and recommendations of EPRI NSAC-202L [Reference A.1.4-2], to
ensure that the integrity of piping systems susceptible to FAC is maintained.

The FAC Program is an existing program that requires enhancement prior to the period
of extended operation.

A.1.2.29 Fuel Oil Chemistry Program

The Fuel Oil Chemistry Program is an existing program that maintains fuel oil quality in
order to mitigate degradation of the storage tanks and associated components
containing fuel oil that are within the scope of license renewal. The program includes
diesel fuel oil testing for emergency diesel generator and diesel-driven fire pump fuel.
The Fuel Oil Chemistry Program manages the relevant conditions that could lead to the
onset and propagation of loss of material due to corrosion, or cracking due to SCC of
susceptible copper alloys, through proper monitoring and control of fuel oil
contamination consistent with plant technical specifications and American Society for
Testing and Materials (ASTM) standards for fuel oil. The relevant conditions are
specific contaminants such as water or microbiological organisms in the fuel oil that
could lead to corrosion of susceptible materials. Exposure to these contaminants is

Final Safety Analysis Report Supplement Page A-17 =Jm2l"0
JAmendment 21
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Insert A into pagqe A-17

The Flexible Connection Inspection Program manages degradation, including the
effects of loss of material due to wear and hardening and loss of strength of elastomer
components exposed to treated water, dried air, gas, and indoor air environments.

The Flexible Connection Inspection Program is a new plant-specific program that will be
implemented via baseline inspection of a sample population followed by opportunistic
inspections, when components are opened for periodic maintenance, repair, or
surveillance activities, when surfaces are made available for inspection. These
inspections ensure that the existing environmental conditions are not causing material
degradation that could result in a loss of component intended function during the period
of extended operation. Inspection of a sample population will be conducted within the
10-year period prior to the period of extended operation and will serve as a baseline for
future inspections.

Final Safety Analysis Report Supplement Page A-1 7a Amendment 21
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Table A-1
Columbia License Renewal Commitments

FSAR Enhancement
Item Number Commitment Supplement or

Location Implementation

(LRA App. A) Schedule

23) External The External Surfaces Monitoring Program is an existing program A.1.2.23 Enhancement
Surfaces that will be continued for the period of extended operation, with the prior to the period
Monitoring following enhancements: of extended
Program o Add aluminum, copper alloy, copper alloy >15.% Zn, gray cast operation.

iron, stainless steel (including CASS), and elastomers to the Then ongoing.
scope of the program.

o Add cracking as an aging effect for aluminum
components.

o Add visual (VT-1 or equivalent) or volumetric examination
techniques to detect cracking.

o Add hardening and loss of strength as aging effects for
elastomer-based mechanical sealants end-flexibte=cennectionse in
HVAC systems.

0 Add physical examination techniques in addition to visual
inspection to detect hardening and loss of strength for elastomer-
based mechanical sealants-end=flexible=connections'in HVAC
systems.

24) Fatigue The Fatigue Monitoring Program is an existing program that will be A.1.2.24 Enhancement
Monitoring continued for the period of extended operation, with the following A.1.3.2 prior to the period
Program enhancements: A. 1.3.4 of extended

operation.
Then ongoing.

I

endment 21
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Table A-1
Columbia License Renewal Commitments

FSAR Enhancement
Item Number Commitment Supplement or

Location Implementation

(LRA App. A) Schedule

27) Flexible T"e-RexiberýC e etionairs-am.ativity. A.1.2.27 th 4he=-lO)
Connection %-TIe i -e -year-=peied=-pri=
Inspection ffrateria itienef-astemer`eempenentLiU--, CAion Replace with t

/ iL _ Insert A on -operation-
jProgram j =releva-t=effe-ts=of-aging=have fed- page A-52a

28) Flow- The Flow-Accelerated Corrosion (FAC) Program is an existing A.1.2.28 Enhancement
Accelerated program that will be continued for the period of extended operation, prior to the period
Corrosion with the following enhancements: of extended
(FAC) Program - Add the Containment Nitrogen System components supplied with operation.

steam from the Auxiliary Steam System to the scope of the Then ongoing.
program.

. Add gray cast iron as a material identified as susceptible to FAC.

29) Fuel Oil The Fuel Oil Chemistry Program is an existing program that will be A.1.2.29 Ongoing
Chemistry continued for the period of extended operation.
Program

Replace
with Insert
B on page
A-52a
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Insert A into page A-52

The Flexible Connection Inspection Program is a new program.

The Flexible Connection Inspection Program manages degradation, including the
effects of loss of material due to wear and hardening and loss of strength of elastomer
components exposed to treated water, dried air, gas, and indoor air environments.

The program consists of base line inspections prior to the period of extended operation
followed by opportunistic inspections during the period of extended operation.

Following the baseline inspection, inspection findings will be reviewed periodically to
ensure that each material and environment combination has been examined via
opportunistic inspection or actions are taken to ensure inspections are performed. Initial
interval for review of inspection findings is 5 years and may be adjusted based on
operating experience.

Insert B into page A-52

Implementation prior to the period of extended operation and initial inspection within the
10-year period prior to the period of extended operation. Then ongoing.

Final Safety Analysis Report Supplement Page A-52a Amendment 21
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Table B-1
Correlation of NUREG-1801 and Columbia Aging Management Programs

(continued)

Number [ NUREG-1801 Program Corresponding Columbia AMP

XI.M31 Reactor Vessel Surveillance Reactor Vessel Surveillance Program
See Section B.2.46.

XI.M32 One-Time Inspection Chemistry Program Effectiveness Inspection
See Section B.2.12.
Ge-ling=Units-lnspectien.
See-SeewtBn--2f4 ..
Biesel--=Ben=Fire=Pumps-lnspeetion
,SeeBSection-B-21&8.
Diesel Starting Air Inspection
See Section B.2.16.
Diesel-Systems4Inspeetieo
-eSeetien=B--2=7-Iq
lexble4e=-eetien-l nspectiGn-
SeeSeetion-B--82-2-7'
Heat Exchangers Inspection
See Section B.2.30.
Lubricating Oil Inspection
See Section B.2.37.
Menitering--and=0-etlectien=Systems=l-nspection
See=Section=B1-3844.
,Seniee=AirSystem4nspeetien
See=Sec-tie=B?-2-A&

Supplemental Piping/Tank Inspection
See Section B.2.51.

XI.M33 Selective Leaching of Selective Leaching Inspection
Materials See Section B.2.47.

XI.M34 Buried Piping and Tanks Buried Piping and Tanks Inspection Program
Inspection See Section B.2.5.

XI.M35 One-time Inspection of
ASME Code Class 1 Small-
Bore Piping

RM-All Bor CAc I PioAina lnc-Roction
See Section B.2.49.

t 1*

XI.M36 External Surfaces Monitoring External Surfaces Monitoring Program
See Section B.2.23.

IjInsert A from Page B-14-a I
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Table B-1
Correlation of NUREG-1801 and Columbia Aging Management Programs

(continued)

Number NUREG-1801 Program Corresponding Columbia AMP

N/A Plant-Specific Program High-Voltage Porcelain Insulators Aging
Management Program
See Section B.2.31.

N/A Plant-Specific Program Potable Water Monitoring Program
See Section B.2.43.

N/A Plant-Specific Program Preventive Maintenance - RCIC Turbine Casing

See Section B.2.44.

Insert A from Page B-18a

Insert A from page B-1 8b after
page B-18a from Amendment 2

IA InsertnB fromtPage B-18b for.

- -- FAmendment 21
ltý ^ , L_ý
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Insert A to Page B-18

NUREG-1801 Program Corresponding Columbia AMP

Service Level 1 Protective Coatings Program
Plant-Specific Program See Section B.2.55.

Insert B to Page B-18

N/A Plant-Specific Program Cooling Units Inspection Program
See Section B.2.14.

N/A Plant-Specific Program Diesel Systems Inspection Program
See Section B.2.17.

N/A Plant-Specific Program Diesel-Driven Fire Pumps Inspection Program
See Section B.2.18.

N/A Plant-Specific Program Flexible Connection Inspection Program
See Section B.2.27.

N/A Plant-Specific Program Monitoring and Collection Systems Inspection
Program
See Section B.2.41.

N/A Plant-Specific Program Service Air System Inspection Program
See Section B.2.48.

Aging Management Programs Page B-18b Amondmont 11
Aging Management Programs - Page B-18b A.M. t_; A d- ý; 1; R t I
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Table B-2
Consistency of Columbia Aging Management Programs with NUREG-1801

(continued).

JProgram I

Consistent
Consistent with

Program Name New with NUREG- NUREG- Plant- Enhancement
Existing 1801 1801 with Specific Required

Exceptions

Fire Water Program Existing Yes Yes
Section B.2.26

Flexible Connection
Inspection New -Yes-
Section B.2.27

Flow-Accelerated
Corrosion (FAC) Existing Yes Yes
Program
Section B.2.28

Fuel Oil Chemistry
Program Existing Yes
Section B.2.29

Heat Exchangers
Inspection New Yes
Section B.2.30

High-Voltage
Porcelain Insulators
Aging Management Existing Yes
Program
Section B.2.31

Inaccessible
kMedium-Veltage-
Cables Not Subject
to 10 CFR 50.49 New Yes
EQ Requirements
Program
Section B.2.32

Inservice Inspection
(ISI) Program Existing Yes
Section B.2.33

Inservice Inspection
(ISI) Program - IWE Existing Yes
Section B.2.34

Aging Management Programs Page B-22 uJfary-2VOV-
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Technical Information

B.2.23 External Surfaces Monitoring Program'

Program Description

The External Surfaces Monitoring Program will manage the. following. aging effects for
the external surfaces, and in some cases the internal surfaces,. of mechanical
components within the scope of license ,renewal:

Loss of material for metals (aluminum, copperalloy, copper alloy:> 1,5% Zn, gray
cast iron, stainless steel (including CASS), and steel) that are exposed to
condensation, air-indoor uncontrolled, and air-outdoor environments

* Cracking of aluminum and tl s exposed to condensation environments

* Hardening and loss of strength for elastomer-based mechanical Sealants 4
.,,zz;L. ,e,,r~,, n z" in HVAC systems

The External Surfaces Monitoring Program is a'.condition monitorinrg program that:
consists of visual inspections and'surveillance activities of accessible external surfaces
on a frequency 'that generally exceeds once per fuel cycle.. Surfaces 'that are
inaccessible during normal plant operation are inspected during refueling outages.
Surfaces that are inaccessible or not readily .visible. during both plan0toperations and
refueling outages, such as surfaces that are insulated, are inspected opportunistically,
for example during maintenance activities during which insulation is removed.

The External Surfaces Monitoring Program is supplemented by the Aboveground Steel'
Tanks Inspection to manage loss of material for the inaccessible external surfaces of
the carbon steel condensate storage.tanks (i.e., the tank bottom).

NUREG-1801 Consistency

The External Surfaces Monitoring Program is an existing Columbia program that, ýwith
enhancement, will be consistent with the 10 elements of an effective aging management
program as described in NUREG-1801, Section XI.M36, "External Surfaces; Monitorihg."

Exceptions to NUREG-1801

None,

Required Enhancements

Prior to the period of extended operation the enhancements listed below will ber
implemented in the identified program element:.

Aging Management Programs Page B-O!. ..1 .- na- ' -"e-
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Technical Information

Scope of Program -

o Add aluminum, copper alloyi copper alloy >15% Zn, gray cast iron, stainless
steel (incluiding CASS), and elastomers.to the scope'eof the pr6gram.

o Add cracking as an aging effect for aluminumas-steet
components.

o Add hardening and loss of strength as aging effects for elastomer-based
mechanical sealants za .... i.. in HVAC systems,

o Monitoring and Trending -

* Add physical examination techniques in addition to visual inspection to detect
hardening and loss of strength for elastomer-based mechanical sealants=aad_
f l c t'n in HVAC systems.

o Add visual (VT-1 or-equivalent) or volumetric examination techniques to
detect cracking.

Operating Experience

The elements that comprise the External Surfaces Monitoring Program are consistent
with industry practice and have proven effective in maintaining the material condition of
Columbia plant systems and components.

A review of the most recent plant-specific operating.experience, through a search of
.condition reports, revealed that minor component leakage (typically at bolted joints and-
closures), damage (event-driven, not age-rela'ted), and degradation are routinely
identified by the External Surfaces Monitoring Program, with 'subsequent corrective

,actions taken in a timelyý manner; and that no. loss of p.essure boundary integrity has,
occurred that was, or could have: been, attributed to the aging effects that are in the
scope of the program.

Operating experience -associated with the External .Surfaces Monitoring Program is
routinely documented and communicated to site personnel in System Health Reports.
System Health Reports are updated after significant changes, or at least quarterly,.

Aging Management Programst Page B-102 -efttaef2.... ,
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Technical Information

Conclusion

The External. Surfaces Monitoring Program will detect, and managei loss of material for.
aluminum, copper alloy, copper alloy >15% Zn, gray cast iron, stainless steel (including

CASS), and steel components. The continued implementation..of the External Surfaces
Monitoring Program, with the required enhancements,,: provides ýreasonable assurance
that the effects of aging, including cracking for aluminum. •"•O "aiiloa6ý t..•,
components and hardening and loss of strength for elastomer-based mechanical
sealants •and--flexible--eoneeftieps=in HVAC systems, will be managed such that
components subject to aging management will continue to perform thei intended
functions consistent With the current licensing basisl .for the period:of extended
operation.

Aging Management Programs Page 8-103
Aging Management Programs Page B-1 03
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B.2.27 Flexible Connection Inspection
Replace with Insert

Program Description Aon page B-115a

T-he=Rexible=G-ennectien=lnspecien-is-a=new=ene-tirme=inspeetion=that-'=il-detectand-
=character-ize-4he4nat-eial=(enditienef=eIastemer=cemponents=that-tre=e-xposed4o=-reated-
Yvatei," dllU ol- rdl " " eniarn . -"npco- pr .id-sdtre-&t

e e-as=to=whether,=and=to--what=extent-=hardening=and=loss=of=strength-due-to
ther-mfai=ex-pos-ure=and=iornizin~g=r-aiation--has=•eun•=e=eri=is-eire~--to=eeeur~t-ht--eouid•
r~esu-lt=ir4aess=ef-intended=fjjncticeR=ef=the=ela sto --erne- -=om)ernents-

IPrograml
Implementation of the Flexible Connection Inspection'iwill ensure that the pressure
boundary integrity of susceptible components is maintained consistent with the current
licensing basis during the period of extended operation. Insert B on page

B-115a
NUREG-1801 Consistency

=-Fhe-F~exi-I
=be=zeensis tent=with-t-he-40-elem-ents--ef-an=effee-tive--aging

~tjen~fr-G-elumrbia-that=will-
==i na'agemnent=pr-egrarn=as-

Exceptions to NUREG-1801 [Replace with Insert
IC on page B-115a

=Pe~E~em~it=AffeNted.

0 ,ara meteFs=tvoitonrea=or-=nspeetear -tieteuten=eo--Agrng=LT-ects=-
In=addition-towvisual=exwmination=tecrniqttees=th-Pexile-•-eo necinlspeo t~ion-

=wlti--ude--physic•-examinat'en hei-ue,•-,-hn ipaulatien-and=
=prodding-

Aging Management Program Elements

The results of an evaluation of each program element are provided below.

0 Scope of Program

Replace.
with Insert
D on page
B-i 15b

evide nc e==-h ardeni ng~a nd-4o ss=G-strengt-h(due-o-te-hers M-aI=expo)s ure~=and=io n i-ZAng-
r~adiation r~eeenfir-rn-a=aek=t-hereef..

f9)PUtaUon==eL-subjeGt--Gom- popp-mt-s-at-susGeptibleý.4oratioRs-to-be-def4r4ed=.ir4==the
-im-plemrmnenig=aormen , s toune=mtntefnInai=af=externm'aI Srrae~s-ot=Tiemil~e=
cýne-in~--oe=t-rete~aed~ed- a-=n -ide~i=-rm n et-

TI ;! ie -ibpuui5-efru~i i=i wllbd=Usdtopro-ide---yniyptorn-d1ievidenceof
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Insert A into page B-1 15

The Flexible Connection Inspection Program is a new plant-specific program for
Columbia. The program will consist of inspections of elastomer components that are
exposed to treated water, dried air, gas, and indoor air environments. The Flexible
Connection Inspection Program will manage degradation of elastomer components,
including the effects of loss of material due to wear and hardening and loss of strength
due to thermal exposure and ionizing radiation.

The Flexible Connection Inspection Program will comprise baseline inspections prior to
the period of extended operation followed by opportunistic inspections, when
components are opened for maintenance, repair, or surveillance, to ensure that the
existing environmental conditions in subject components are not causing material
degradation that could result in a loss of component intended function during the period
of extended operation.

Insert B into page B-115

Implementation of the program will also provide assurance (and confirmation) that the
structural integrity of susceptible nonsafety-related components will be maintained such
that spatial interactions, (e.g., leakage) will not result in the loss of any safety-related
component intended functions during the period of extended operation.

The Flexible Connection Inspection Program is a new condition-monitoring program.
Inspection of a sample population will be conducted within the 10-year period prior to
the period of extended operation and will serve as a baseline for future inspections.

Insert C into pagqe B-1 15

The Flexible Connection Inspection Program is a new plant-specific Columbia program
for License Renewal. NUREG-1801 includes an Inspection of Internal Surfaces in
Miscellaneous Piping and Ducting Components Program (XI.M38) that is focused on
steel components and the loss of material aging effect. Rather than necessitating
enhancements and exceptions to the NUREG-1801 program, a plant-specific program
is credited.

The Flexible Connection Inspection Program is a new plant-specific program that is
evaluated against the ten elements described in Appendix A of the Standard Review
Plan for Review of License Renewal Applications for Nuclear Power Plants, NUREG-
1800, Revision 1. The results of an evaluation for each element are provided below.

Aging Management Programs Page B-115a Amendment 21
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Insert D into pagqe B-115

Prior to the period of extended operation, the Flexible Connection Inspection Program
identifies conditions relative to the following subject mechanical components to
determine whether, and to what extent, degradation is occurring and to provide a
baseline for future inspections.

The scope of the Flexible Connection Inspection Program includes the surfaces of
elastomer flexible connections exposed to treated water, dried air, gas, and indoor air
environments in the following systems.

" Containment Exhaust Purge (CEP)

" Containment Supply Purge (CSP)

" Diesel Building HVAC

" Diesel Cooling Water (DCW)

" Diesel Fuel Oil (DO)

" Fire Protection (FP)

* Pump House HVAC

" Radwaste Building HVAC

* Reactor Building HVAC

* Standby Gas Treatment (SGT)

The baseline inspection portion of Flexible Connection Inspection Program focuses on a
representative sample population of subject components at susceptible locations to be
defined in the implementing documents, to include internal and external surfaces of
flexible connections exposed to treated water, dried air, gas, and indoor air
environments. The inspections performed will be used to provide symptomatic
evidence of loss of material due to wear and hardening and loss of strength at the other
susceptible, but possibly inaccessible, locations due to the similarities in materials and
environmental conditions. Subsequent inspections are opportunistic when components
are opened for periodic maintenance, repair, and surveillance activities when surfaces
are made available for inspection.

Aging Management Programs Page B-1 15b Amendment 21
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-h-rdening-nd o • sthren - e==other~u pfiblt-,--but--pos-si bly-inacesbl,--Io-a--~ueWthe=sifmiatrities=in-m~atefiats=and--environ mental~condlieoRs,. ........ •
fProgramn does not

* Preventive Actions NF / include any actions

=No=actiens==a0=takn=as=parttof=tie Flexible Connection Inspection to prevent aging
effects or to mitigate aging degradation. v-•This program is a condition monitoring program.

* Parameters Monitored or Inspected Program

The parameters to be inspected by the Flexible Connection Inspectionnclude visual
loss of material evidence of surface degradation, such asi4cracking or discoloration, as well as
(due to wear), [physical manipulation and prodding, as measures of hardening and loss of strength.

If-spections=wfil~b--eperfofmed=by-qualified=persennel=using=estabiished=teichniquess
=suc-h=as=NDE•"-enstste-t=wih=the=requirements=ef--l•---FR5e ndixB Insert A on page

< IB-116a
Detection of Aninn Effects Ill

-techniques=(suehal tiaento-tVTýF=-=ornF--3)ras-weii-as=physiuahran-ipu~ation,

Replace
with Insert
B on page
B-116a

-4he--sam ple=pepuliation=wiII~be-deter-mined--by=engineernng-,evaluation--based--oný

eoarnp~onents-mest-su'seeptible=te-aging,-su~c-h-as=duie=t&4heir-t-ifne=ir==serviee,-the-
-s-vei-yG-codtin~rrgnrnal-ln-oeain jad-einmris

=T•-he=Rexibte=C6onnectionr-r-nspeetiofwitl=be--c-ondticted-hin=the=-l0=year•=le~d~rior-
4it=the=periedef=extended=epeFatieon=

Monitoring and Trending
==his-ene=tim-e=inspeetien=ac-tivity-is=used=te=ehar-ac-terize=eenditiens-and-deter ine=if--and-te-what-ext-enFt=:=futhrer--a-ti~ens=m ay-be-req uired--.-h=Taet~it-inel udesrevisiens=
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Replace =-eenstr-uc-ien74heuenvir-on ment~~=,s-ie--onditiers=) ,=aging=effec-ts,-an opr-ati •
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* Acceptance Criteria
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with Insert rot~me.hen~he=iidieati
D on page
B-i 16b ' Aging Management Programs
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Insert A into page B-1 16

Inspections will be performed by qualified personnel using the appropriate established
nondestructive examination techniques, primarily visual and augmented by physical
manipulation or prodding.

Insert B into page B-116

The Flexible Connection Inspection Program provides for detection of aging effects prior
to a loss of component intended function. Inspections will include a combination of
visual and physical manipulation performed by qualified personnel.

Baseline inspections will be established on a sample population of subject components
determined by engineering evaluation to identify evidence of loss of material due to
wear and hardening and loss of strength due to thermal exposure and ionizing radiation
prior to the period of extended operation. Opportunistic inspections will be conducted,
thereafter, when components are opened for maintenance, repair, or surveillance and
surfaces are made available for inspection.

For baseline inspections, the sample population will be 20% of the total population for
each material - environment - aging effect group, up to a maximum of 25 inspections
per group and, where practical, will be focused on the components most susceptible to
aging, such as due to their time in service, the severity of conditions during normal plant
operation, and the lowest design margins.

Inspection of the sample population will be conducted within the 10-year period prior to
the period of extended operation, and will serve as a baseline for future inspections.
Any evidence of degradation that could lead to a loss of component intended function
will be documented and evaluated through the Columbia corrective action program,
including provisions for increasing the inspection sample size and locations.

Aging Management Programs Page B-1 16a Amendment 21
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Insert C into pa-qe B-116

The Flexible Connection Inspection Program comprises baseline inspections prior to the
period of extended operation and opportunistic inspections when components are
opened for maintenance, repair, or surveillance thereafter. Baseline inspections are
used to characterize material conditions and include provisions for increasing the
inspection sample size and locations if degradation is detected. The results of baseline
inspections are considered to ensure that opportunistic inspections thereafter will detect
aging prior to a loss of component intended function.

The sample size for baseline inspections will be determined by engineering evaluation
of the materials of construction, the environment (i.e., service conditions), aging effects,
and operating experience (e.g., time in-service, most susceptible locations, lowest
design margins, etc.). Inspection findings that do not meet the acceptance criteria will
be evaluated using the Columbia corrective action program.

Inspection findings will be documented and evaluated by assigned engineering
personnel. The inspection findings will be reviewed to ensure that each material-
environment has been examined via opportunistic inspection within a 5 year time
period. If opportunistic inspections have not occurred within the 5-year interval,
appropriate actions will be taken to ensure these inspections are performed. Inspection
findings that do not meet the acceptance criteria will be evaluated using the Columbia
corrective action program with subsequent adjustments to the program made as
necessary.

Insert D into pagqe B-116

Indications or relevant conditions of degradation detected during the inspection will be
compared to pre-determined acceptance criteria established by engineering evaluation
of the pertinent design standard.

Unacceptable inspection findings will include visual evidence of surface degradation,
such as cracking or discoloration, as well as physical manipulation and prodding, as
measures of loss of material due to wear and hardening and loss of strength that could
lead to a loss of component intended function during the period of extended operation.

If the acceptance criteria are not met, then the indications and conditions will be
evaluated under the corrective action program to determine whether they could result in
a loss of component intended function during the period of extended operation or prior
to the next opportunity for inspection.

Aging Management Programs Page B-1 16b Amendment 21
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-aaiofr--n, I s~'.opnmU ., .vj •.•
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" Corrective Actions
This element is common to Columbia programs and activities that are credited with
aging management during the period of extended operation and is discussed in
Section B.1.3.

" Confirmation Process
This element is common to Columbia programs and activities that are credited with
aging management during the period of extended operation and is discussed in
Section B.1.3.

" Administrative Controls
This element is common to Columbia programs and activities that are credited with
aging management during the period of extended operation and is discussed in
Section B.1.3. Replace with Insert

* Operating Experience IA on page B-i 17a

T=he=RFexible=C-ennection•lnspection=is=a=new=ne-retimee=inspection=activity-for=which
pla m=operating=experience=fas=Rt-ot-shenW=mte=eoeuree=eTene=aT-ere meRteonea
aging=effeet-he=aetivity=provid esmenfirmatien-of =cnditiorns=wher-edegfadation-is
-net-ex-peetedihas-netidenoed-as-a-preblem,=rere-tthe-aging-mmeharis m-is

=slow-aGting, , Revision 1,

NUREG-1801 is based on industry operating experience through January 2005.
Recent industry operating experience has been reviewed for applicability; nene=was---7

ýidentifia. Future operating experience is captured through the normal operating Replace
experience review process, which will continue through the period of extended with Insert
operation. B on page

A review of Columbia operating experience to date has identified no issues for the B-I 17a

flexible connections in the systems within the scope of this inspection. However,
tears have been found in several suction and discharge boots (flexible connections)
on air-handling units of the HVAC systems. The tears were attributed to normal
operational wear; the boots remained pliable (i.e., no hardening) and no operability
issues were identified. T=hese-flexible--conneetions=afe=ineluded-inrthe=seepe=of=the Replace
-x-te , e with Insert

C on page
= -he=tsite-c veactioprg fam-=and-an=ongoeing=review--ef=industFy=--epatinrg iB- 17a
,experiene=will-be=used=te=eensure=that-a--ne-tim-e=inspectien=aetivity=remaif-s=the=
apprpriate-method rngrtheet as-within=the=sw -
thiisaetit-y,-,= Replace with

Insert D on
page B-117a
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Technical Information

Insert A into page B-1 17

The Flexible Connection Inspection Program is a new plant-specific program for which
plant operating experience has not shown the occurrence of the aforementioned aging
effects, with the exception of loss of material due to wear, which will also be managed
by this program. As discussed below, tears were found in the HVAC boots, but no other
flexible connections showed evidence of wear. The program provides confirmation of
material conditions before entering the period of extended operation, and detection of
aging effects prior to loss of component intended function during the period of extended
operation. The elements comprising the program are to be consistent with industry
practice.

Insert B into page B-117

with only general indication that inspection of internal surfaces during the performance
of periodic surveillance and maintenance activities has proven effective in maintaining
the material condition of plant systems, structures, and components.

Insert C into page B-117

Because of this operating experience, loss of material due to wear will also be managed
by this program.

Insert D into page B-117

This operating experience supports that baseline inspections, to determine actual
material conditions, prior to the period of extended operation and opportunistic
inspections thereafter will, in conjunction with the normal operating experience review
process, ensure aging is detected prior to a loss of component intended function. The
site corrective action program and an ongoing review of industry operating experience
will be used to ensure that component intended functions will be maintained during the
period of extended operation.

Aging Management Programs Page B-117a Amendment 21
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program
a~n mirari Pnihnno-amonfc

Not applicable, this is a new -cttityr

Program will provide reasonable assurance that
the aging effects will be managed such that

Conclusion

Implementation of the Flexible Connection Inspection wil-hertfyhather-e-aFe-ne=aging
fec-ts-requling=mnanagemenr-t=f:r-he=subjeet-em- penents--er=wiH-identify-er-retive

-aetiens,=possibly=ineludng=pregfammatic-=ever-sight-te=betaken-to-ensur-e=that the
component intended functions of the subject components will be maintained consistent
with the current licensing basis during the period of extended operation.rý

and that spatial interactions (e.g., leakage) will
not result in a loss of safety-related component
intended functions during the period of extended
operation

Aging Management Programs Page B-1 18 -JMMWY-20110-
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Aging Effects Requiring Management

The following aging effects require management for the subject mechanical components
.of the Equipment Drains Radioactive System:

" Loss of material

" Loss of pre-load

Aging Management Programs

The following aging management programs manage the aging effects for subject
mechanical components of the Equipment Drains Radioactive System:

* Bolting Integrity Program

" BWR Water Chemistry Program

* Chemistry Program Effectiveness Inspection

" Closed Cooling Water Chemistry Program

* External Surfaces Monitoring Program

* Monitoring and Collection Systems Inspection

* Supplemental Piping/Tank Inspection

Program

3.3.2.1.22 Fire Protection System

Materials

The materials of construction for subject mechanical components of the Fire Protection
(FP) System are:

<-
Copper alloy

" Copper alloy > 15% Zn

" Elastomer

* Glass

* Gray cast iron

* Polymer

* Stainless steel

" Steel

* Aluminum Alloy

Aging Management Review Results Page 3.3-26 jai ..... 24,-O
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* Fuel Oil Chemistry
< FulOlCeityHeat Exchangers Inspection

* Lubricating Oil Analysis Program

* Lubricating Oil Inspection

* Selective Leaching Inspection

* Supplemental Piping/Tank Inspection

3.3.2.1.23 Floor Drain System

Materials

The material of construction for subject mechanical components of the Floor Drain
System is:

* Steel

Environments

Subject mechanical components of the Floor Drain System are exposed to the following
normal operating environments:

* Air-indoor uncontrolled

* Concrete

* Moist air

" Raw water

Aging Effects Requiring Management

The following aging effects require management for the subject mechanical components
of the Floor Drain System:

" Loss of material

* Loss of pre-load

Aging Management Programs

The following aging management programs manage the aging effects for subject
mechanical components of the Floor Drain System:

* Bolting Integrity Program

" External Surfaces Monitoring Program Program

* Monitoring and Collection Systems Inspection

* Supplemental Piping/Tank Inspection

Aging Management Review Results Page 3.3-28 ja 2.1,
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Technical Information

3.3.2.1.24 Floor Drain Radioactive System

Materials

The materials of construction for subject mechanical components .of the Floor Drain
Radioactive System are:

• Stainless steel

* Steel

Environments

Subject mechanical components of the Floor Drain Radioactive System aree exposed to
the following normal operating, environments:

* Air-indoor uncontrolled• y ... • Add "Moist air" as

Concrete new bullet in the
CoeRaw water list of environments

* Treated water

Aging Effects Requiring Management

The following aging effects require management for the subject mechanical components
of the Floor Drain Radioactive System:

* Loss of material

* Loss of pre-load

Aging Management Programs

The following aging management programs manage the aging effects for subject
mechanical components of the Floor Drain Radioactive System:

* Bolting Integrity Program

* BWR Water Chemistry Program

* Chemistry Program Effectiveness Inspection

* External Surfaces Monitoring Program Program

* Monitoring and Collection Systems Inspection`=-

* Supplemental Piping/Tank Inspection

21
AAmendmrnt'.4
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Technical Information

* Heat Exchangers Inspection Program

" Monitoring and Collection Systems Inspection v

* Supplemental Piping/Tank Inspection

3.3.2.1.26 Miscellaneous Waste Radioactive System

Materials

The materials of construction for subject mechanical components of the Miscellaneous
Waste Radioactive System are:

* Stainless steel

* Steel

Environments

Subject mechanical components of the Miscellaneous Waste Radioactive System are
exposed to the following normal operating environments:

" Air-indoor uncontrolled

• Concrete

• Raw water

Aging Effects Requiring Management

The following aging effects require management for the subject mechanical components
of the Miscellaneous Waste Radioactive System:

* Loss of material

* Loss of pre-load

Aging Management Programs

The following aging management programs manage the aging effects for subject
mechanical components of the Miscellaneous Waste Radioactive System:

* Bolting Integrity Program Program

* Monitoring and Collection Systems Inspection

Aging Management Review Results Page 3.3-31 ....... 29,
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3.3.2.1.27 Plant Sanitary Drains System

Materials

The material of construction for subject mechanical components of the Plant Sanitary
Drains System is:

* Steel

Environments

Subject mechanical components of the Plant Sanitary Drains System are exposed to
the following normal operating environments:

* Condensation

o Moist air

* Raw water

Aging Effects Requiring Management

The following aging effects require management for the subject mechanical components
of the Plant Sanitary Drains System:

* Cracking

* Loss of material

* Loss of pre-load

Aging Management Programs

The following aging management programs manage the aging effects for subject
mechanical components of the Plant Sanitary Drains System:

* Bolting Integrity Program

* External Surfaces Monitoring Program

* Monitoring and Collection Systems Inspection

3.3.2.1.28 Plant Service Water System

Materials

The materials of construction for subject mechanical components of the Plant Service
Water System are:

* Gray cast iron

* Stainless steel

Aging Management Review Results Page 3.3-32 '.l...a.y ,240
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3.3.2.1.33 Process Sampling Radioactive System

Materials

The materials of construction for subject mechanical components of the Process
Sampling Radioactive System are:

* Stainless steel

" Steel

Environments

Subject mechanical components of the Process Sampling Radioactive System are
exposed to the following normal operating environments:

" Air-indoor uncontrolled

" Closed cycle cooling water

* Raw water

" Treated water

" Treated water > 60 0C (140 OF)

Aging Effects Requiring Management

The following aging effects require management for the subject mechanical components
of the Process Sampling Radioactive System:

" Cracking

* Loss of material

* Loss of pre-load

Aging Management Programs

The following aging management programs manage the aging effects for subject
mechanical components of the Process Sampling Radioactive System:

* Bolting Integrity Program

* BWR Water Chemistry Program

* Chemistry Program Effectiveness Inspection

* Closed Cooling Water Chemistry Program

* External Surfaces Monitoring Program Program

0 Monitoring and Collection Systems Inspection

Aging Management Review Results Page 3.3-37. .j.... . -294.
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" Closed Cooling Water Chemistry Program

* External Surfaces Monitoring Program Program

* Monitoring and Collection Systems Inspection

" Open-Cycle Cooling Water Program

" Supplemental Piping/Tank Inspection

3.3.2.1.39 Reactor Water Cleanup System

Materials

The materials of construction for subject mechanical components of the Reactor Water
Cleanup System are:

* Stainless steel

* Steel

Environments

Subject mechanical components of the Reactor Water Cleanup System are exposed to
the following normal operating environments:

" Air-indoor uncontrolled

* Closed cycle cooling water

" Closed cycle cooling water > 60 °C (140 °F)

* Treated water

" Treated water > 60 °C (140 IF)

Aging Effects Requiring Management

The following aging effects require management for the subject mechanical components
of the Reactor Water Cleanup System:

• Cracking

" Loss of material

* Loss of pre-load

Aging Management Programs

The following aging management programs manage the aging effects for subject
mechanical components of the Reactor Water Cleanup System:

* Bolting Integrity Program

Aging Management Review Results Page 3.3-44 .,' ... Fy4 2•,
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3.3.2.2.7.2 BWR Reactor Water Cleanup and Shutdown Cooling Systems

Loss of material due to general, pitting, and crevice corrosion for steel piping
components, accumulators, tanks, and heat exchanger components exposed to treated
water is managed by the BWR Water Chemistry Program. The BWR Water Chemistry
Program manages aging effects through periodic monitoring and control of
contaminants. The Chemistry Program Effectiveness Inspection will provide a
verification of the effectiveness of the BWR Water Chemistry Program to manage loss
of material due to general, pitting, and crevice corrosion through examination of steel
piping components, accumulators, tanks, and heat exchanger components.

The one exception is the Equipment Drains Radioactive System, for which loss of
material for piping and piping components with a structural integrity function is managed
by the Monitoring and Collection Systems Inspection .Ah*ch iQ . n.. one-time
inspection that will detect and char.Ga9tiZo loss of ma•t4ria'._jogram.

3.3.2.2.7.3 Diesel Exhaust Piping, Piping Components, and Piping Elements

During normal plant operations, diesel exhaust piping, piping components, and piping
elements are exposed to diesel exhaust gases infrequently and for short durations. For
the remaining time, these components are exposed internally to outdoor air. The
configuration of the diesel exhaust has the potential for collection of moisture inside the
piping, piping components, and piping elements. With the combination of this potential
for moisture collection and the infrequent exposure to diesel exhaust gases, loss of
material due to crevice, general and pitting corrosion is an aging effect requiring
management for steel (exhaust) piping exposed internally to outdoor air. This loss of , r
material i managed by the Diesel Systems Inspection dl: the Diesel-Driven Fire Pumps Program

I!r¶gam Inspectio whieh=are=new=ene-time=inspeetionsdhaat=wilF-detet-andl--c-haraeter-ize- foss-f
,m- ater-ial=en--the-in~ter-at=suilzfaee--f~djesel---exhaust=l•pipng,-pilpirng--cgompene ntý,,ar~~ipilrog

-elements-

3.3.2.2.8 Loss of Material due to General, Pitting, Crevice, and Microbiologically
Influenced Corrosion (MIC)

Loss of material due to general, pitting, and crevice corrosion and microbiologically-
influenced corrosion (MIC) for steel piping components, and the steel diesel fuel oil
storage tank, with coatings buried in soil is managed by the Buried Piping and Tanks
Inspection Program.

3.3.2.2.9 Loss of Material due to General, Pitting, Crevice, Microbiologically

Influenced Corrosion, and Fouling

3.3.2.2.9.1 Piping, Piping Components, and Piping Elements - Fuel Oil

Loss of material due to general, pitting, and crevice corrosion and MIC for steel piping
components and tanks exposed to fuel oil is managed by the Fuel Oil Chemistry
Program. The Fuel Oil Chemistry Program manages aging effects through periodic

Aging Management Review Results Page 3.3-52 Jr
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Insert A to pagqes 3.3-53 and 3.3-54

3.3.2.2.10.2 Piping, Piping Components, Piping Elements, and Heat Exchanger
Components

Loss of material due to pitting and crevice corrosion for stainless steel heat
exchanger components and stainless steel piping components exposed to
treated water is managed by the BWR Water Chemistry Program. Additionally,
loss of material for the aluminum spent fuel pool gates, stainless steel storage
racks, and stainless steel storage rack neutron absorber sheathing exposed to
treated water is managed by the BWR Water Chemistry Program. The BWR
Water Chemistry Program manages aging effects through periodic monitoring
and control of contaminants. The Chemistry Program Effectiveness Inspection
will provide a verification of the effectiveness of the BWR Water Chemistry
Program to manage loss of material through examination of stainless steel heat
exchanger, piping, aluminum spent fuel pool gates, and stainless steel spent fuel
storage racks components.

Loss of material due to pitting and crevice corrosion for components in the
Process Sampling Radioactive and Equipment Drains Radioactive systems that
are not submerged within the suppression pool is managed by the Monitoring
and Collection Systems Inspection, which will dctcct and charctorio loss of
material.

Aging Management Review Results Page 3.3-53a Amendment W21
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Table 3.3.1 Summary of Aging Management Programs for Auxiliary Systems

Evaluated in Chapter VII of NUREG-1801

Further

Number Component/Commodity Aging Aging Management Evaluation Discussion
NumberI EffectlMechanism Programs Recommended

3.3.1-17 Steel piping, piping Loss of material Water Chemistry and Yes, detection of Consistent with NUREG-1801.
components, and piping due to general, One-Time Inspection aging effects is
elements exposed to treated pitting, and crevice to be evaluated The BWR Water Chemistry
water corrosion Program, in conjunction with the

Chemistry Program
Effectiveness Inspection, is
credited to manage loss of
material for steel piping, piping
components, and piping
elements in the auxiliary systems
that are exposed to treated
water.

In the Equipment Drains
Radioactive System, the
M o n ito rin g a n d C o lle c t io n ------
Systems Inspection 4" credited program
for piping and piping components
with a structural integrity
function. A Note E is applied.

This item is also applied to
accumulators, tanks, and heat
exchanger components. A Note
C is applied.

Refer to Section 3.3.2.2.7.2 for
further information.

Aging Management Review Results Page 3.3-64
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Table 3.3.1 Summary of Aging Management Programs for Auxiliary Systems
Evaluated in Chapter VII of NUREG-1801

Further
Item ComponentCommodity Aging Aging Management Evaluation Discussion

Number Effect/Mechanism Programs Ecommended
Recommended

3.3.1-24 This item is also applied to
(cont'd) stainless steel piping, piping

components, and piping
elements in the Equipment
Drains Radioactive and Process
Sampling Radioactive systems,
for which the Monitoring and V--Programl
Collection Systems Inspection is
credited. A Note E is applied.

Refer to Section 3.3.2.2.10.2 for
further information. Refer also to
Table 3.5.2-2.

Aging Management Review Results Page 3.3-71 jieRUFY 2919
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Table 3.3.1 Summary of Aging Management Programs for Auxiliary Systems
Evaluated in Chapter VII of NUREG-1801

Further
Item Aging Aging Management Evaluation Discussion

Number Component/Commodity Effect/Mechanism Programs Recommended D

3.3.1-37 For stainless steel piping, piping
(cont'd) components, and piping

elements that are exposed to
treated water >60 °C (>140 °F) in
the Process Sampling
Radioactive System, the
Monitoring and Collection
Systems Inspection •.credited.
A Note E is applied.

3.3.1-38 Stainless steel piping, piping Cracking due to BWR Stress Corrosion No The BWR Water Chemistry
components, and piping stress corrosion Cracking and Water Program, in conjunction with the
elements exposed to treated cracking Chemistry Chemistry Program
water >60 °C (>140 OF) Effectiveness Inspection, is

credited to manage cracking for
stainless steel piping, piping
components, and piping
elements in the auxiliary systems
that are exposed to treated water
>60 0C (>140 OF). A Note E is
applied where the Chemistry
Program Effectiveness
Inspection is credited instead of
the BWR Stress Corrosion
Cracking Program.

-TPr--a-m-

Aging Management Review Results Page 3.3-81
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Table 3.3.1 Summary of Aging Management Programs for Auxiliary Systems
Evaluated in Chapter VII of NUREG-1801

e AFurther
Item Component/Commodity Aging Aging Management Evaluation Discussion

Number Effect/Mechanism Programs Recommended

3.3.1-68 Steel piping, piping Loss of material Fire Water System No Consistent with NUREG-1801.
components, and piping due to general,
elements exposed to raw water pitting, crevice, and Except as noted below, the Fire

microbiologically Water Program is credited to
influenced manage loss of material for steel
corrosion, and piping and piping components in
fouling the auxiliary systems that are

exposed to raw water.

This item is also applied to heat
exchanger components that are
exposed to raw water in the Fire
Protection System, for which the
Diesel-Driven Fire Pumps
Inspection 4.credited. A Note E
is applied. " Programr

For steel piping and piping
components that are exposed to
raw water in the Fuel Pool
Cooling, Plant Sanitary Drains,
and Reactor Closed Cooling
Water systems, the Monitoring

1Programl and Colle tion Systems
Inspectio is credited; in the
Potable Cold Water System the
Potable Water Monitoring
Program is credited. A Note E is
applied.

Aging Management Review Results Page 3.3-99 January~-2O48
Aging Management Review Results Page 3.3-99
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Table 3.3.1 Summary of Aging Management Programs for Auxiliary Systems
Evaluated in Chapter VII of NUREG-1801

FurtherItem Aging Aging Management Evaluation Discussion
Number Component/Commodity Effect/Mechanism Programs REcomndedRecommended

3.3.1-71 Steel piping, piping Loss of material Inspection of Internal No The following programs are
comporne'nts, and piping due to general, Surfaces in c credited to manage loss'of.
elements exposed to moist air pitting, and crevice Miscellaneous Piping material for steel piping, piping
or condensation (Internal) corrosion and Ducting components, and tanks in the

Components auxiliary systems that are
exposed to moist air or
condensation (internal):

o Cooling Units Inspection for
drain piping in HVAC systems
exposed to condensation
(internal)

* Monitoring and Collection
Systems InspectionFor air-
water interfaces in Plant
SanitaryDrain System piping
evaluated as exposed to moist
air (internal)

Replace deleted . ,,l , ,. ....... .
text with Insert A ... ..... .ppR n,,
from page 33-101 -av gn fn ,mni t

_ _ . __.A Note E is applied in each case.

[~rogram I

IPrograml

Page 3.3-101 
-~enuaryOl~
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Table 3.3.1 Summary of Aging Management Programs for Auxiliary Systems
Evaluated in Chapter VII of NUREG-1 801

mAging A M Further

Numbeg Component/Commodity anism ProManagement Evaluation Discussion
Number ni EffectMechanism Programs Recommended

3.3.1-76 Steel piping, piping Loss of material Open-Cycle Cooling No Consistent with NUREG-1 801,
components, and piping due to general, Water System with exceptions.
elements (without lining/coating pitting, crevice, and
or with degraded lining/coating) microbiologically Except as noted below, the
exposed to raw water influenced Open-Cycle Cooling Water

corrosion, fouling, Program is credited to manage
and lining/coating loss of material for steel piping,
degradation piping components, and piping

elements that are exposed to raw
water.

For steel piping and piping
components in the other auxiliary
systems that are exposed to raw
water, the following programs are
credited to manage loss of
material:

" Diesel Starting Air Inspection
for drain piping in Diesel
Starting Air System

e Diesel Systems Inspection for
drain piping in the Diesel
(Engine) Exhaust System

" Monitoring and Collection
Systems Inspection Fr di-eift-

Reiplace deleted -poin in Equipment Drains
Radioactive, Floor Drain, and

text with: "drain Floor Drain Radioactive

piping and tanks" systems

Program

Program

Aging Management Review Results Page 3.3-104
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Table 3.3.1 Summary of Aging Management Programs for Auxiliary Systems
Evaluated in Chapter VII of NUREG-1801

Item .Aging Aging Management Further

Number Component/Commodity Effec/Mechanism Programs Evaluation Discussion
Recommended

3.3.1-76 * Potable Water Monitoring
(cont'd) Program for air washers and

associated components in the
Reactor Building HVAC
System

A Note E is applied in each
case.

3.3.1-77 Steel heat exchanger Loss of material Open-Cycle Cooling No Consistent with NUREG-1801,
components exposed to raw due to general, Water System with exceptions.
water pitting, crevice,

galvanic, and Except as noted below, the
microbiologically Open-Cycle Cooling Water
influenced Program is credited to manage
corrosion, and loss of material for steel heat
fouling exchanger components in the

auxiliary systems that are
exposed to raw water.

For steel heat exchanger
components that are exposed to
raw water in the Equipment
Drains Radioactive System, the
Monitoring and Collection
Systems Inspection ' credited.
A Note E is applied.

IPrograml

Aging Management Review Results Page 3.3-105 ~jae Rig2Q9 "1
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Table 3.3.1 Summary of Aging Management Programs for Auxiliary Systems
Evaluated in Chapter VII of NUREG-1801

Further
Item Component/Commodity Aging Aging Management Euatis s

Number Effect/Mechanism Programs Evaluation Discussion
Recommended

3.3.1-79 Stainless steel piping, piping Loss of material Open-Cycle Cooling No Consistent with NUREG-1801,
components, and piping due to pitting and Water System with exceptions.
elements exposed to raw water crevice corrosion,

and fouling Except as noted below, the
Open-Cycle Cooling Water
Program is credited to manage
loss of material for stainless steel
piping, piping components, and
piping elements in the auxiliary
systems that are exposed to raw
water.

For stainless steel piping, piping
components, and piping
elements that are exposed to raw
(drainage) water in the
Equipment Drains Radioactive,
Floor Drain Radioactive, Fuel
Pool Cooling, Miscellaneous
Waste Radioactive, Process
Sampling Radioactive, and
Reactor Closed Cooling Water
systems, the Monitoring and
Collection Systems Inspection is
credited. A Note E is applied.

-[Program J

Aging Management Review Results Page 3.3-107 ~ef~tie~2O4Q
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-Columbia Generating.Station
License Renewal Appiqcation

'Technical Information

The Metal-Enclosed Bus Program is: a new aging management program that will be
implemented prior to the period of extended operation. The thermography portion of the
program will be performed once every 10 years, with the initial inspections to be
performed prior to the period of extended operation. The Visual inspection portion obfthe
program will also be performed once every 10 years, with the first inspections to be
performed prior to the period of extended operation. >-prram

A.1.2.41 Monitoring and Collection Systemslnspectjon"'

The Moniteiring and Csllsstiesn Systcms .inspeetien deteets and eharacteOizcs thc
conqdition ef matcr'iels at thc einteirnal 3urfaesa ef s~bjcst mochanigial soMpeinnts th1at

Insert A arc exposcd to cquipmcnt, Or arsa driawter- and ethel: 0etcntial con.taminantrsand
from Page fluids. The insp..ticn pro..idcs dircct ,.id.nc. as tc whcthc.. , and to what cxt.. t, a. l'-s

A-22a ef m.at .ial due to corroion or...in h88 oc. .ur.d. The, i p. .ti.. al. o ...t..i .
wh. the.. cracking duc. t -S C .•-, ,-,,,ptibl, Rat.F,-ialS, ha.. ha 66c, bd-.

The MonitoRehg and Coliectien Systenms Inspoctien is a new One tirn inpoteizn that will
be iMplcmented pr:-r to the peried cf extcnded ep&ratiein. The np~inatvt swl
be conducet-d wifin the 10 year peried prior to the pcriodoe xcddocain

A.1.2.42 Open-Cycle !Cooling Water Program

The Open-Cycle Cooling Water Program manages Gfracig .ic t,- S--4 of -U--•ptibi

meisa loss of material due to corrosion and erosion for components located-ih
the Standby Service Water and Plant. Service Water. systems, and for components
connected to or serviced ;"by those systems. The program manages fouling due 'to
particulates (e.g., corrosion products) and biological material (micro- or macro-
organisms) resulting in reduction in heat transfer for heat exchangers (including

condensers, coolers, cooling coils, and evaporators) 'within the scope of the program.
The Open-Cycle Cooling Water- Program also manages loss, of material for components
associated with the feed-and-bleed mode for emergency:makeup water to. the spray
pond.

The Open-Cycle Cooling Water Program consists of inspections, sureiilancesand, Insert:
testing to detect the presence, and assess the extent nof cracg .of
material. The inspection activities are combined with chemical treatments and dleaning
activities to minimize the effects of aging. The. ixogram ,is a combination condition.
monitoring and mitigation program that implements the recommendations of NRC
Generic Letter 89-13 for safety-related equipment in the-scope: of the program. The
scope of the program also includes non-safety related components containing either
service water or spray pond makeup water,

The Open-Cycle Cooling Water Program is. an existing program that requires
enhancement prior to the period of extended operation.

Final Safety Analysis Report Supplement Page A-22
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Columbia Generating Station
License Renewal Application

Technical Information

Insert A into paaqe A-22

The Monitoring and Collection Systems Inspection Program manages the effects of loss
of material due to corrosion or erosion for the internal surfaces of subject mechanical
components that are exposed to equipment or area drainage water and other potential
contaminants and fluids. The program also manages cracking due to stress corrosion
cracking of susceptible materials.

The Monitoring and Collection Systems Inspection Program is a new program that will
be implemented via baseline inspection of a sample population followed by
opportunistic inspections when components are opened for periodic maintenance,
repair, and surveillance activities when surfaces are made available for inspection.
These inspections ensure that the existing environmental conditions are not causing
material degradation that could result in a loss of component intended function during
the period of extended operation. Inspection of a sample population will be conducted
within the 10-year period prior to the period of extended operation and will serve as a
baseline for future inspections.

Final Safety Analysis Report Supplement Page A-22a Amendment 21
Final Safety Analysis Report Supplement Page A-22a Amendment 21



Infra-red window installation at bolted connections of the in-scope bus
will be completed prior to the initial thermography inspection, discussed Columbia Generating Station

above. License Renewal Application
Technical Information

Table A-1

Columbia License Renewal Commitments

FSAR Enhiancement
Item Number Commitment Supplement or

Location Implementation

(LRA App. A) . Scheddble

40) Metal-Enclosed
Bus Program

The Metal-Enclosed Bus Program is a new program.

The Metal-Enclosed Bus Program is an inspection program that
detects degradation of metal-enclosed bus within the scope of-
license renewal. The program provides for the visual inspection of
interior sections of bus, and an inspection of the elastomeric seals at
the joints of the duct sections. The program also makes provision for
thermographic inspection of bus bolted connections.

The thermography portion of the program will be performed once
every 10 years, with the initial inspections to be performed prior to
the period of extended operation. The visual inspection portion of the
program will also be performed once every 10 years, with the first'
inspections to be performed prior to the period of extended operation.

AL.1.2.40 Implementation
prior to the period
of extended
operation.
Then ongoing.

41) Monitoring and nhe iviorit rigy arid Cuiietion gystemb Inspectionis . new actvity-. A. 1.2.41
Collection T! e Mo rtohig a n; d 0;eou~llcio Syster,1 :isspetuion dtbteet, 3,
*Systems * araeteriz~re. a eodto o~f nite1 ;rals-tL mýet u ufL.e ,
Inspe7cti mp gnt thet ore expeed to cguipmoNt o

ThU ~ :4 dipt evdee asz te wheth, ond te whctý
Prgrmzxnt h~. 2relvet effeets 6f agn have-o ,eurci.

Replace with Insert
A on page A-57a I

Replace with Insert
B on page A-57a
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Columbia Generating Station
License Renewal Application

Technical Information

Insert A into pagqe A-57

The Monitoring and Collection Systems Inspection Program is a new program.

The Monitoring and Collection Systems Inspection Program manages the effects of loss
of material due to corrosion or erosion for the internal surfaces of subject mechanical
components that are exposed to equipment or area drainage water and other potential
contaminants and fluids. The program also manages cracking due to stress corrosion
cracking of susceptible materials.

The program consists of baseline inspections prior to the period of extended operation
followed by opportunistic inspections during the period of extended operation.

Following the baseline inspection, inspection findings will be reviewed periodically to
ensure that each material and environment combination has been examined via
opportunistic inspection or actions are taken to ensure inspections are performed. Initial
interval for review of inspection findings is 5 years and may be adjusted based on
operating experience.

Insert B into pagqe A-57

Implementation prior to the period of extended operation and initial inspection within the
10-year period prior to the period of extended operation. Then ongoing.

Final Safety Analysis Report Supplement Page A-57a Amendment 21
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Columbia Generating Station
License Renewal Application

Technical Information

APPENDIX B
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Columbia Generating Station
License Renewal Application

Technical Information

Table B-1
Correlation of NUREG-1801 and Columbia Aging Management Programs

(continued)

Number NUREG-1801 Program J Corresponding Columbia AMP

XI.M31 Reactor Vessel Surveillance Reactor Vessel Surveillance Program
See Section B.2.46.

XI.M32 One-Time Inspection Chemistry Program Effectiveness Inspection
See Section B.2.12.
Gewlin"-Units--Inspectieo=
Sew-Smction--B_2-*.

Diesel--Fiven= re=Pumps=h-ispeetren
-See-SeL-tioTu=B-2--•.
Diesel Starting Air Inspection
See Section B.2.16.
Giesel-Systems=Inspeetien=
,See--Setion=B:--247

xexibte=C=onnectien=lnspectie•

Heat Exchangers Inspection
See Section B.2.30.
Lubricating Oil Inspection
See Section B.2.37.
MeniteiRng=and--Gefletet o-stems-1nspeethe
See=Sectien=B-2=4+
GSmiewAir--System4nspeetienR
See=Sectinen-B=2-48=.
Supplemental Piping/Tank Inspection
See'Section B.2.51.

XI.M33 Selective Leaching of Selective Leaching Inspection
Materials See Section B.2.47.

XI.M34 Buried Piping and Tanks Buried Piping and Tanks Inspection Program
Inspection See Section B.2.5.

XI.M35 One-time Inspection of Small Boro Cb, 4 1 PiPing .... oco.
ASME Code Class I Small- See Section B.2.49.
Bore Piping

XI.M36 External Surfaces Monitoring External Surfaces Monitoring Program
See Section B.2.23.

linsert A from Page B-14a I
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Columbia Generating Station
License Renewal Application

Technical Information

Table B-1
Correlation of NUREG-1801 and Columbia Aging Management Programs

(continued)
Number NUREG-1801 Program _ Corresponding Columbia AMP

N/A Plant-Specific Program High-Voltage Porcelain Insulators Aging
Management Program

See Section B.2.31.

N/A Plant-Specific Program Potable Water Monitoring Program
See Section B.2.43.

N/A Plant-Specific Program Preventive Maintenance - RCIC Turbine Casing

See Section B.2.44.

Ilnsert A from Page B-18a I
I

Insert A from page B-1 8b after
page B-18a from Amendment 2

Insert B from Page B-1 8b for
Amendment 21

jr-%v I endnn I,
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Columbia Generating Station
License Renewal Application

Technical Information

Insert A to Page B-18

Insert B to Page B-18

N/A Plant-Specific Program Cooling Units Inspection Program
See Section B.2.14.

N/A Plant-Specific Program Diesel Systems Inspection Program
See Section B.2.17.

N/A Plant-Specific Program Diesel-Driven Fire Pumps Inspection Program
See Section B.2.18.

N/A Plant-Specific Program Flexible Connection Inspection Program
See Section B.2.27.

N/A Plant-Specific Program Monitoring and Collection Systems Inspection
Program
See Section B.2.41.

N/A Plant-Specific Program Service Air System Inspection Program
See Section B.2.48.

Aging Management Programs Page B-18b Amendment 114
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Columbia Generating Station
License Renewal Applicatio0

Technical Information

Table B-2
Consistency of Columbia Aging Management Programs with NUREG-1801

(continued)

Consistent
Consistent with

Program Name New ' with NUREG- NUREG,, Plant- nhancemet
Existing 1801 1801 wIth Specific Required

Exceptions _ ..

Inservice Inspection
(ISI) Program - IWF Existing Yes .-- -- ,.
Section B.2.35

Lubricating Oil
Analysis Program Existing Yes -- . Yes
Section B.2.36

Lubricating Oil
Inspection New Yes
Section B.2.37

Masonry Wall
Inspection Existing Yes Yes
Section B.2.38

Material Handling
System Inspection Existing Yes,
Program
Section B.2.39

Metal-Enclosed Bus
Program New rYes .. --
Section B.2.40 _

Monitoring and Yes
Collection Systems' New -ep -- --

Program Inspection .j.

Section B.2.41

Open-Cycle Cooling
Water Program Existing Yes Yes
Section B.2.42

Potable Water
Monitoring Program Existing -- Yes Yes
Section B.2.43

jAmendmeth 1-V
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Columbia Generating Station
License Renewal Application

Technical Information

B.2.41 Monitoring and Collection Systems Inspection
IsrA on page

P rogram D escription ' n B -159a

The M•ito•r;ig and Colle•tien Systems Ins ;•ption is a F-;w on ,- tim - .iaepactio that will

camponents that arc cxperycd to cquipmcnt and arca drainagc watcr and other potcntial
eenteminants and fluids. The inspcction prOvidcs direct cvidcncc-as to whethcr, and to
what extent, a less of miatcri-al due to crcvicc, ga!yanic, gencral, or pifting croi

8Fain,3 MIC has ooourrcd. hc iaection alse providca diroct ovidonoce as to
wheth! ... n..d to what cxtcnt, cracking due to SCC of suscoeptiblo matcriala i
.u.c.ptibic lo.atioA. haG occurd. Program ensur,

Implementation of the Monitoring and Collection Systems Inspectionkwill P.e.. e
sa...R (and ......... ti.. )that the pressure boundary of susceptible safety-related

e r components is maintained consistent with the current licenping basis during the period
of extended operation. Implementation of the inspeetieR ill also prOicd. a...r.... p
(an.d c.nfir.ation) that the structural integrity of susceptible NSR components will be
maintained such that spatial interactions (e.g., leakage) will not result in the loss of any
safety-related component intended functions durinn the period of extended operation.

< -- ]Insert B on page
NUREG-1801 Consistency 1B-159a I
The Monitorinand Collection Systems lnapcotien m a new oio time inepec•tin fi
Columbia that will be concisteint with the 10 cleman~ts of an ~ffiQcti4XP agn mngFEmen
feva,, a, dc. . .ib.d in NUREG 1801. Scetion XI.M32. "On..e Time,. ,.n,I

Exceptions to NUREG-1801

None.

Insert C on page
B-159a

Aging Management Program Elements baseline and

The results of an evaluation of each program element are provided below. opportunistic

SProrram Inspection of
•Scope of Program. ,

The scope of the Monitoring and Collection Systems Inspection includes the rnternal
surfaces of subject mechanical components in the following plant drainage and
collection systems that are exposed to potentially radioactive drainage water
(untreated water), and in systems with other potential contaminants and fluids during
normal plant operations:

* Equipment Drains Radioactive (EDR) System

* Floor Drains (FD) System

Aging Management Programs Aging Management Programs Page B-I 59 ~G~GP~L2O4Q
Page B-1 59 J a R wa PY _2
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Columbia Generating Station
License Renewal Application

Technical Information

Insert A into page B-159

The Monitoring and Collection Systems Inspection Program is a new plant-specific
program for Columbia. The program will consist of inspections of subject mechanical
components that are exposed to equipment and area drainage water and other potential
contaminants and fluids. The Monitoring and Collection Systems Inspection Program
will manage the effects of loss of material due to crevice, galvanic, general, or pitting
corrosion, erosion, or microbiologically-influenced corrosion (MIC). The program will
also manage the effects of cracking due to stress corrosion cracking (SCC) of
susceptible materials in susceptible locations.

The Monitoring and Collection Systems Inspection Program will comprise baseline
inspections prior to the period of extended operation followed by opportunistic
inspections, when components are opened for maintenance, repair, or surveillance, to
ensure that the existing environmental conditions in subject components are not
causing material degradation that could result in a loss of component intended function
during the period of extended operation.

Insert B into page B-159

The Monitoring and Collection Systems Inspection Program is a new condition-
monitoring program. Inspection of a sample population will be conducted within the 10-
year period prior to the period of extended operation and will serve as a baseline for
future inspections.

Insert C into page B-159

The Monitoring and Collection Systems Inspection Program is a new plant-specific
program for Columbia for License Renewal. NUREG-1801 includes an Inspection of
Internal Surfaces in Miscellaneous Piping and Ducting Components Program (XI.M38)
that is focused on steel components and the loss of material aging effect. Rather than
necessitating enhancements and exceptions to the NUREG-1801 program, a plant-
specific program is credited.

The Monitoring and Collection Systems Inspection Program is a new plant-specific
program that is evaluated against the ten elements described in Appendix A of the
Standard Review Plan for Review of License Renewal Applications for Nuclear Power
Plants, NUREG-1800, Revision 1. The results of an evaluation for each element are
provided below.

Aging Management Programs Page B-l5ga Amendment 21
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B.2.41 Monitoring and Collection Systems Inspection Program Columbia Generating Station
Licehse Renewal Apptication

Technical Information

* Floor Drains Radioactive (FDR) System

* Fuel Pool Cooling (FPC) System

" Miscellaneous Waste Radioactive (MWR) System

* Plant Sanitary Drains (PSD).System Add:
Pr ocess Sampling

* Process Sampling Radioactive (PSR) System (PS) System

" Reactor Closed Cooling (RCC) Water System

Insert B from
Page B-160a

A rcpresc ntativc sai:Aple ef eompencntb -nthae" systemp,4tpb defined inthe
imlccnin dsucts, and to .0ircludc ca nteinmcnt. isclat~o ipn nd- valvc

gcncral, or pitting eOrOFin rzo, orIV IQ)', or4 tocnfirmý 64lac( thcrcof, wand thce
rculs ppid lc all o'f thce.8yotcms andMOefpeinent9;w ithin 4hc seopes of thce

* inpccion, bacd n cnincrin ovauaton. In ditien -the rcprcsentotive samop'o

th ot wJib@ xa, ed f _- Od~a 8- ifc t"' M-O Rcpc wih !nsct

* Preventive Actions iT' ..
No A actionsarc taken as part e Monitoring and Collection Systems Inspection

prevent aging effects or to mitigate aging degrada It is a condition Program
tisi J does not

Parameters Monitored or Inspected monitoring programde
The parm...eter. to en.peeted .oitoerin and ....... ,,... . . yst. ems inclany

In s e rt C f ro m _ / s pc. t o.n .. i.lu d. w a ll th i ck ne. o r v is uI, .vid cn c c .f n t na l .gr a d a ti o , la c tio nsy

IPage B-160bI measu. .s .f a lo.s . .f m.ate.ial r..racking in sus .p.ible m.atFOriaS. ....p.e.n.
will be ....rmcd by .ualifiod . .rs.nn . usin• established NDE techniguc.^w r

InsrtD froW
Page160

* Detection of Aging Effects
AThe Monitorn and Collcction Systems ;Inspbcticn will U56 a combination o

h- I ab s h i d vclumctrie an iuAl1 Oxaminatidn. techniowes (such 6P. 60uiVaOnt' t4
V-- 1 r VT 3) pei\frmed by qualified pr•onc•f-^ l ei a i.mpl" popwl•tieR • f',s-,c-t
compencnts to idnif vidcncc 31 loss, 6f mqaterial or eracing in suscclptible
mnaterials or to confirmA a lack theroef on the- susccpt;,i-iblc intcrnal surfapca ofhc

The sample peopulation will! be dctcrminc11d _by oniginorin o~aiOpn b"sed on
sound statisia FapingI mFethodology, and4 4- prcicl will bc foctjsod one
com ponents moest dusceptible to agn,' uha s du othi io nsric the-
soer~ity of 'coitins during normF1al plan81t o-pc'"rat."ýions, ..and h cctdcnmri
The saMple populatian wil inludo at Icast 4nc ocaqtion, f6r contanmontislto

Aging Management Programs Page B-160 ~fi~281~
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Columbia Generating Station
License Renewal Application

Technical Information

....... A te ' 'ea B .4' o

in addition, the rcprczcntatiye sample will includc stafinlcss eteol comApenontc oXPod
te tempecroturcc @rcatcr thanl 140 OF and coppcr alloy> 15607 Zn componcntc expescd to
raW watcr that will be cxamincd for cyidenco of cracking due to SCO-.

Insert B into page B-160 for Amendment 21

The baseline inspection portion of the Monitoring and Collection Systems Inspection
Program focuses on a representative sample population of subject components in these
systems, to be defined in the implementing documents, and to include containment
isolation piping and valve bodies, will be examined for evidence of loss of material (due
to crevice, galvanic, general, or pitting corrosion, erosion, or MIC), or to confirm a lack
thereof, and the results applied to the rest of the system based on engineering
evaluation. In addition, the representative sample will include stainless steel
components exposed to temperatures greater than 140OF and copper alloy >15% Zn
that will be examined for evidence of cracking due to SCC. Subsequent inspections are
opportunistic when components are opened for periodic maintenance, repair, and
surveillance activities when surfaces are made available for inspection.

Insert C into page B-160 for Amendment 21

The parameters to be inspected by the Monitoring and Collection Systems Inspection
Program include wall thickness or evidence of internal surface degradation, as
measures of loss of material or cracking in susceptible materials.

Inspections will be performed by qualified personnel using the appropriate established
nondestructive examination (NDE) techniques, primarily visual, with enhanced visual,
surface, or volumetric techniques used depending on the aging effect.

Aging Management Programs Page B-160a Amendment +
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License Renewal Application

Technical Information

Insert D into page B-160

The Monitoring and Collection Systems Inspection Program provides for detection of
aging effects prior to a loss of component intended function. Inspections will include a
combination of established visual or enhanced visual (e.g., VT'-I or VT-3 or equivalent),
volumetric (e.g., radiographic testing or ultrasonic testing), and surface examination
techniques performed by qualified personnel.

Baseline inspections will be established on a sample population of subject components
determined by engineering evaluation to identify evidence of cracking or loss of material
prior to the period of extended operation. Opportunistic inspections will be conducted,
thereafter, when components are opened for maintenance, repair, or surveillance, and
surfaces are available for inspection.

For baseline inspections, the sample population will be 20% of the total population for
each material - environment - aging effect group, up to a maximum of 25 inspections
per group, and, where practical, will be focused on the components most susceptible to
aging, such as due to their time in service, the severity of conditions during normal plant
operations, and the lowest design margins.

Inspection of the sample population will be conducted within the 10-year period prior to
the period of extended operation, and will serve as a baseline for future inspections.
Any evidence of degradation that could lead to a loss of component intended function
will be documented and evaluated through the Columbia corrective action program,
including provisions for increasing the inspection sample size and locations.

Aging Management Programs Page B-160b Amendment 21



B.2.41 Monitoring and Collection Systems Inspection Program
Columbia Generating Station
License Renewal Application

Technical Information

The Mongitoring and Oclicetion Systems Inspection activities will be conductod withi
the 10 ycar pericd pricr tc the pcriod of extended opcration.

Monitoring and Trending
This srns time insp etiein activity is used to eharacteFrizc conditiens and detefrmineif-,
find. what extent, ,tiihei ,•fr etiens may be F•.- g d. Thc aetivity includes pcvisis

linsert Afrom I fe iniesn heisete sample size aR~d lccation if d egradatien is detected.
IPage B-161a

The samplc sizc will be detcFrmincd by cngincrn eluation of the materialst
nsRStru-ti;. . cn-ircnt (i.e., servic" condiionr,;), aging effects, anid - pc--ating

sxper~ (en(.g., time in scryice, most susccptible locations, lowest design margns)
inspcction findings that do noet mccet the aeccptanee criterial Wil bc evaluated using
the Columbia corrcctivc action procsss to dctcrm~inc thc need for subscguent agin
management aetiitics and for moenitoring and trcnding of the results.

*Acceptance Criteria
Indications or rclevant eenditiens of degradation dctoctcd duFrig the inepection wl
be ccmnparsd~ to prs dcteFrminsd acccptancc critcria. if the acocptanee 6FRetcria arc

Insert B from noemt, then the indieatie~ns and condkitions will be evalwated under the corrective
Page B-161 aci prgram to dctcrminc whethor they could result in a losef componont

incdcd function duFrig the period of oxtcndod operation.

*Corrective Actions
This element is common to Columbia programs and activities that are credited with
aging management during the period of extended operation and is discussed in
Section B.1.3.

* Confirmation Process
This element is common to
aging management during
Section B.1.3.

" Administrative Controls
This element is common to
aging management during

Columbia programs and activities that are credited with
the period of extended operation and is discussed in

Columbia programs and activities that are credited with
the period of extended operation and is discussed in

oUII, D. 1.. [Program-] -plant-specific

Operating Experience Program
The Monitoring and Collections Systems Inspectio is a new one time in:pection
eetiviy for which plant operating experience has not shown the need to manage the'
aforementioned aging effects for the in-scope systems. The 4R.peetien provides for

lbefore enteringW confirmation of material condition ieaF the period of extended operation. .Tihe
elements comprising t ,iepetie, a•e-te be consistent with indust
practice. wil I, and detection of aging effects prior to a loss of component I

•program activitiesI intended function during the period of extended operation

Aging Management Programs Page B-161 jauwFy 2O4O
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License Renewal Application

Technical Information

Insert A into page B-161

The Monitoring and Collection Systems Inspection Program comprises baseline
inspections prior to the period of extended operation and opportunistic inspections when
components are opened for maintenance, repair, or surveillance thereafter. Baseline
inspections are used to characterize material conditions and include provisions for
increasing the inspection sample size and locations if degradation is detected. The
results of baseline inspections are considered to ensure that opportunistic inspections
thereafter will detect aging prior to a loss of component intended function.

The sample population for baseline inspections will be determined by engineering
evaluation of the materials of construction, the environment (i.e., service conditions),
aging effects, and of operating experience (e.g., time in-service, most susceptible
locations, lowest design margins, etc.). Inspection findings that do not meet the
acceptance criteria will be evaluated using the Columbia corrective action program.

Inspection findings will be documented and evaluated by assigned engineering
personnel. The inspection findings will be reviewed to ensure that each material and
environment combination has been examined via opportunistic inspection within a 5
year time period. If opportunistic inspections have not occurred within the 5-year
interval, appropriate actions will be taken to ensure these inspections are performed.
Inspection findings that do not meet the acceptance criteria will be evaluated using the
Columbia corrective action program, with subsequent adjustments to the program made
as necessary.

Insert B into page B-161

Indications or relevant conditions of degradation detected during the inspection will be
compared to pre-determined acceptance criteria established by engineering evaluation
of the pertinent design standard.

Unacceptable inspection, findings will include visual evidence of a loss of material, a
reduction in wall thickness where appropriate, or evidence of cracking obtained by
enhanced visual, surface, or volumetric examination.

If the acceptance criteria are not met, then the indications and conditions will be
evaluated'under the Columbia corrective action program to determine whether they
could result in a loss of component intended function during the period of extended
operation or prior to the next opportunity for inspection.

Aging Management Programs Page B-161a Amendment 21



B.2.41 Monitoring and Collection Systems Inspection Program

Columbia Generating Station
'Revision 1 License Renewal Application

Technical Information

NUREG-18019 is based on industry operating experience through January 2005.
Recent industry operating experience has been reviewed for applicability; ..Renewa
idnt~ifed. Future operating experience is captured through the normal operating
experience review process, which will continue through the period of extended
operation. Insert A from

Page B-162a
A review of Columbia operating experience.to date identified a'-occurrenc of loss
of material due to corrosion within the FDR System in 2003. The susceptible FDR
piping and valves were subsequently re-designed to eliminate standing water and
replaced with a corrosion resistant, stainless steel, material in .2005. No addit~ier,ins~tancc.s ef Peeir. R sien iha':c ccc'Jrrd in the FDR• .-System sinec the mlmnctc ?f

thc medifleatitn. Insert B from
IPage B-1 62a

The site corrective action program, and an ongoing review of industry operating
experience, will be used to ensure that the identified aging cffects de net r-qUirc
rnaniagemcnt for the systems within the seope of this aetivity

the program is effective in
Required Enhancements managing the effects of

aging for components
Not applicable, this is a new eetmyit, within the scope of this
Conclusion poam program during the period

EProgram lof extended operation.

Implementation of the Monitoring and Collection Systems lnspectio'f will reFify that thert
arc ru ag~ing etmtfruuiin mnaugement O the wubtUjeCL GAumpeRlRlu, 9F Will Iuiiul

- -4,%1ý^^*5 6-hi,4ý r k++-hAf~k ntAA V,"--k

the component intended functions will be maintained consistent with the current
licensing basis during the period of extended operation, and that spatial interactions
(e.g., leakage) will not result in loss of safety-related component intended functions
during the period of extended operation.

provide reasonable
assurance that the
aging effects will be
managed such that

Aging Management Programs Page B-162 j'.*w...y 2.-n
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Columbia Generating Station
License Renewal Application

Technical Information

Insert A into page B-162

, with only a general indication that inspection' of internal surfaces during the
performance of periodic surveillance and maintenance activities has proven effective in
maintaining the material condition of plant systems, structures, and components.

Insert B into page B-162

A flexitallic gasket (installed on an FDR pipe flange) was found severely corroded in
2006. The gasket was replaced. No additional instances of corrosion have been
documented for the FDR System since then.

This operating experience supports that baseline inspections of each material-
environment-aging effect, to determine actual material conditions, prior to the period of
extended operation and opportunistic inspections thereafter will, in conjunction with the
normal operating experience review process, ensure aging is detected prior to a loss of
component intended function.

Aging Management Programs Page B-162a Amendment 21
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Columbia Generating Station
License Renewal Application

Technical Information

" BWR Stress Corrosion Cracking Program

" BWR Water Chemistry Program

" Chemistry Program Effectiveness Inspection

" Closed Cooling Water Chemistry Program

" External Surfaces Monitoring Program

" Flow Accelerated Corrosion (FAC) Program

3.3.21.40 Service Air System

Materials

The material of construction for subject mechanical components of the Service Air
System is:

* Steel

Environments

Subject mechanical components of the Service Air System are exposed to the following
normal operating environments:

*Air

* Air-indoor uncontrolled

Aging Effects Requiring Management

The following aging effects require management for the subject mechanical components
of the Service Air System:

* Loss of material

" Loss of pre-load

Aging Management Programs

The following aging management programs manage the aging effects for subject
mechanical components of the Service Air System:

" Bolting Integrity Program

* External Surfaces Monitoring Program

" Service Air System Inspection .

Aging Management Review Results Page 3.3-45 =January-2ief
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Columbia Generating Station
License Renewal Application

Technical Information

APPENDIX A
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Columbia Generating Station
License Renewal Application

Technical Information

Energy Northwest follows the requirements of the BWRVIP ISP and applies the ISP
data to Columbia. The NRC has approved the use of the BWRVIP ISP in place of a
unique plant program for Columbia.

The provisions of 10 CFR50 Appendix G require Columbia to operate within the
currently licensed pressure-temperature (P-T) limit curves, and to update these curves
as necessary. The P-T limit curves, as contained in plant technical specifications, will
be updated as necessary through the period of extended operation as part of the
Reactor Vessel Surveillance Program. Reactor vessel P-T limits will thus be managed
for the period of extended operation.

A.1.2.47 Selective Leaching Inspection

The Selective Leaching Inspection detects and characterizes the conditions on internal
and external surfaces of subject components exposed to raw water, treated water, fuel
oil, soil, and moist air (including condensation) environments. The inspection provides
direct evidence through a combination of visual examination and hardness testing, or
NRC-approved alternative, as to whether, and to what extent, a loss of material due to
selective leaching has occurred.

The Selective Leaching Inspection is a new one-time inspection that will be
implemented prior to the period of extended operation. The inspection activities will be
conducted within the 10-year period prior to the period of extended operation.

A.1.2.48 Service Air System Inspection

T.......... Air -Syzm System..... dtt and .har..tc.ize. the m.atc.ial eonkit.n.of
steel piping and valve oie xoc to an ilair (intcmal)" (i.e., comprczscd ar

Insert B from .... .n..nt within the lien; c . .ncwal bundary of the Scrvic- Air S..tm. :The
Page A-24a in.p.ction pr.vide, dircct cvidnec as to whcthc. , and to what... , nt, a less ef matea,

duc to corroaion has occurrcd:

The Serviec AiF System Inspcctien iaanc ne time inspeeticn that will be
irnplemented prior to th cd of cxtcndcd epcratien. The inspcctien activitica will be-
,,nduet, d within the 10 1 ycr pcraid prier to the p.. i. d of extcnded epcrtien. Program

A.1.2.49 Small Bore Class I Piping h,, -ti, 11A II "aw I I I QVV - C4

nR emaii Moro e i I lll 4ping lncpocn will aIIII aJd CfleWCL 9iXO rVOnr en
theinornl urfacoc of cmall bore Cl_=cc 1 piping GemponontG that are expoced to

roactor coolant. The Small Boro Glass 1 Piping lncpectioni w:ill pro'.'ide phycical
WAionc W toWhothor, and to what extent, cracking duc to SOC or to thoFRmal Or

mochanicsal leading har, ocrroF~d in emfall boroe Clace 1 piping componontc. The Sm~all
Bore Glass 1 Piping !Rsepotien will aico verify, by incpcction for cracking, that
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Columbia Generating Station
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Technical Information

Insert A to Page A-24

The Small Bore Class 1 Piping Program will detect and characterize cracking of small
bore Class 1 piping components that are exposed to reactor coolant. This periodic
program will provide physical evidence as to whether, and to what extent, cracking due
to SCC or to thermal or mechanical loading has occurred in small bore Class 1 piping
components. It will also verify, by inspections for cracking, that reduction of fracture
toughness due to thermal embrittlement requires no additional aging management for
small Class 1 cast austenitic stainless steel valve bodies. The Small Bore Class 1
Piping Program will be a condition monitoring program with no actions to prevent or
mitigate aging effects. The program will include visual and volumetric inspection of a
representative sample of small bore Class 1 piping, including butt welds and socket
welds.

The Small Bore Class 1 Piping Program is a new program that will be implemented prior
to the period of extended operation. Inspection activities will start during the fourth 10-
year inservice inspection interval and continue through the period of extended
operation. The Small Bore Class 1 Piping Program will credit portions of the Inservice
Inspection Program. The Small Bore Class 1 Piping Program will verify the
effectiveness of the BWR Water Chemistry Program in mitigating cracking of small bore
piping and piping components.

Insert B into page A-24

The Service Air System Inspection Program manages the effect of loss of material due to
corrosion of steel piping and valve bodies exposed to an "air (internal)" (i.e., compressed
air) environment within the license renewal boundary of the Service Air System.

The Service Air System Inspection Program is a new plant-specific program that will be
implemented via baseline inspection of a sample population followed by opportunistic
inspections when components are opened for periodic maintenance, repair, or
surveillances when surfaces are made available for inspection. These inspections
ensure that the existing environmental conditions are not causing material degradation
that could result in a loss of component intended function during the period of extended
operation. Inspection of a sample population will be conducted within the 10-year period
prior to the period of extended operation and will serve as a baseline for future
inspections.

Final Safety Analysis Report Supplement Page A-24a Amendment-?-
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Columbia Generating Station
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Table A-1
Columbia License Renewal Commitments

I.FSAR Enhancement
Item Number Commitment Supplement or

Location Implementation
(LRA App. A) Schedule

47) Selective The Selective Leaching Inspection is a new activity. A.1.2.47 Within the 10-
Leaching The Selective Leaching Inspection detects and characterizes the year period prior
Inspection conditions on internal and external surfaces of subject components to the period of

exposed to raw water, treated water, fuel oil, soil, and moist air extended
(including condensation) environments. The inspection provides operation.
direct evidence through a combination of visual examination and
hardness testing, or NRC-approved alternative, as to whether, and to
what extent, the relevant effects of aging have occurred.

48) Service Air The Scr,,.. Air System ,nptien .. a new activity. A.1.2.48 Within the-•4-
System The Secre- Air System .n.pe^tion dctcz•. and .haraztFcrit...c,^ thc'' ..... Pr'
Inspection materi^l conditien of steel piping and vlv. b.dies .xpe..d to an "air tc the pe

(intcnaBI)" (i.c., . .mp .c ","d air) nViO ..nm.nt within the lie .ns . exten ded
roncwal bwundary f the Scr ieoI Air System. The ip II I oni

Program p..V.des dircot c"idone. as t. wh 'th r, a.nd tc what o •cnt, the
rclcvant effots of aging have ecoUrrcd

Replace with Insert Replace with Insert
A on page A-60a B on page A-60a
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Technical Information

Insert A into page A-60

The Service Air System Inspection Program is a new-program.

The Service Air System Inspection Program manages the effect of loss of material due
to corrosion of steel piping and valve bodies exposed to an "air (internal)" (i.e.,
compressed air) environment within the license renewal boundary of the Service Air
System.

The program consists of baseline inspections prior to the period of extended operation
followed by opportunistic inspections during the period of extended operation.

Following the baseline inspection, inspection findings will be reviewed periodically to
ensure that each material and environment combination has been examined via
opportunistic inspection or actions are taken to ensure inspections are performed. Initial
interval for review of inspection findings is 5 years and may be adjusted based on
operating experience.

Insert B into page A-60

Implementation prior to the period of extended operation and initial inspection within the
10-year period prior to the period of extended operation. Then ongoing.

Final Safety Analysis Report Supplement Page A-60a Amendment 21
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APPENDIX B

TABLE OF CONTENTS
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B.2.50 Structures M onitoring Program .......................................................................... 192

8.2.51 Supplemental Piping/Tank Inspection ............................................................... 197
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(C A S S ) P rogram ............................................................................................... 20 1
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Columbia Generating Station
License Renewal Application
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Table B-1
Correlation of NUREG-1801 and Columbia Aging Management Programs

(continued)

Number J NUREG-1801 Program Corresponding Columbia AMP

XI.M31 Reactor Vessel Surveillance Reactor Vessel Surveillance Program

See Section B.2.46.

XI.M32 One-Time Inspection Chemistry Program Effectiveness Inspection
See Section B.2.12.
Gooling=Units-lnspection-
Se-Section-B-2=14*
Biesel=Driven=ire=P-umps=l nspeetien

wSe-e=Section=B-24-8.
Diesel Starting Air Inspection
See Section B.2.16.
Dieset=Systems-Inspectioen
,SeeSeetiemBn.il--7.
,Flexible=eonneetion--Inspectionr
Sea=SectionB,-2--27-
Heat Exchangers Inspection
See Section B.2.30.
Lubricating Oil Inspection
See Section B.2.37.

Menitering-and=0 lectioneSystems--nspection
See=Seetien=B --2#.41.
,Seriee=Systern4nspeetieR,
,See=Sectieen=B-2A-.
Supplemental Piping/Tank Inspection
See Section B.2.51.

XI.M33 Selective Leaching of Selective Leaching Inspection
Materials See Section B.2.47.

XI.M34 Buried Piping and Tanks Buried Piping and Tanks Inspection Program
Inspection See Section B.2.5.

XI.M35 One-time Inspection of
ASME Code Class 1 Small-
Bore Piping

Small OFro Clacc 1 Piping lncpo-1.;or

See Section B.2.49.

a
XI.M36 External Surfaces Monitoring External Surfaces Monitoring Program

See Section B.2.23.

IIlnsert A from Page 13-1-4a51
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Columbia Generating Station
License Renewal Application
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Table B-1
Correlation of NUREG-1801 and Columbia Aging Management Programs

(continued)

Number NUREG-1801 Program Corresponding Columbia AMP

N/A Plant-Specific Program High-Voltage Porcelain Insulators Aging
Management Program
See Section B.2.31.

N/A Plant-Specific Program Potable Water Monitoring Program
See Section B.2.43.

N/A Plant-Specific Program Preventive Maintenance - RCIC Turbine Casing
See Section B.2.44.

linsert A from Page B-18a

lInsert A from page B-I18b after

page B-18a from Amendment 2

z Insert B from I2page B-18b fort

Amendment 21

, -FAm-ment 21
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Columbia Generating Station
License Renewal Application

Technical Information

Insert A to Paqe B-18

NUREG-1801 Program Corresponding Columbia AMP

Service Level 1 Protective Coatings Program
Plant-Specific Program See Section B.2.55.

Insert B to Page B-18

N/A Plant-Specific Program Cooling Units Inspection Program
See Section B.2.14.

N/A Plant-Specific Program Diesel Systems Inspection Program
See Section B.2.17.

N/A Plant-Specific Program Diesel-Driven Fire Pumps Inspection Program
See Section B.2.18.

N/A Plant-Specific Program Flexible Connection Inspection Program
See Section B.2.27.

N/A Plant-Specific Program Monitoring and Collection Systems Inspection
Program
See Section B.2.41.

N/A Plant-Specific Program Service Air System Inspection Program
See Section B.2.48.

Aging Management Programs Page B-18b Amendment 44
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Columbia Generating Station
License Renewal Application
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Table B-2
Consistency of Columbia Aging Management Programs with NUREG-1801

(continued)

Consistent
Consistent withNew Cosset wt Plant- Enhancement

Program Name ne with NUREG- NUREG- plant- enhneen
Existing 1801 1801 with Specific Required

Exceptions

Preventive
Maintenance -
RCIC Turbine Existing -- Yes
Casing
Section B.2.44

Reactor Head
Closure Studs Existing Yes
Program
Section B.2.45

Reactor Vessel
Surveillance Existing Yes
Program
Section B.2.46

Selective Leaching
Inspection New Yes -

Section B.2.47 Ye[s

Service Air System
Inspection New -Yes=
Section B. .48

Small Bore Class 1
Piping ' on New Y-eseete-
Section B.2.49

Structures
Monitoring Program Existing Yes Yes
Section B.2.50

Supplemental
Piping/Tank New Yes
Inspection
Section B.2.51

jProgramr

Programf

Aging Management Programs Page B-24 Je.a.3."ay 2010
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B.2.48 Service Air System Inspection plant-specific program for

Program Description Program Columbia. The program will

The Service Air System Inspection-is a new 14n. timc i ..spcetion that will dctcct and
eha..ete"izc the ""ateiaI condition of piping and valve bodies that are within the scope
of license renewal in the Service Air System and are exposed to an "Air (internal)"
environment. The Service Air System Inspection provides direct e,4.. Id-n as to

is likely to occur in the subject componcnts that could result OR a loss of intendodA Replace
wthis prtgram with: InsertA

Implementation of the•,e,•4ee-.Ai System" Inspeetien will ensure that the pressure Inn page
boundary integrity of the subject components will be maintained consistent with the on1pa
current licensing basis during the period of extended operation. Implementation of the 1183a
.... peete. will also provide assurance (and confirmation) that the structural integrity of
susceptible NSR components will be maintained such that the integrity of the attached
safety-related piping is not impacted and will not result in the loss of any safety-related
component intended functions during the period of extended operation.

<I n se rt -Bo onp-ag-eB B-18-3a-
NUREG-1801 Consistency

The Seryiec Air System Inspcction is a ncw one time in epetion for Columbia that will
be consistcnt with the 10 elements of an effctivc agn aaeetprogram as
dcscribcd in NUREG 1801, Scction XI.M32, 'Ono T*mo onpcton Rplace with nser....... ... ... . .. .. .......... .. ... ..... Replace with Insert

Exceptions to NUREG-1801 C on page B-183a

None.

Aging Management Program Elements

The results of an evaluation of each program element are provided below.

* Scope of Program
The Scr.ic. Air System Inspection det
the following subject mccehanieal eomf

Replace extent, degradation is .cc.rrin•
with Insert

Bets and charactefizes condition srelativeo
nents to determ~ine whether, and to what

D on page
B-1 83a

* Loss of material due to general corrosion on steel piping and valve bodies
exposed to an air (internal) environment.

Program
The Service Air System Inspection focuses on the portion of the Service Air System
that forms the pressure boundary for containment penetration X93 and the
connected piping subject to an air (internal) environment (i.e., compressed air) that

Aging Management Programs Page B-183 =January~2O'1~O=
Aging Management Programs Page B-1 83 -January--2040-

JAmendment



Columbia Generating Station
License Renewal Application

Technical Information

Insert A into page B-183

Program will manage the effect of loss of material due to general corrosion.

The Service Air System Inspection Program will comprise baseline inspections prior to
the period of extended operation followed by opportunistic inspections, when
components are opened for maintenance, repair, or surveillance, to ensure that the
existing environmental conditions in subject Service Air system components are not
causing material degradation that could result in a loss of component intended function
during the period of extended operation.

Insert B into page B-183

The Service Air System Inspection Program is a new condition-monitoring program.
Inspection of a sample population will be conducted within the 10-year period prior to
the period of extended operation and will serve as a baseline for future inspections.

Insert C into pa-qe B-183

The Service Air System Inspection Program is a new plant-specific program for
Columbia for License Renewal. NUREG-1801 includes an Inspection of Internal
Surfaces in Miscellaneous Piping and Ducting Components Program (XI.M38) that is
focused on steel components and the loss of material aging effect. Rather than
generating enhancements and exceptions to the NUREG-1801 program, a plant-
specific program is developed.

The Service Air System Inspection Program is a new plant-specific program that is
evaluated against the ten elements described in Appendix A of the Standard Review
Plan for Review of License Renewal Applications for Nuclear Power Plants, NUREG-
1800, Revision 1. The results of an evaluation for each element are described below.

Insert D into page B-183

Prior to the period of extended operation, the Service Air System Inspection Program
identifies conditions relative to the following subject mechanical components to
determine whether, and to what extent, degradation is occurring and to provide a
baseline for future inspections. The program manages the following aging effect of
subject components:

Aging Management Programs Page B-183a Amendment 21



B.2.48 Service Air System Inspection Program Columbia Generating Station
License Renewal Application

Technical Information

performs a structural integrity function. The Service Air System Inspection provides
symptomatic evidence of loss of material (due to general corrosion).

Preventive Actions TeIProgram does not include any actions

Pc actions arc taken as part of the Service Air System Inspection to prevent aging
effects or to mitigate aging degradation.I--t is a condition monitoring program. I

Replace witl
Insert A on
page B-184•

Replace witl
Insert B on
page B-184e

Replace wit
Insert C on
page B-184

Replace wil
Insert D on
page B-184

4

h

a

1

h

b

I

Parameters Monitored or Inspected
The paraimctcrs to be inspecstod by the Ser.'ieo Air System Inspoeetion icuowl
theicncss or visual cvidcncc of internial surfacc dcgradation, as measuros of loss e~

maeral. Inspections will be performned by qualifed porconnol using establishod
NIDE eehRiques.

Detection of Aging Effects
The Servicc Air System Inspection will use a combination of established volumcti

T. .. ... +..,.- . kII- -, . .. .. 4 , +. j ,-. ,' I- ^;.~ ,,. ,-- . - ..-' " C; " !• !-'• .-

iyuag!80FPHic or ultrasenie testing) and visual t-V+ a 9F or uilvaicnt) eoffffai9Au
techniqucs perfeFrmcd by qualified pcrSenncl on a portion of the sUbjcct Ser~icc
-System ccsepe~e~ts as detcrrnined- by efigjincring evaluatieon, to idcntif; cVidcnc

efa less cf m~aterial, or fto confiFrm a lack thcrcof-.]The sample pepulaticn will be detcFRmined by cnginccring cyaluation based on
seund statistical sampling mcethedolegy, and, whcro paratical, be focused on tho
components moest suseeptiblc to aging, such as due to thcir time in sorviec, thc
severity of conditione, during nrmFFal plant operations, and dosign margins

The Scrvicc Air SystemA Inspcctien will be conductcd within the 10 ycar period PrIGi
tc the pcriod of cxtcndcd opcrationl.

Monitoring and Trending
This onc time inspcctien activity is used to characterize conditions and deteFrmine iTfr,
eine te what extent, further actions mnay be required. The activityinldsnceig
the inspectien sample size and locatien if degraldation is detected.]Sample size will be deteFrmined by enginieering evaluationi of the mnatorials-qot

~nn~tr~ctnn niinnr~n (i~ ~~r~~ cndtios ninocffc~t inn onnmtnnnn

Ii cxperiencc (e.g., time in scrlce, moest susceptible locations, lowest design m~argins).
Inspection finidings that do not mneet the acceptance crFiteria6 Will be Revaluated using

v• ... ... ,v . .. .. ..... v,, \.v . .. j... . ....... .*... I - - - - - -. .. .9 . . .r .. ..

the urrFTeuve aeuTin process tn aturmino tnn non Tnr | nouguonn nnt aginn
m~anagement activities and for monRitoring and treniding of tho results.

* Acceptance Criteria
.. Ldiatiens or rclcvant conditions of degradation detected duFrng the icpcctiensw

thbe ccm-,perd to Pre detcrmlincd acceptance criteria. if the acceptance criteria arce
ne ~t met, thcng the indications and cenditions will be evaluated under the corretfive
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Insert A into page B-1 84

The parameters to be inspected by the Service Air System Inspection Program include
wall thickness or evidence of internal surface degradation, as measures of loss of
material.

Inspections will be performed by qualified personnel, primarily visual examination and
augmented by other nondestructive examination (NDE) techniques.

Insert B into page B-184

The Service Air System Inspection Program provides for detection of aging effects prior
to the loss of component intended function. Inspections will be performed by qualified
personnel and will consist of visual examination, supplemented by other nondestructive
examination (NDE) techniques, if degradation is observed.

Baseline inspections will be established on a sample population of subject components
determined by engineering evaluation to identify evidence of a loss of material prior to
the period of extended operation. Opportunistic inspections will be conducted,
thereafter, when components are opened for maintenance, repair, or surveillance and
surfaces are made available for inspection.

For baseline inspections, the sample population will be 20% of the total population for
each material - environment - aging effect group, up to a maximum of 25 inspections
per group and, where practical, will be focused on the components most susceptible to
aging, such as due to their time in service, the severity of conditions during normal plant
operation, and the lowest design margins.

Inspection of the sample population will be conducted within the 10-year period prior to
the period of extended operation, and will serve as a baseline for future inspections.
Any evidence of degradation that could lead to a loss of component intended function
will be documented and evaluated through the C6lumbia corrective action program,
including provisions for increasing the inspection sample size and locations.

Aging Management Programs Page B-1 84a Amendment 21
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Insert C into pagqe B-184

The Service Air System Inspection Program comprises baseline inspections prior to the

period of extended operation and opportunistic inspections when components are
opened for maintenance, repair, or surveillance thereafter. Baseline inspections are

used to characterize material conditions and include provisions for increasing the
inspection sample size and locations if degradation is detected. The results of baseline
inspections are considered to ensure that opportunistic inspections thereafter will detect
aging prior to a loss of component intended function.

Sample size for baseline inspections will be determined by engineering evaluation of the

materials of construction, environment (i.e., service conditions), aging effects, and

operating experience (e.g., time in-service, most susceptible locations, lowest design
margins). Inspection findings that do not meet the acceptance criteria will be evaluated
using the corrective action program.

Inspection findings will be documented and evaluated by assigned engineering
personnel. The inspection findings will be reviewed to ensure that each material has

been examined via opportunistic inspection within a 5 year time period. If opportunistic
inspections have not occurred within the 5-year interval, appropriate actions will be
taken to ensure these inspections are performed. Inspection findings that do not meet

the acceptance criteria will be evaluated using the Columbia corrective action program

with subsequent adjustments to the program made as necessary.

Insert D into pagqe B-184

Indications or relevant conditions of degradation detected during the inspections will be
compared to pre-determined acceptance criteria established by engineering evaluation

of the pertinent design standard.

Unacceptable inspection findings will include visual evidence of loss of material or
reduction in wall thickeness, where appropriate, that could lead to a loss of component

intended function during the period of extended operation.

If the acceptance criteria are not met, then the indications and conditions will be

evaluated under the Columbia corrective action program to determine whether they
could result in a loss of component intended function during the period of extended
operation or prior to the next opportunity for inspection.

0
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actien program- to d.t-c.l- ine whcthc- they could , .sul,
intended functiek during the peried ef extendecd eperatia n.

11"L Sn a loss of component

" Corrective Actions
This element is common to Columbia programs and activities that are
aging management during the period of extended operation and is
Section B.1.3.

" Confirmation Process
This element is common to Columbia programs and activities that are
aging management during the period of extended operation and is
Section B.1.3.

" Administrative Controls
This element is common to Columbia programs and activities that are
aging management during the period of extended operation and is
Section B.1.3.

credited with
discussed in

credited with
discussed in

credited with
discussed in

Replace with
Insert A on
page B-185a

Operating Experience
The ScR'ioc Air System Inc pcctionie new o time incpoction activity forF Whc
plant epcrating experieniec has not shown the occu-rronco of the aforementone
aging cffect. The activity provides- co-nflirmiatio'n of eeonditions whcrc dcgradatioei
noet cxpected, has not cvidcnccd as a problem, or whero the aging m~echaniemi
slow acting. Duc to the fact that portable comprfessors without d-rs have bee
used in the Scrvicc Air System, the system mnay not have always been reliably &N,'.

Thi ispetin wllve.if~ythe prcscn cc (er abscnec) of gencrol corrosion WithinthI OIt II • It)H • l VI• I • i,• ~ ~ I• • • • IIlI V ~ • •V • • ~ l n n

liene enwal boundar-y of the Scrvicc Air System.

INYRSG 1801 is based en industr,' epcrating ccren through January 2006
R. ;nt in dustr; .p.cratingcx.... hae b..,...c r..viewed for applicability; none "•"as

idcntified. Fture operating experience is .aptured through the norm.al operating
cxerenc eview process, which will continue through the period of extended

epe. aten.

A r... ..w of Columbia ep..ating exper'ience to date has identified no ,,stance. ot
less of m atcrial related to the subject componentsi.

The site eeffeetive action program and an ongoin reie )f inutr per-ating
-- ,------- -.t- .wil be used t. enSUre that the program is c.fe.tive i managing the
, t.~..,g,,~.g•@c, ,. ,,

Required Enhancements
V-FE!a

Not applicable, this is a new aetit .
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Insert A into page B-185

The Service Air System Inspection Program is a new plant-specific program for which
plant operating experience has not shown the occurrence of the aforementioned aging
effect. Due to the fact that portable compressors without dryers have been used in the
Service Air System, the system may not have always been reliably dry. The ".speetie-
provides confirmation of material conditions before entering the period of extendedP
operation, and detection of aging effects prior to loss of component intended function
during the period of extended operation. The elements comprising the program are to
be consistent with industry practice.

NUREG-1801, Revision 1, is based on industry operating experience through January
2005. Recent industry operating experience has been reviewed for applicability, with
only a general indication that inspection of internal surfaces during the performance of
periodic surveillance and maintenance activities has proven effective in maintaining the
material condition of plant systems, structures, and components. Future operating
experience is captured through the normal plant operating experience review process,
which will continue through the period of extended operation.

This operating experience supports that baseline inspections of each material, to
determine actual material conditions, prior to the period of extended operation and
opportunistic inspections thereafter will, in conjunction with the normal operating
experience review process, ensure aging is detected prior to a loss of component
intended function.

The site corrective action program and an ongoing review of industry operating
experience will be used to ensure that the program is effective in managing the effects
of aging for components within the scope of this program during the period of extended
operation.
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Program will provide reasonable assurance
Conclusion that the aging effect will be managed such

Implementation of the Service Air System Inspection -lr+if'' that thor arc no aging
cffeetz rcgUiring management for the swbjct compononts or will idontify corrcct'ov

ae-eRS PC-C15- 19eUaIng prograFAnmat~e everzignf, te Be E-1-11 le cnSWrc
component intended functions will be maintained consistent with the current
basis during the period of extended operation.
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